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The C Language Basics Questions-Answers 

1. What is a local block? 

A local block is any portion of a C program that is enclosed by the left brace ({) and the right brace (}). A C 

function contains left and right braces, and therefore anything between the two braces is contained in a local 

block. An if statement or a switch statement can also contain braces, so the portion of code between these 

two braces would be considered a local block. 

Additionally, you might want to create your own local block without the aid of a C function or keyword 

construct. This is perfectly legal. Variables can be declared within local blocks, but they must be declared 

only at the beginning of a local block. Variables declared in this manner are visible only within the local 

block. Duplicate variable names declared within a local block take precedence over variables with the same 

name declared outside the local block. Here is an example of a program that uses local blocks: 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

void main(void); 

void main() 

{ 

     /* Begin local block for function main() */ 

     int test_var = 10; 

     printf("Test variable before the if statement: %d\n", test_var); 

     if (test_var > 5) 

     { 

          /* Begin local block for "if" statement */ 

          int test_var = 5; 

          printf("Test variable within the if statement: %d\n", 

                 test_var); 

          { 

               /* Begin independent local block (not tied to 

                  any function or keyword) */ 

               int test_var = 0; 

               printf( 

               "Test variable within the independent local block:%d\n", 

               test_var); 

          } 

          /* End independent local block */ 

     } 

     /* End local block for "if" statement */ 

     printf("Test variable after the if statement: %d\n", test_var); 

} 

/* End local block for function main() */ 

This example program produces the following output: 

Test variable before the if statement: 10 

Test variable within the if statement: 5 

Test variable within the independent local block: 0 

Test variable after the if statement: 10 

Notice that as each test_var was defined, it took precedence over the previously defined test_var. Also 

notice that when the if statement local block had ended, the program had reentered the scope of the original 

test_var, and its value was 10. 
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2. Should variables be stored in local blocks? 

The use of local blocks for storing variables is unusual and therefore should be avoided, with only rare 

exceptions. One of these exceptions would be for debugging purposes, when you might want to declare a 

local instance of a global variable to test within your function. You also might want to use a local block 

when you want to make your program more readable in the current context. 

Sometimes having the variable declared closer to where it is used makes your program more readable. 

However, well-written programs usually do not have to resort to declaring variables in this manner, and you 

should avoid using local blocks. 

3. When is a switch statement better than multiple if statements? 

A switch statement is generally best to use when you have more than two conditional expressions based on a 

single variable of numeric type. For instance, rather than the code 

if (x == 1) 

     printf("x is equal to one.\n"); 

else if (x == 2) 

     printf("x is equal to two.\n"); 

else if (x == 3) 

     printf("x is equal to three.\n"); 

else 

     printf("x is not equal to one, two, or three.\n"); 

the following code is easier to read and maintain: 

switch (x) 

{ 

     case 1:   printf("x is equal to one.\n"); 

                    break; 

     case 2:   printf("x is equal to two.\n"); 

                    break; 

     case 3:   printf("x is equal to three.\n"); 

                    break; 

     default:  printf("x is not equal to one, two, or three.\n"); 

                    break; 

} 

Notice that for this method to work, the conditional expression must be based on a variable of numeric type 

in order to use the switch statement. Also, the conditional expression must be based on a single variable. For 

instance, even though the following if statement contains more than two conditions, it is not a candidate for 

using a switch statement because it is based on string comparisons and not numeric comparisons: 

char* name = "Lupto"; 

if (!stricmp(name, "Isaac")) 

     printf("Your name means 'Laughter'.\n"); 

else if (!stricmp(name, "Amy")) 

     printf("Your name means 'Beloved'.\n "); 

else if (!stricmp(name, "Lloyd")) 

     printf("Your name means 'Mysterious'.\n "); 

else 

     printf("I haven't a clue as to what your name means.\n"); 

4. Is a default case necessary in a switch statement? 

No, but it is not a bad idea to put default statements in switch statements for error- or logic-checking 

purposes. For instance, the following switch statement is perfectly normal: 

switch (char_code) 
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{ 

     case 'Y': 

     case 'y': printf("You answered YES!\n"); 

               break; 

     case 'N': 

     case 'n': printf("You answered NO!\n"); 

               break; 

} 

Consider, however, what would happen if an unknown character code were passed to this switch statement. 

The program would not print anything. It would be a good idea, therefore, to insert a default case where this 

condition would be taken care of: 

... 

     default:  printf("Unknown response: %d\n", char_code); 

               break; 

... 

Additionally, default cases come in handy for logic checking. For instance, if your switch statement handled 

a fixed number of conditions and you considered any value outside those conditions to be a logic error, you 

could insert a default case which would flag that condition. Consider the following example: 

void move_cursor(int direction) 

{ 

     switch (direction) 

     { 

          case UP:     cursor_up(); 

                       break; 

          case DOWN:   cursor_down(); 

                       break; 

          case LEFT:   cursor_left(); 

                       break; 

          case RIGHT:  cursor_right(); 

                       break; 

          default:     printf("Logic error on line number %ld!!!\n", 

                               __LINE__); 

                       break; 

     } 

} 

 

5. Can the last case of a switch statement skip including the break? 

Even though the last case of a switch statement does not require a break statement at the end, you should add 

break statements to all cases of the switch statement, including the last case. You should do so primarily 

because your program has a strong chance of being maintained by someone other than you who might add 

cases but neglect to notice that the last case has no break statement. 

This oversight would cause what would formerly be the last case statement to "fall through" to the new 

statements added to the bottom of the switch statement. Putting a break after each case statement would 

prevent this possible mishap and make your program more "bulletproof." Besides, most of today's 

optimizing compilers will optimize out the last break, so there will be no performance degradation if you 

add it. 

6. Other than in a for statement, when is the comma operator used? 

The comma operator is commonly used to separate variable declarations, function arguments, and 

expressions, as well as the elements of a for statement. Look closely at the following program, which shows 

some of the many ways a comma can be used: 
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#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

void main() 

{ 

     /* Here, the comma operator is used to separate 

        three variable declarations. */ 

     int i, j, k; 

     /* Notice how you can use the comma operator to perform 

        multiple initializations on the same line. */ 

     i = 0, j = 1, k = 2; 

     printf("i = %d, j = %d, k = %d\n", i, j, k); 

     /* Here, the comma operator is used to execute three expressions 

        in one line: assign k to i, increment j, and increment k. 

        The value that i receives is always the rightmost expression. */ 

     i = (j++, k++); 

     printf("i = %d, j = %d, k = %d\n", i, j, k); 

     /* Here, the while statement uses the comma operator to 

        assign the value of i as well as test it. */ 

     while (i = (rand() % 100), i != 50) 

          printf("i is %d, trying again...\n", i); 

     printf("\nGuess what? i is 50!\n"); 

} 

Notice the line that reads 

i = (j++, k++); 

This line actually performs three actions at once. These are the three actions, in order: 

1. Assigns the value of k to i. This happens because the left value (lvalue) always evaluates to the rightmost 

argument. In this case, it evaluates to k. Notice that it does not evaluate to k++, because k++ is a postfix 

incremental expression, and k is not incremented until the assignment of k to i is made. If the expression had 

read ++k, the value of ++k would be assigned to i because it is a prefix incremental expression, and it is 

incremented before the assignment is made. 

2. Increments j. 

3. Increments k. 

Also, notice the strange-looking while statement: 

while (i = (rand() % 100), i != 50) 

     printf("i is %d, trying again...\n"); 

Here, the comma operator separates two expressions, each of which is evaluated for each iteration of the 

while statement. The first expression, to the left of the comma, assigns i to a random number from 0 to 99. 

The second expression, which is more commonly found in a while statement, is a conditional expression that 

tests to see whether i is not equal to 50. For each iteration of the while statement, i is assigned a new random 

number, and the value of i is checked to see that it is not 50. Eventually, i is randomly assigned the value 50, 

and the while statement terminates. 

7. How can you tell whether a loop ended prematurely? 

Generally, loops are dependent on one or more variables. Your program can check those variables outside 

the loop to ensure that the loop executed properly. For instance, consider the following example: 

#define REQUESTED_BLOCKS 512 
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int x; 

char* cp[REQUESTED_BLOCKS]; 

/* Attempt (in vain, I must add...) to 

   allocate 512 10KB blocks in memory. */ 

for (x=0; x< REQUESTED_BLOCKS; x++) 

{ 

     cp[x] = (char*) malloc(10000, 1); 

     if (cp[x] == (char*) NULL) 

          break; 

} 

/* If x is less than REQUESTED_BLOCKS, 

   the loop has ended prematurely. */ 

if (x < REQUESTED_BLOCKS) 

     printf("Bummer! My loop ended prematurely!\n"); 

Notice that for the loop to execute successfully, it would have had to iterate through 512 times. Immediately 

following the loop, this condition is tested to see whether the loop ended prematurely. If the variable x is 

anything less than 512, some error has occurred. 

8. What is the difference between goto and long jmp( ) and setjmp()? 

A goto statement implements a local jump of program execution, and the longjmp() and setjmp() functions 

implement a nonlocal, or far, jump of program execution. Generally, a jump in execution of any kind should 

be avoided because it is not considered good programming practice to use such statements as goto and 

longjmp in your program. 

A goto statement simply bypasses code in your program and jumps to a predefined position. To use the goto 

statement, you give it a labeled position to jump to. This predefined position must be within the same 

function. You cannot implement gotos between functions. Here is an example of a goto statement: 

void bad_programmers_function(void) 

{ 

     int x; 

     printf("Excuse me while I count to 5000...\n"); 

     x = 1; 

     while (1) 

     { 

          printf("%d\n", x); 

          if (x == 5000) 

               goto all_done; 

          else 

               x = x + 1; 

     } 

all_done: 

     printf("Whew! That wasn't so bad, was it?\n"); 

} 

This example could have been written much better, avoiding the use of a goto statement. Here is an example 

of an improved implementation: 

void better_function(void) 

{ 

     int x; 

     printf("Excuse me while I count to 5000...\n"); 

     for (x=1; x<=5000; x++) 

          printf("%d\n", x); 

     printf("Whew! That wasn't so bad, was it?\n"); 

} 

As previously mentioned, the longjmp() and setjmp() functions implement a nonlocal goto. When your 

program calls setjmp(), the current state of your program is saved in a structure of type jmp_buf. Later, your 
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program can call the longjmp() function to restore the program's state as it was when you called setjmp(). 

Unlike the goto statement, the longjmp() and setjmp() functions do not need to be implemented in the same 

function.  

However, there is a major drawback to using these functions: your program, when restored to its previously 

saved state, will lose its references to any dynamically allocated memory between the longjmp() and the 

setjmp(). This means you will waste memory for every malloc() or calloc() you have implemented between 

your longjmp() and setjmp(), and your program will be horribly inefficient. It is highly recommended that 

you avoid using functions such as longjmp() and setjmp() because they, like the goto statement, are quite 

often an indication of poor programming practice. 

Here is an example of the longjmp() and setjmp() functions: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <setjmp.h> 

jmp_buf saved_state; 

void main(void); 

void call_longjmp(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int ret_code; 

     printf("The current state of the program is being saved...\n"); 

     ret_code = setjmp(saved_state); 

     if (ret_code == 1) 

     { 

          printf("The longjmp function has been called.\n"); 

          printf("The program's previous state has been restored.\n"); 

          exit(0); 

     } 

     printf("I am about to call longjmp and\n"); 

     printf("return to the previous program state...\n"); 

     call_longjmp(); 

} 

void call_longjmp(void) 

{ 

     longjmp(saved_state, 1); 

} 

 

9. What is an lvalue? 

An lvalue is an expression to which a value can be assigned. The lvalue expression is located on the left side 

of an assignment statement, whereas an rvalue is located on the right side of an assignment statement. Each 

assignment statement must have an lvalue and an rvalue. The lvalue expression must reference a storable 

variable in memory. It cannot be a constant. For instance, the following lines show a few examples of 

lvalues: 

int x; 

int* p_int; 

x = 1; 

*p_int = 5; 

The variable x is an integer, which is a storable location in memory. Therefore, the statement x = 1 qualifies 

x to be an lvalue. Notice the second assignment statement, *p_int = 5. By using the * modifier to reference 

the area of memory that p_int points to, *p_int is qualified as an lvalue. In contrast, here are a few examples 

of what would not be considered lvalues: 

#define CONST_VAL 10 

int x; 

/* example 1 */ 
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1 = x; 

/* example 2 */ 

CONST_VAL = 5; 

In both statements, the left side of the statement evaluates to a constant value that cannot be changed 

because constants do not represent storable locations in memory. Therefore, these two assignment 

statements do not contain lvalues and will be flagged by your compiler as errors. 

10. Can an array be an lvalue? 

Is an array an expression to which we can assign a value? The answer to this question is no, because an array 

is composed of several separate array elements that cannot be treated as a whole for assignment purposes. 

The following statement is therefore illegal: 

int x[5], y[5]; 

x = y; 

You could, however, use a for loop to iterate through each element of the array and assign values 

individually, such as in this example: 

int i; 

int x[5]; 

int y[5]; 

... 

for (i=0; i<5; i++) 

     x[i] = y[i] 

... 

Additionally, you might want to copy the whole array all at once. You can do so using a library function 

such as the memcpy() function, which is shown here: 

memcpy(x, y, sizeof(y)); 

It should be noted here that unlike arrays, structures can be treated as lvalues. Thus, you can assign one 

structure variable to another structure variable of the same type, such as this: 

typedef struct t_name 

{ 

     char last_name[25]; 

     char first_name[15]; 

     char middle_init[2]; 

} NAME; 

... 

NAME my_name, your_name; 

... 

your_name = my_name; 

... 

In the preceding example, the entire contents of the my_name structure were copied into the your_name 

structure. This is essentially the same as the following line: 

memcpy(your_name, my_name, sizeof(your_name)); 

11. What is an rvalue? 

rvalue can be defined as an expression that can be assigned to an lvalue. The rvalue appears on the right side 

of an assignment statement. 
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Unlike an lvalue, an rvalue can be a constant or an expression, as shown here: 

int x, y; 

x = 1;               /* 1 is an rvalue; x is an lvalue */ 

y = (x + 1);         /* (x + 1) is an rvalue; y is an lvalue */ 

An assignment statement must have both an lvalue and an rvalue. Therefore, the following statement would 

not compile because it is missing an rvalue: 

int x; x = void_function_call() /* the function void_function_call() returns nothing */  

If the function had returned an integer, it would be considered an rvalue because it evaluates into something 

that the lvalue, x, can store. 

12. Is left-to-right or right-to-left order guaranteed for operator precedence? 

The simple answer to this question is neither. The C language does not always evaluate left-to-right or right-

to-left. Generally, function calls are evaluated first, followed by complex expressions and then simple 

expressions. 

Additionally, most of today's popular C compilers often rearrange the order in which the expression is 

evaluated in order to get better optimized code. You therefore should always implicitly define your operator 

precedence by using parentheses. 

For example, consider the following expression: 

a = b + c/d / function_call() * 5 

The way this expression is to be evaluated is totally ambiguous, and you probably will not get the results 

you want. Instead, try writing it by using implicit operator precedence: 

a = b + (((c/d) / function_call()) * 5) 

Using this method, you can be assured that your expression will be evaluated properly and that the compiler 

will not rearrange operators for optimization purposes. 

 

13. What is the difference between ++var and var++? 

The ++ operator is called the increment operator. When the operator is placed before the variable (++var), 

the variable is incremented by 1 before it is used in the expression. When the operator is placed after the 

variable (var++), the expression is evaluated, and then the variable is incremented by 1. 

The same holds true for the decrement operator (--). When the operator is placed before the variable, you are 

said to have a prefix operation. When the operator is placed after the variable, you are said to have a postfix 

operation. 

For instance, consider the following example of postfix incrementation: 

int x, y; 

x = 1; 

y = (x++ * 5); 
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In this example, postfix incrementation is used, and x is not incremented until after the evaluation of the 

expression is done. Therefore, y evaluates to 1 times 5, or 5. After the evaluation, x is incremented to 2. 

Now look at an example using prefix incrementation: 

int x, y; 

x = 1; 

y = (++x * 5); 

This example is the same as the first one, except that this example uses prefix incrementation rather than 

postfix. Therefore, x is incremented before the expression is evaluated, making it 2. Hence, y evaluates to 2 

times 5, or 10. 

14. What does the modulus operator do? 

The modulus operator (%) gives the remainder of two divided numbers. For instance, consider the following 

portion of code: 

x = 15/7 

If x were an integer, the resulting value of x would be 2. However, consider what would happen if you were 

to apply the modulus operator to the same equation: 

x = 15%7 

The result of this expression would be the remainder of 15 divided by 7, or 1. This is to say that 15 divided 

by 7 is 2 with a remainder of 1. 

The modulus operator is commonly used to determine whether one number is evenly divisible into another. 

For instance, if you wanted to print every third letter of the alphabet, you would use the following code: 

int x; 

for (x=1; x<=26; x++) 

     if ((x%3) == 0) 

          printf("%c", x+64); 

The preceding example would output the string "cfilorux", which represents every third letter in the 

alphabet. 

 

Bits and Bytes 

1. What is the most efficient way to store flag values? 

A flag is a value used to make a decision between two or more options in the execution of a program. For 

instance, the /w flag on the MS-DOS dir command causes the command to display filenames in several 

columns across the screen instead of displaying them one per line. In which a flag is used to indicate which 

of two possible types is held in a union. Because a flag has a small number of values (often only two), it is 

tempting to save memory space by not storing each flag in its own int or char. 

Efficiency in this case is a tradeoff between size and speed. The most memory-space efficient way to store a 

flag value is as single bits or groups of bits just large enough to hold all the possible values. This is because 

most computers cannot address individual bits in memory, so the bit or bits of interest must be extracted 

from the bytes that contain it. 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/bits-and-bytes/
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The most time-efficient way to store flag values is to keep each in its own integer variable. Unfortunately, 

this method can waste up to 31 bits of a 32-bit variable, which can lead to very inefficient use of memory. If 

there are only a few flags, it doesn't matter how they are stored. If there are many flags, it might be 

advantageous to store them packed in an array of characters or integers. They must then be extracted by a 

process called bit masking, in which unwanted bits are removed from the ones of interest. 

Sometimes it is possible to combine a flag with another value to save space. It might be possible to use high- 

order bits of integers that have values smaller than what an integer can hold. Another possibility is that some 

data is always a multiple of 2 or 4, so the low-order bits can be used to store a flag. 

2. What is meant by "bit masking"? 

Bit masking means selecting only certain bits from byte(s) that might have many bits set. To examine some 

bits of a byte, the byte is bitwise "ANDed" with a mask that is a number consisting of only those bits of 

interest. For instance, to look at the one's digit (rightmost digit) of the variable flags, you bitwise AND it 

with a mask of one (the bitwise AND operator in C is &): 

flags & 1; 

To set the bits of interest, the number is bitwise "ORed" with the bit mask (the bitwise OR operator in C is 

|). For instance, you could set the one's digit of flags like so: 

flags = flags | 1; 

Or, equivalently, you could set it like this: 

flags |= 1; 

To clear the bits of interest, the number is bitwise ANDed with the one's complement of the bit mask. The 

"one's complement" of a number is the number with all its one bits changed to zeros and all its zero bits 

changed to ones. The one's complement operator in C is ~. For instance, you could clear the one's digit of 

flags like so: 

flags = flags & ~1; 

Or, equivalently, you could clear it like this: 

flags &= ~1; 

Sometimes it is easier to use macros to manipulate flag values. 

Example Program : Macros that make manipulating flags easier. 

/* Bit Masking */ 

/* Bit masking can be used to switch a character 

   between lowercase and uppercase */ 

#define BIT_POS(N)            ( 1U << (N) ) 

#define SET_FLAG(N, F)        ( (N) |= (F) ) 

#define CLR_FLAG(N, F)        ( (N) &= -(F) ) 

#define TST_FLAG(N, F)        ( (N) & (F) ) 

#define BIT_RANGE(N, M)       ( BIT_POS((M)+1 - (N))-1 << (N) ) 

#define BIT_SHIFTL(B, N)      ( (unsigned)(B) << (N) ) 

#define BIT_SHIFTR(B, N)      ( (unsigned)(B) >> (N) ) 

#define SET_MFLAG(N, F, V)    ( CLR_FLAG(N, F), SET_FLAG(N, V) ) 

#define CLR_MFLAG(N, F)       ( (N) &= ~(F) ) 

#define GET_MFLAG(N, F)       ( (N) & (F) ) 

#include <stdio.h> 
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void main() 

{ 

  unsigned char ascii_char = 'A';        /*  char = 8 bits only */ 

  int test_nbr = 10; 

  printf("Starting character = %c\n", ascii_char); 

  /*  The 5th bit position determines if the character is 

      uppercase or lowercase. 

      5th bit = 0  - Uppercase 

      5th bit = 1  - Lowercase      */ 

  printf("\nTurn 5th bit on = %c\n", SET_FLAG(ascii_char, BIT_POS(5)) ); 

  printf("Turn 5th bit off = %c\n\n", CLR_FLAG(ascii_char, BIT_POS(5)) ); 

  printf("Look at shifting bits\n"); 

  printf("=====================\n"); 

  printf("Current value = %d\n", test_nbr); 

  printf("Shifting one position left = %d\n", 

         test_nbr = BIT_SHIFTL(test_nbr, 1) ); 

  printf("Shifting two positions right = %d\n", 

         BIT_SHIFTR(test_nbr, 2) ); 

} 

BIT_POS(N) takes an integer N and returns a bit mask corresponding to that single bit position (BIT_POS(0) 

returns a bit mask for the one's digit, BIT_POS(1) returns a bit mask for the two's digit, and so on). So 

instead of writing 

#define A_FLAG 4096 

#define B_FLAG 8192 

you can write 

#define A_FLAG BIT_POS(12) 

#define B_FLAG BIT_POS(13) 

which is less prone to errors. 

The SET_FLAG(N, F) macro sets the bit at position F of variable N. Its opposite is CLR_FLAG(N, F), which 

clears the bit at position F of variable N. Finally, TST_FLAG(N, F) can be used to test the value of the bit at 

position F of variable N, as in 

if (TST_FLAG(flags, A_FLAG)) 

        /* do something */; 

The macro BIT_RANGE(N, M) produces a bit mask corresponding to bit positions N through M, inclusive. 

With this macro, instead of writing 

#define FIRST_OCTAL_DIGIT 7 /* 111 */ 

#define SECOND_OCTAL_DIGIT 56 /* 111000 */ 

you can write 

#define FIRST_OCTAL_DIGIT BIT_RANGE(0, 2) /* 111 */ 

#define SECOND_OCTAL_DIGIT BIT_RANGE(3, 5) /* 111000 */ 

which more clearly indicates which bits are meant. 
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The macro BIT_SHIFT(B, N) can be used to shift value B into the proper bit range (starting with bit N). For 

instance, if you had a flag called C that could take on one of five possible colors, the colors might be defined 

like this: 

#define C_FLAG          BIT_RANGE(8, 10)      /* 11100000000 */ 

/* here are all the values the C flag can take on */ 

#define C_BLACK         BIT_SHIFTL(0, 8)       /* 00000000000 */ 

#define C_RED           BIT_SHIFTL(1, 8)       /* 00100000000 */ 

#define C_GREEN         BIT_SHIFTL(2, 8)       /* 01000000000 */ 

#define C_BLUE          BIT_SHIFTL(3, 8)       /* 01100000000 */ 

#define C_WHITE         BIT_SHIFTL(4, 8)       /* 10000000000 */ 

#define C_ZERO          C_BLACK 

#define C_LARGEST       C_WHITE 

/* A truly paranoid programmer might do this */ 

#if C_LARGEST > C_FLAG 

        Cause an error message. The flag C_FLAG is not 

        big enough to hold all its possible values. 

#endif /* C_LARGEST > C_FLAG */ 

The macro SET_MFLAG(N, F, V) sets flag F in variable N to the value V. The macro CLR_MFLAG(N, F) is 

identical to CLR_FLAG(N, F), except the name is changed so that all the operations on multibit flags have a 

similar naming convention. The macro GET_MFLAG(N, F) gets the value of flag F in variable N, so it can 

be tested, as in 

if (GET_MFLAG(flags, C_FLAG) == C_BLUE) 

        /* do something */; 

3. Are bit fields portable? 

Bit fields are not portable. Because bit fields cannot span machine words, and because the number of bits in 

a machine word is different on different machines, a particular program using bit fields might not even 

compile on a particular machine. 

Assuming that your program does compile, the order in which bits are assigned to bit fields is not defined. 

Therefore, different compilers, or even different versions of the same compiler, could produce code that 

would not work properly on data generated by compiled older code. Stay away from using bit fields, except 

in cases in which the machine can directly address bits in memory and the compiler can generate code to 

take advantage of it and the increase in speed to be gained would be essential to the operation of the 

program. 

4. Is it better to bitshift a value than to multiply by 2? 

Any decent optimizing compiler will generate the same code no matter which way you write it. Use 

whichever form is more readable in the context in which it appears. The following program's assembler code 

can be viewed with a tool such as CODEVIEW on DOS/Windows or the disassembler (usually called "dis") 

on UNIX machines: 

Example: Multiplying by 2 and shifting left by 1 are often the same. 

void main() 

{ 

  unsigned int test_nbr = 300; 

  test_nbr *= 2; 

  test_nbr = 300; 

  test_nbr <<= 1; 

} 
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5. What is meant by high-order and low-order bytes? 

We generally write numbers from left to right, with the most significant digit first. To understand what is 

meant by the "significance" of a digit, think of how much happier you would be if the first digit of your 

paycheck was increased by one compared to the last digit being increased by one. 

The bits in a byte of computer memory can be considered digits of a number written in base 2. That means 

the least significant bit represents one, the next bit represents 2´1, or 2, the next bit represents 2´2´1, or 4, 

and so on. If you consider two bytes of memory as representing a single 16-bit number, one byte will hold 

the least significant 8 bits, and the other will hold the most significant 8 bits. Figure shows the bits arranged 

into two bytes. The byte holding the least significant 8 bits is called the least significant byte, or low-order 

byte. The byte containing the most significant 8 bits is the most significant byte, or high- order byte. 

 

6. How are 16- and 32-bit numbers stored? 

A 16-bit number takes two bytes of storage, a most significant byte and a least significant byte. If you write 

the 16-bit number on paper, you would start with the most significant byte and end with the least significant 

byte. There is no convention for which order to store them in memory, however. 

Let's call the most significant byte M and the least significant byte L. There are two possible ways to store 

these bytes in memory. You could store M first, followed by L, or L first, followed by M. Storing byte M 

first in memory is called "forward" or "big-endian" byte ordering. The term big endian comes from the fact 

that the "big end" of the number comes first, and it is also a reference to the book Gulliver's Travels, in 

which the term refers to people who eat their boiled eggs with the big end on top. 

Storing byte L first is called "reverse" or "little-endian" byte ordering. Most machines store data in a big- 

endian format. Intel CPUs store data in a little-endian format, however, which can be confusing when 

someone is trying to connect an Intel microprocessor-based machine to anything else. 

A 32-bit number takes four bytes of storage. Let's call them Mm, Ml, Lm, and Ll in decreasing order of 

significance. There are 4! (4 factorial, or 24) different ways in which these bytes can be ordered. Over the 

years, computer designers have used just about all 24 ways. The most popular two ways in use today, 

however, are (Mm, Ml, Lm, Ll), which is big-endian, and (Ll, Lm, Ml, Mm), which is little-endian. As with 

16-bit numbers, most machines store 32-bit numbers in a big-endian format, but Intel machines store 32-bit 

numbers in a little-endian format. 

 

Preprocessors 

1. What is a macro, and how do you use it? 

A macro is a preprocessor directive that provides a mechanism for token replacement in your source code. 

Macros are created by using the #define statement. Here is an example of a macro: 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/preprocessors/
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#define VERSION_STAMP "1.02" 

The macro being defined in this example is commonly referred to as a symbol. The symbol 

VERSION_STAMP is simply a physical representation of the string "1.02". When the preprocessor is 

invoked, every occurrence of the VERSION_STAMP symbol is replaced with the literal string "1.02". Here is 

another example of a macro: 

#define CUBE(x) ((x) * (x) * (x)) 

The macro being defined here is named CUBE, and it takes one argument, x. The rest of the code on the line 

represents the body of the CUBE macro. Thus, the simplistic macro CUBE(x) will represent the more 

complex expression ((x) * (x) * (x)). When the preprocessor is invoked, every instance of the macro 

CUBE(x) in your program is replaced with the code ((x) * (x) * (x)). 

Macros can save you many keystrokes when you are coding your program. They can also make your 

program much more readable and reliable, because you enter a macro in one place and use it in potentially 

several places. There is no overhead associated with macros, because the code that the macro represents is 

expanded in-place, and no jump in your program is invoked. Additionally, the arguments are not type-

sensitive, so you don't have to worry about what data type you are passing to the macro. 

Note that there must be no white space between your macro name and the parentheses containing the 

argument definition. Also, you should enclose the body of the macro in parentheses to avoid possible 

ambiguity regarding the translation of the macro. For instance, the following example shows the CUBE 

macro defined incorrectly: 

#define CUBE (x) x * x * x 

You also should be careful with what is passed to a macro. For instance, a very common mistake is to pass 

an incremented variable to a macro, as in the following example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#define CUBE(x) (x*x*x) 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x, y; 

     x = 5; 

     y = CUBE(++x); 

     printf("y is %d\n", y); 

} 

What will y be equal to? You might be surprised to find out that y is not equal to 125 (the cubed value of 5) 

and not equal to 336 (6 * 7 * 8), but rather is 512. This is because the variable x is incremented while being 

passed as a parameter to the macro. Thus, the expanded CUBE macro in the preceding example actually 

appears as follows: 

y = ((++x) * (++x) * (++x)); 

Each time x is referenced, it is incremented, so you wind up with a very different result from what you had 

intended. Because x is referenced three times and you are using a prefix increment operator, x is actually 8 

when the code is expanded. Thus, you wind up with the cubed value of 8 rather than 5. This common 

mistake is one you should take note of because tracking down such bugs in your software can be a very 

frustrating experience. I personally have seen this mistake made by people with many years of C 

programming under their belts. I recommend that you type the example program and see for yourself how 

surprising the resulting value (512) is. 
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Macros can also utilize special operators such as the stringizing operator (#) and the concatenation operator 

(##). The stringizing operator can be used to convert macro parameters to quoted strings, as in the following 

example: 

#define DEBUG_VALUE(v) printf(#v " is equal to %d.\n", v) 

In your program, you can check the value of a variable by invoking the DEBUG_VALUE macro: ... int x = 

20; DEBUG_VALUE(x); ...  

The preceding code prints "x is equal to 20." on-screen. This example shows that the stringizing operator 

used with macros can be a very handy debugging tool. 

The concatenation operator (##) is used to concatenate (combine) two separate strings into one single string. 

2. What will the preprocessor do for a program? 

The C preprocessor is used to modify your program according to the preprocessor directives in your source 

code. A preprocessor directive is a statement (such as #define) that gives the preprocessor specific 

instructions on how to modify your source code. The preprocessor is invoked as the first part of your 

compiler program's compilation step. It is usually hidden from the programmer because it is run 

automatically by the compiler. 

The preprocessor reads in all of your include files and the source code you are compiling and creates a 

preprocessed version of your source code. This preprocessed version has all of its macros and constant 

symbols replaced by their corresponding code and value assignments. If your source code contains any 

conditional preprocessor directives (such as #if), the preprocessor evaluates the condition and modifies your 

source code accordingly. 

Here is an example of a program that uses the preprocessor extensively: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#define TRUE         1 

#define FALSE        (!TRUE) 

#define GREATER(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (TRUE) : (FALSE)) 

#define PIG_LATIN    FALSE 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x, y; 

#if PIG_LATIN 

     printf("Easeplay enternay ethay aluevay orfay xnay: "); 

     scanf("%d", &x); 

     printf("Easeplay enternay ethay aluevay orfay ynay: "); 

     scanf("%d", &y); 

#else 

     printf("Please enter the value for x: "); 

     scanf("%d", &x); 

     printf("Please enter the value for y: "); 

     scanf("%d", &y); 

#endif 

     if (GREATER(x,y) == TRUE) 

     { 

#if PIG_LATIN 

          printf("xnay islay eatergray anthay ynay!\n"); 

#else 

          printf("x is greater than y!\n"); 

#endif 

     } 

     else 

     { 
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     #if PIG_LATIN 

          printf("xnay islay otnay eatergray anthay ynay!\n"); 

#else 

          printf("x is not greater than y!\n"); 

#endif 

     } 

} 

This program uses preprocessor directives to define symbolic constants (such as TRUE, FALSE, and 

PIG_LATIN), a macro (such as GREATER(a,b)), and conditional compilation (by using the #if statement). 

When the preprocessor is invoked on this source code, it reads in the stdio.h file and interprets its 

preprocessor directives, then it replaces all symbolic constants and macros in your program with the 

corresponding values and code. Next, it evaluates whether PIG_LATIN is set to TRUE and includes either 

the pig latin text or the plain English text. 

If PIG_LATIN is set to FALSE, as in the preceding example, a preprocessed version of the source code 

would look like this: 

/* Here is where all the include files 

   would be expanded. */ 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x, y; 

     printf("Please enter the value for x: "); 

     scanf("%d", &x); 

     printf("Please enter the value for y: "); 

     scanf("%d", &y); 

     if (((x) > (y) ? (1) : (!1)) == 1) 

     { 

          printf("x is greater than y!\n"); 

     } 

     else 

     { 

          printf("x is not greater than y!\n"); 

     } 

} 

This preprocessed version of the source code can then be passed on to the compiler. If you want to see a 

preprocessed version of a program, most compilers have a command-line option or a standalone 

preprocessor program to invoke only the preprocessor and save the preprocessed version of your source 

code to a file. This capability can sometimes be handy in debugging strange errors with macros and other 

preprocessor directives, because it shows your source code after it has been run through the preprocessor. 

3. How can you avoid including a header more than once? 

One easy technique to avoid multiple inclusions of the same header is to use the #ifndef and #define 

preprocessor directives. When you create a header for your program, you can #define a symbolic name that 

is unique to that header. You can use the conditional preprocessor directive named #ifndef to check whether 

that symbolic name has already been assigned. If it is assigned, you should not include the header, because it 

has already been preprocessed. If it is not defined, you should define it to avoid any further inclusions of the 

header. The following header illustrates this technique: 

#ifndef _FILENAME_H 

#define _FILENAME_H 

#define VER_NUM      "1.00.00" 

#define REL_DATE     "08/01/94" 

#if __WINDOWS__ 

#define OS_VER       "WINDOWS" 

#else 

#define OS_VER       "DOS" 

#endif 
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#endif 

When the preprocessor encounters this header, it first checks to see whether _FILENAME_H has been 

defined. If it hasn't been defined, the header has not been included yet, and the _FILENAME_H symbolic 

name is defined. Then, the rest of the header is parsed until the last #endif is encountered, signaling the end 

of the conditional #ifndef _FILENAME_H statement. Substitute the actual name of the header file for 

"FILENAME" in the preceding example to make it applicable for your programs. 

4. Can a file other than a .h file be included with #include? 

The preprocessor will include whatever file you specify in your #include statement. Therefore, if you have 

the line 

#include <macros.inc> 

in your program, the file macros.inc will be included in your precompiled program. It is, however, unusual 

programming practice to put any file that does not have a .h or .hpp extension in an #include statement. You 

should always put a .h extension on any of your C files you are going to include. This method makes it 

easier for you and others to identify which files are being used for preprocessing purposes. 

For instance, someone modifying or debugging your program might not know to look at the macros.inc file 

for macro definitions. That person might try in vain by searching all files with .h extensions and come up 

empty. If your file had been named macros.h, the search would have included the macros.h file, and the 

searcher would have been able to see what macros you defined in it. 

 

5. What is the benefit of using #define to declare a constant? 

Using the #define method of declaring a constant enables you to declare a constant in one place and use it 

throughout your program. This helps make your programs more maintainable, because you need to maintain 

only the #define statement and not several instances of individual constants throughout your program. For 

instance, if your program used the value of pi (approximately 3.14159) several times, you might want to 

declare a constant for pi as follows: 

#define PI 3.14159 

This way, if you wanted to expand the precision of pi for more accuracy, you could change it in one place 

rather than several places. Usually, it is best to put #define statements in an include file so that several 

modules can use the same constant value. 

Using the #define method of declaring a constant is probably the most familiar way of declaring constants to 

traditional C programmers. Besides being the most common method of declaring constants, it also takes up 

the least memory. Constants defined in this manner are simply placed directly into your source code, with no 

variable space allocated in memory. Unfortunately, this is one reason why most debuggers cannot inspect 

constants created using the #define method. 

Constants defined with the #define method can also be overridden using the #undef preprocessor directive. 

This means that if a symbol such as NULL is not defined the way you would like to see it defined, you can 

remove the previous definition of NULL and instantiate your own custom definition. 

6. What is the benefit of using enum to declare a constant? 
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Using the enum keyword to define a constant can have several benefits. First, constants declared with enum 

are automatically generated by the compiler, thereby relieving the programmer of manually assigning unique 

values to each constant. Also, constants declared with enum tend to be more readable to the programmer, 

because there is usually an enumerated type identifier associated with the constant's definition. 

Additionally, enumerated constants can usually be inspected during a debugging session. This can be an 

enormous benefit, especially when the alternative is having to manually look up the constant's value in a 

header file. Unfortunately, using the enum method of declaring constants takes up slightly more memory 

space than using the #define method of declaring constants, because a memory location must be set up to 

store the constant. 

Here is an example of an enumerated constant used for tracking errors in your program: 

enum Error_Code 

{ 

     OUT_OF_MEMORY, 

     INSUFFICIENT_DISK_SPACE, 

     LOGIC_ERROR, 

     FILE_NOT_FOUND 

}; 

7. What is the benefit of using an enum rather than a #define constant? 

The use of an enumeration constant (enum) has many advantages over using the traditional symbolic 

constant style of #define. These advantages include a lower maintenance requirement, improved program 

readability, and better debugging capability. The first advantage is that enumerated constants are generated 

automati- cally by the compiler. Conversely, symbolic constants must be manually assigned values by the 

programmer. For instance, if you had an enumerated constant type for error codes that could occur in your 

program, your enum definition could look something like this: 

enum Error_Code 

{ 

     OUT_OF_MEMORY, 

     INSUFFICIENT_DISK_SPACE, 

     LOGIC_ERROR, 

     FILE_NOT_FOUND 

}; 

In the preceding example, OUT_OF_MEMORY is automatically assigned the value of 0 (zero) by the 

compiler because it appears first in the definition. The compiler then continues to automatically assign 

numbers to the enumerated constants, making INSUFFICIENT_DISK_SPACE equal to 1, LOGIC_ERROR 

equal to 2, and so on. 

If you were to approach the same example by using symbolic constants, your code would look something 

like this:  

#define OUT_OF_MEMORY 0 

#define INSUFFICIENT_DISK_SPACE 1 

#define LOGIC_ERROR 2 

#define FILE_NOT_FOUND 3 

Each of the two methods arrives at the same result: four constants assigned numeric values to represent error 

codes. Consider the maintenance required, however, if you were to add two constants to represent the error 

codes DRIVE_NOT_READY and CORRUPT_FILE. Using the enumeration constant method, you simply 
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would put these two constants anywhere in the enum definition. The compiler would generate two unique 

values for these constants. Using the symbolic constant method, you would have to manually assign two 

new numbers to these constants. Additionally, you would want to ensure that the numbers you assign to 

these constants are unique. Because you don't have to worry about the actual values, defining your constants 

using the enumerated method is easier than using the symbolic constant method. The enumerated method 

also helps prevent accidentally reusing the same number for different constants. 

Another advantage of using the enumeration constant method is that your programs are more readable and 

thus can be understood better by others who might have to update your program later. For instance, consider 

the following piece of code: 

void copy_file(char* source_file_name, char* dest_file_name) 

{ 

     ... 

     Error_Code err; 

     ... 

      if (drive_ready() != TRUE) 

          err = DRIVE_NOT_READY; 

     ... 

} 

Looking at this example, you can derive from the definition of the variable err that err should be assigned 

only numbers of the enumerated type Error_Code. Hence, if another programmer were to modify or add 

functionality to this program, the programmer would know from the definition of Error_Code what 

constants are valid for assigning to err. 

Conversely, if the same example were to be applied using the symbolic constant method, the code would 

look like this: 

void copy_file(char* source_file, char* dest_file) 

{ 

     ... 

     int err; 

     ... 

     if (drive_ready() != TRUE) 

          err = DRIVE_NOT_READY; 

     ... 

} 

Looking at the preceding example, a programmer modifying or adding functionality to the copy_file() 

function would not immediately know what values are valid for assigning to the err variable. The 

programmer would need to search for the #define DRIVE_NOT_READY statement and hope that all relevant 

constants are defined in the same header file. This could make maintenance more difficult than it needs to be 

and make your programs harder to understand. 

A third advantage to using enumeration constants is that some symbolic debuggers can print the value of an 

enumeration constant. Conversely, most symbolic debuggers cannot print the value of a symbolic constant. 

This can be an enormous help in debugging your program, because if your program is stopped at a line that 

uses an enum, you can simply inspect that constant and instantly know its value. On the other hand, because 

most debuggers cannot print #define values, you would most likely have to search for that value by manually 

looking it up in a header file. 

8. How are portions of a program disabled in demo versions? 

If you are distributing a demo version of your program, the preprocessor can be used to enable or disable 

portions of your program. The following portion of code shows how this task is accomplished, using the 

preprocessor directives #if and #endif: 
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int save_document(char* doc_name) 

{ 

#if DEMO_VERSION 

     printf("Sorry! You can't save documents using the DEMO version of 

             this program!\n"); 

     return(0); 

#endif 

     ... 

} 

When you are compiling the demo version of your program, insert the line #define DEMO_VERSION and 

the preprocessor will include the conditional code that you specified in the save_document() function. This 

action prevents the users of your demo program from saving their documents. 

As a better alternative, you could define DEMO_VERSION in your compiler options when compiling and 

avoid having to change the source code for the program. 

This technique can be applied to many different situations. For instance, you might be writing a program 

that will support several operating systems or operating environments. You can create macros such as 

WINDOWS_VER, UNIX_VER, and DOS_VER that direct the preprocessor as to what code to include in your 

program depending on what operating system you are compiling for. 

 

9. Is it better to use a macro or a function? 

The answer depends on the situation you are writing code for. Macros have the distinct advantage of being 

more efficient (and faster) than functions, because their corresponding code is inserted directly into your 

source code at the point where the macro is called. There is no overhead involved in using a macro like there 

is in placing a call to a function. However, macros are generally small and cannot handle large, complex 

coding constructs. A function is more suited for this type of situation.  

Additionally, macros are expanded inline, which means that the code is replicated for each occurrence of a 

macro. Your code therefore could be somewhat larger when you use macros than if you were to use 

functions. 

Thus, the choice between using a macro and using a function is one of deciding between the tradeoff of 

faster program speed versus smaller program size. Generally, you should use macros to replace small, 

repeatable code sections, and you should use functions for larger coding tasks that might require several 

lines of code. 

10. What is the best way to comment out a section of code that contains comments? 

Most C compilers offer two ways of putting comments in your program. The first method is to use the /* and 

*/ symbols to denote the beginning and end of a comment. Everything from the /* symbol to the */ symbol 

is considered a comment and is omitted from the compiled version of the program. This method is best for 

commenting out sections of code that contain many comments. For instance, you can comment out a 

paragraph containing comments like this: 

/* 

This portion of the program contains 

a comment that is several lines long 

and is not included in the compiled 

version of the program. 

*/ 
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The other way to put comments in your program is to use the // symbol. Everything from the // symbol to the 

end of the current line is omitted from the compiled version of the program. This method is best for one-line 

comments, because the // symbol must be replicated for each line that you want to add a comment to. The 

preceding example, which contains four lines of comments, would not be a good candidate for this method 

of commenting, as demonstrated here: 

// This portion of the program contains 

// a comment that is several lines long 

// and is not included in the compiled 

// version of the program. 

You should consider using the /* and */ method of commenting rather than the // method, because the // 

method of commenting is not ANSI compatible. Many older compilers might not support the // comments. 

11. What is the difference between #include and #include "file" ? 

When writing your C program, you can include files in two ways. The first way is to surround the file you 

want to include with the angled brackets < and >. This method of inclusion tells the preprocessor to look for 

the file in the predefined default location. This predefined default location is often an INCLUDE 

environment variable that denotes the path to your include files. For instance, given the INCLUDE variable 

INCLUDE=C:\COMPILER\INCLUDE;S:\SOURCE\HEADERS; 

using the #include version of file inclusion, the compiler first checks the C:\COMPILER\INCLUDE 

directory for the specified file. If the file is not found there, the compiler then checks the 

S:\SOURCE\HEADERS directory. If the file is still not found, the preprocessor checks the current directory. 

The second way to include files is to surround the file you want to include with double quotation marks. 

This method of inclusion tells the preprocessor to look for the file in the current directory first, then look for 

it in the predefined locations you have set up. Using the #include "file" version of file inclusion and applying 

it to the preceding example, the preprocessor first checks the current directory for the specified file. If the 

file is not found in the current directory, the C:\COMPILER\INCLUDE directory is searched. If the file is 

still not found, the preprocessor checks the S:\SOURCE\HEADERS directory. 

The #include <file> method of file inclusion is often used to include standard headers such as stdio.h or 

stdlib.h. This is because these headers are rarely (if ever) modified, and they should always be read from 

your compiler's standard include file directory.  

The #include "file" method of file inclusion is often used to include nonstandard header files that you have 

created for use in your program. This is because these headers are often modified in the current directory, 

and you will want the preprocessor to use your newly modified version of the header rather than the older, 

unmodified version. 

12. Can you define which header file to include at compile time? 

Yes. This can be done by using the #if, #else, and #endif preprocessor directives. For example, certain 

compilers use different names for header files. One such case is between Borland C++, which uses the 

header file alloc.h, and Microsoft C++, which uses the header file malloc.h. Both of these headers serve the 

same purpose, and each contains roughly the same definitions. If, however, you are writing a program that is 

to support Borland C++ and Microsoft C++, you must define which header to include at compile time. The 

following example shows how this can be done: 

#ifdef __BORLANDC__ 

#include <alloc.h> 

#else 

#include <malloc.h> 
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#endif 

When you compile your program with Borland C++, the __BORLANDC__ symbolic name is automatically 

defined by the compiler. You can use this predefined symbolic name to determine whether your program is 

being compiled with Borland C++. If it is, you must include the alloc.h file rather than the malloc.h file. 

 

13. Can include files be nested? 

Yes. Include files can be nested any number of times. As long as you use precautionary measures, you can 

avoid including the same file twice. In the past, nesting header files was seen as bad programming practice, 

because it complicates the dependency tracking function of the MAKE program and thus slows down 

compilation. Many of today's popular compilers make up for this difficulty by implementing a concept 

called precompiled headers, in which all headers and associated dependencies are stored in a precompiled 

state. 

Many programmers like to create a custom header file that has #include statements for every header needed 

for each module. This is perfectly acceptable and can help avoid potential problems relating to #include 

files, such as accidentally omitting an #include file in a module. 

14. How many levels deep can include files be nested? 

Even though there is no limit to the number of levels of nested include files you can have, your compiler 

might run out of stack space while trying to include an inordinately high number of files. This number varies 

according to your hardware configuration and possibly your compiler. 

In practice, although nesting include files is perfectly legal, you should avoid getting nest-crazy and 

purposely implementing a large number of include levels. You should create an include level only where it 

makes sense, such as creating one include file that has an #include statement for each header required by the 

module you are working with. 

15. What is the concatenation operator? 

The concatenation operator (##) is used to concatenate (combine) two separate strings into one single string. 

The concatenation operator is often used in C macros, as the following program demonstrates: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#define SORT(x) sort_function ## x 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* array; 

     int   elements, element_size; 

     ... 

     SORT(3)(array, elements, element_size); 

     ... 

} 

In the preceding example, the SORT macro uses the concatenation operator to combine the strings 

sort_function and whatever is passed in the parameter x. This means that the line 

SORT(3)(array, elements, element_size); 

is run through the preprocessor and is translated into the following line: 
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sort_function3(array, elements, element_size); 

As you can see, the concatenation operator can come in handy when you do not know what function to call 

until runtime. Using the concatenation operator, you can dynamically construct the name of the function you 

want to call, as was done with the SORT macro. 

16. How can type-insensitive macros be created? 

A type-insensitive macro is a macro that performs the same basic operation on different data types. This task 

can be accomplished by using the concatenation operator to create a call to a type-sensitive function based 

on the parameter passed to the macro. The following program provides an example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#define SORT(data_type) sort_ ## data_type 

void sort_int(int** i); 

void sort_long(long** l); 

void sort_float(float** f); 

void sort_string(char** s); 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int** ip; 

     long** lp; 

     float** fp; 

     char** cp; 

     ... 

     sort(int)(ip); 

     sort(long)(lp); 

     sort(float)(fp); 

     sort(char)(cp); 

     ... 

} 

This program contains four functions to sort four different data types: int, long, float, and string (notice that 

only the function prototypes are included for brevity). A macro named SORT was created to take the data 

type passed to the macro and combine it with the sort_ string to form a valid function call that is appropriate 

for the data type being sorted. Thus, the string 

sort(int)(ip); 

translates into 

sort_int(ip); 

after being run through the preprocessor. 

 

17. What are the standard predefined macros? 

The ANSI C standard defines six predefined macros for use in the C language: 

Macro Name   Purpose 

__LINE__ - Inserts the current source code line number in your code. 

__FILE__ - Inserts the current source code filename in your code. 

__DATE__ - Inserts the current date of compilation in your code. 

__TIME__ - Inserts the current time of compilation in your code. 

__STDC__ - Is set to 1 if you are enforcing strict ANSI C conformity. 
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__cplusplus - Is defined if you are compiling a C++ program. 

18. How can a program be made to print the line number where an error occurs? 

The ANSI C standard includes a predefined macro named __LINE__ that can be used to insert the current 

source code line number in your program. This can be a very valuable macro when it comes to debugging 

your program and checking for logic errors. For instance, consider the following portion of code: 

int print_document(char* doc_name, int destination) 

{ 

     switch (destination) 

     { 

          case TO_FILE: 

               print_to_file(doc_name); 

               break; 

          case TO_SCREEN: 

               print_preview(doc_name); 

               break; 

          case TO_PRINTER: 

               print_to_printer(doc_name); 

               break; 

          default: 

               printf("Logic error on line number %d!\n", __LINE__); 

               exit(1); 

     } 

} 

If the function named print_document() is passed an erroneous argument for the destination parameter 

(something other than TO_FILE, TO_SCREEN, and TO_PRINTER), the default case in the switch statement 

traps this logic error and prints the line number in which it occurred. This capability can be a tremendous 

help when you are trying to debug your program and track down what could be a very bad logic error. 

19. How can a program be made to print the name of a source file where an error occurs? 

The ANSI C standard includes a predefined macro named __FILE__ that can be used to insert the current 

source code filename in your program. This macro, like the __LINE__ macro, can be very valuable when it 

comes to debugging your program and checking for logic errors. For instance, the following code, includes 

the filename as well as the line number when logic errors are trapped: 

int print_document(char* doc_name, int destination) 

{ 

     switch (destination) 

     { 

          case TO_FILE: 

               print_to_file(doc_name); 

               break; 

          case TO_SCREEN: 

               print_preview(doc_name); 

               break; 

          case TO_PRINTER: 

               print_to_printer(doc_name); 

               break; 

          default: 

               printf("Logic error on line number %d in the file %s!\n", 

                         __LINE__, __FILE__); 

               exit(1); 

     } 

} 

Now, any erroneous values for the destination parameter can be trapped, and the offending source file and 

line number can be printed. 
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20. How can you tell whether a program was compiled using C versus C++? 

The ANSI standard for the C language defines a symbol named __cplusplus that is defined only when you 

are compiling a C++ program. If you are compiling a C program, the __cplusplus symbol is undefined. 

Therefore, you can check to see whether the C++ compiler has been invoked with the following method: 

#ifdef __cplusplus                      /* Is __cplusplus defined? */ 

#define USING_C FALSE                   /* Yes, we are not using C */ 

#else 

#define USING_C TRUE                    /* No, we are using C */ 

#endif 

When the preprocessor is invoked, it sets USING_C to FALSE if the __cplusplus symbol is defined. 

Otherwise, if __cplusplus is undefined, it sets USING_C to TRUE. Later in your program, you can check the 

value of the USING_C constant to determine whether the C++ compiler is being used. 

 

21. What is a pragma? 

The #pragma preprocessor directive allows each compiler to implement compiler-specific features that can 

be turned on and off with the #pragma statement. For instance, your compiler might support a feature called 

loop optimization. This feature can be invoked as a command-line option or as a #pragma directive. To 

implement this option using the #pragma directive, you would put the following line into your code: 

#pragma loop_opt(on) 

Conversely, you can turn off loop optimization by inserting the following line into your code: 

#pragma loop_opt(off) 

Sometimes you might have a certain function that causes your compiler to produce a warning such as 

Parameter xxx is never used in function yyy or some other warning that you are well aware of but choose to 

ignore. You can temporarily disable this warning message on some compilers by using a #pragma directive 

to turn off the warning message before the function and use another #pragma directive to turn it back on 

after the function. For instance, consider the following example, in which the function named 

insert_record() generates a warning message that has the unique ID of 100. You can temporarily disable this 

warning as shown here: 

#pragma warn -100    /* Turn off the warning message for warning #100 */ 

int insert_record(REC* r)   /* Body of the function insert_record() */ 

{ 

    /* insert_rec() function statements go here... */ 

} 

#pragma warn +100 /* Turn the warning message for warning #100 back on */ 

Check your compiler's documentation for a list of #pragma directives. As stated earlier, each compiler's 

implementation of this feature is different, and what works on one compiler almost certainly won't work on 

another. Nevertheless, the #pragma directives can come in very handy when you're turning on and off some 

of your compiler's favorite (or most annoying) features. 

22. What is #line used for? 

The #line preprocessor directive is used to reset the values of the __LINE__ and __FILE__ symbols, 

respectively. This directive is commonly used in fourth-generation languages that generate C language 

source files. For instance, if you are using a fourth-generation language named "X," the 4GL compiler will 
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generate C source code routines for compilation based on your 4GL source code. If errors are present in 

your 4GL code, they can be mapped back to your 4GL source code by using the #line directive. The 4GL 

code generator simply inserts a line like this into the generated C source: 

#line 752, "XSOURCE.X" 

void generated_code(void) 

{ 

... 

} 

Now, if an error is detected anywhere in the generated_code() function, it can be mapped back to the 

original 4GL source file named XSOURCE.X. This way, the 4GL compiler can report the 4GL source code 

line that has the error in it. 

When the #line directive is used, the __LINE__ symbol is reset to the first argument after the #line keyword 

(in the preceding example, 752), and the __FILE__ symbol is reset to the second argument after the #line 

keyword (in the preceding example, "XSOURCE.X"). All references hereafter to the __LINE__ and 

__FILE__ symbols will reflect the reset values and not the original values of __LINE__ and __FILE__. 

23. What are the __DATE__ and __TIME__ preprocessor commands? 

The __DATE__ macro is used to insert the current compilation date in the form "mm dd yyyy" into your 

program. Similarly, the __TIME__ macro is used to insert the current compilation time in the form 

"hh:mm:ss" into your program. This date-and-time-stamp feature should not be confused with the current 

system date and time. Rather, these two macros enable you to keep track of the date and time your program 

was last compiled. This feature can come in very handy when you are trying to track different versions of 

your program. For instance, many programmers like to put a function in their programs that gives 

compilation information as to when the current module was compiled. This task can be performed as shown 

here: 

#include <stdio.h> 

void main(void); 

void print_version_info(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

print_version_info(); 

} 

void print_version_info(void) 

{ 

     printf("Date Compiled: %s\n", __DATE__); 

     printf("Time Compiled: %s\n", __TIME__); 

} 

In this example, the function print_version_info() is used to show the date and time stamp of the last time 

this module was compiled. 

24. How can you be sure that a program follows the ANSI C standard? 

The ANSI C standard provides a predefined symbol named __STDC__ that is set to 1 when the compiler is 

enforcing strict ANSI standard conformance. If you want your programs to be 100 percent ANSI 

conformant, you should ensure that the __STDC__ symbol is defined. If the program is being compiled with 

non-ANSI options, the __STDC__ symbol is undefined. The following code segment shows how this 

symbol can be checked: 

 

#ifdef __STDC__ 

     printf("Congratulations! You are conforming perfectly to the ANSI 

             standards!\n"); 
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#else 

     printf("Shame on you, you nonconformist anti-ANSI rabble-rousing programmer!\n"); 

#endif 

 

25. How do you override a defined macro? 

You can use the #undef preprocessor directive to undefine (override) a previously defined macro. Many 

programmers like to ensure that their applications are using their own terms when defining symbols such as 

TRUE and FALSE. Your program can check to see whether these symbols have been defined already, and if 

they have, you can override them with your own definitions of TRUE and FALSE. The following portion of 

code shows how this task can be accomplished: 

... 

#ifdef TRUE             /* Check to see if TRUE has been defined yet */ 

#undef TRUE             /* If so, undefine it */ 

#endif 

#define TRUE 1          /* Define TRUE the way we want it defined */ 

#ifdef FALSE            /* Check to see if FALSE has been defined yet */ 

#undef FALSE            /* If so, undefine it */ 

#endif 

#define FALSE !TRUE     /* Define FALSE the way we want it defined */ 

... 

In the preceding example, the symbols TRUE and FALSE are checked to see whether they have been defined 

yet. If so, they are undefined, or overridden, using the #undef preprocessor directive, and they are redefined 

in the desired manner. If you were to eliminate the #undef statements in the preceding example, the compiler 

would warn you that you have multiple definitions of the same symbol. By using this technique, you can 

avoid this warning and ensure that your programs are using valid symbol definitions. 

26. How can you check to see whether a symbol is defined? 

You can use the #ifdef and #ifndef preprocessor directives to check whether a symbol has been defined 

(#ifdef) or whether it has not been defined (#ifndef). Many programmers like to ensure that their own version 

of NULL is defined, not someone else's. This task can be accomplished as shown here: 

#ifdef NULL 

#undef NULL 

#endif 

#define NULL (void*) 0 

The first line, #ifdef NULL, checks to see whether the NULL symbol has been defined. If so, it is undefined 

using #undef NULL and the new definition of NULL is defined. 

To check whether a symbol has not been defined yet, you would use the #ifndef preprocessor directive. 

Arrays 

1. Do array subscripts always start with zero? 

Yes. If you have an array a[MAX] (in which MAX is some value known at compile time), the first element is 

a[0], and the last element is a[MAX-1]. This arrangement is different from what you would find in some 

other languages. In some languages, such as some versions of BASIC, the elements would be a[1] through 

a[MAX], and in other languages, such as Pascal, you can have it either way. 

This variance can lead to some confusion. The "first element" in non-technical terms is the "zero'th" element 

according to its array index. If you're using spoken words, use "first" as the opposite of "last." If that's not 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/arrays/
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precise enough, use pseudo-C. You might say, "The elements a sub one through a sub eight," or, "The 

second through ninth elements of a." 

There's something you can do to try to fake array subscripts that start with one. Don't do it. The technique is 

described here only so that you'll know why not to use it. 

Because pointers and arrays are almost identical, you might consider creating a pointer that would refer to 

the same elements as an array but would use indices that start with one. For example: 

/* don't do this!!! */ 

int     a0[ MAX ]; 

int     *a1 = a0 - 1;   /* & a[ -1 ] */ 

Thus, the first element of a0 (if this worked, which it might not) would be the same as a1[1]. The last 

element of a0, a0[MAX-1], would be the same as a1[MAX]. There are two reasons why you shouldn't do 

this. 

The first reason is that it might not work. According to the ANSI/ISO standard, it's undefined (which is a 

Bad Thing). The problem is that &a[-1] might not be a valid address; Your program might work all the time 

with some compilers, and some of the time with all compilers. Is that good enough? 

The second reason not to do this is that it's not C-like. Part of learning C is to learn how array indices work. 

Part of reading (and maintaining) someone else's C code is being able to recognize common C idioms. If you 

do weird stuff like this, it'll be harder for people to understand your code. (It'll be harder for you to 

understand your own code, six months later.) 

2. Is it valid to address one element beyond the end of an array? 

It's valid to address it, but not to see what's there. (The really short answer is, "Yes, so don't worry about it.") 

With most compilers, if you say 

int i, a[MAX], j; 

then either i or j is at the part of memory just after the last element of the array. The way to see whether i or j 

follows the array is to compare their addresses with that of the element following the array. The way to say 

this in C is that either 

& i == & a[ MAX ] 

is true or 

& a[ MAX ] == & j 

is true. This isn't guaranteed; it's just the way it usually works. The point is, if you store something in 

a[MAX], you'll usually clobber something outside the a array. Even looking at the value of a[MAX] is 

technically against the rules, although it's not usually a problem. Why would you ever want to say 

&a[MAX]? There's a common idiom of going through every member of a loop using a pointer. Instead of 

for ( i = 0; i < MAX; ++i ) 

{ 

        /* do something */; 

} 

C programmers often write this: 

for ( p = a; p < & a[ MAX ]; ++p ) 
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{ 

        /* do something */; 

} 

The kind of loop shown here is so common in existing C code that the C standard says it must work. 

 

3. Can the sizeof operator be used to tell the size of an array passed to a function? 

No. There's no way to tell, at runtime, how many elements are in an array parameter just by looking at the 

array parameter itself. Remember, passing an array to a function is exactly the same as passing a pointer to 

the first element. This is a Good Thing. It means that passing pointers and arrays to C functions is very 

efficient. 

It also means that the programmer must use some mechanism to tell how big such an array is. There are two 

common ways to do that. The first method is to pass a count along with the array. This is what memcpy() 

does, for example: 

char    source[ MAX ], dest[ MAX ]; 

/* ... */ 

memcpy( dest, source, MAX ); 

The second method is to have some convention about when the array ends. For example, a C "string" is just 

a pointer to the first character; the string is terminated by an ASCII NUL ('\0') character. This is also 

commonly done when you have an array of pointers; the last is the null pointer. Consider the following 

function, which takes an array of char*s. The last char* in the array is NULL; that's how the function knows 

when to stop. 

void printMany( char *strings[] ) 

{ 

        int     i; 

        i = 0; 

        while ( strings[ i ] != NULL ) 

        { 

             puts( strings[ i ] ); 

             ++i; 

        } 

} 

Most C programmers would write this code a little more cryptically: 

void  printMany( char *strings[] ) 

{ 

        while ( *strings ) 

        { 

                puts( *strings++ ); 

        } 

} 

C programmers often use pointers rather than indices. You can't change the value of an array tag, but 

because strings is an array parameter, it's really the same as a pointer. That's why you can increment strings. 

Also, 

while ( *strings ) 

means the same thing as 
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while ( *strings != NULL ) 

and the increment can be moved up into the call to puts(). 

If you document a function (if you write comments at the beginning, or if you write a "manual page" or a 

design document), it's important to describe how the function "knows" the size of the arrays passed to it. 

This description can be something simple, such as "null terminated," or "elephants has numElephants 

elements." (Or "arr should have 13 elements," if your code is written that way. Using hard coded numbers 

such as 13 or 64 or 1024 is not a great way to write C code, though.) 

4. Is it better to use a pointer to navigate an array of values, or is it better to use a subscripted array name? 

It's easier for a C compiler to generate good code for pointers than for subscripts. 

Say that you have this: 

/* X is some type */ 

X       a[ MAX ];       /* array */ 

X       *p;     /* pointer */ 

X       x;      /* element */ 

int     i;      /* index */ 

Here's one way to loop through all elements: 

/* version (a) */ 

for ( i = 0; i < MAX; ++i ) 

{ 

        x = a[ i ]; 

        /* do something with x */ 

} 

On the other hand, you could write the loop this way: 

/* version (b) */ 

for ( p = a; p < & a[ MAX ]; ++p ) 

{ 

        x = *p; 

        /* do something with x */ 

} 

What's different between these two versions? The initialization and increment in the loop are the same. The 

comparison is about the same; more on that in a moment. The difference is between x=a[i] and x=*p. The 

first has to find the address of a[i]; to do that, it needs to multiply i by the size of an X and add it to the 

address of the first element of a. The second just has to go indirect on the p pointer. Indirection is fast; 

multiplication is relatively slow. 

This is "micro efficiency." It might matter, it might not. If you're adding the elements of an array, or simply 

moving information from one place to another, much of the time in the loop will be spent just using the 

array index. If you do any I/O, or even call a function, each time through the loop, the relative cost of 

indexing will be insignificant. 

Some multiplications are less expensive than others. If the size of an X is 1, the multiplication can be 

optimized away (1 times anything is the original anything). If the size of an X is a power of 2 (and it usually 

is if X is any of the built-in types), the multiplication can be optimized into a left shift. (It's like multiplying 

by 10 in base 10.) 
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What about computing &a[MAX] every time though the loop? That's part of the comparison in the pointer 

version. Isn't it as expensive computing a[i] each time? It's not, because &a[MAX] doesn't change during the 

loop. Any decent compiler will compute that, once, at the beginning of the loop, and use the same value 

each time. It's as if you had written this: 

/* how the compiler implements version (b) */ 

X       *temp = & a[ MAX ];     /* optimization */ 

for ( p = a; p < temp; ++p ) 

{ 

        x = *p; 

        /* do something with x */ 

} 

This works only if the compiler can tell that a and MAX can't change in the middle of the loop. There are 

two other versions; both count down rather than up. That's no help for a task such as printing the elements of 

an array in order. It's fine for adding the values or something similar. The index version presumes that it's 

cheaper to compare a value with zero than to compare it with some arbitrary value: 

/* version (c) */ 

for ( i = MAX - 1; i >= 0; --i ) 

{ 

        x = a[ i ]; 

        /* do something with x */ 

} 

The pointer version makes the comparison simpler: 

/* version (d) */ 

for ( p = & a[ MAX - 1 ]; p >= a; --p ) 

{ 

        x = *p; 

        /* do something with x */ 

} 

Code similar to that in version (d) is common, but not necessarily right. The loop ends only when p is less 

than a. That might not be possible. 

The common wisdom would finish by saying, "Any decent optimizing compiler would generate the same 

code for all four versions." Unfortunately, there seems to be a lack of decent optimizing compilers in the 

world. A test program (in which the size of an X was not a power of 2 and in which the "do something" was 

trivial) was built with four very different compilers. Version (b) always ran much faster than version (a), 

sometimes twice as fast. Using pointers rather than indices made a big difference. (Clearly, all four 

compilers optimize &a[MAX] out of the loop.) 

How about counting down rather than counting up? With two compilers, versions (c) and (d) were about the 

same as version (a); version (b) was the clear winner. (Maybe the comparison is cheaper, but decrementing 

is slower than incrementing?) With the other two compilers, version (c) was about the same as version (a) 

(indices are slow), but version (d) was slightly faster than version (b). 

So if you want to write portable efficient code to navigate an array of values, using a pointer is faster than 

using subscripts. Use version (b); version (d) might not work, and even if it does, it might be compiled into 

slower code. 

Most of the time, though, this is micro-optimizing. The "do something" in the loop is where most of the time 

is spent, usually. Too many C programmers are like half-sloppy carpenters; they sweep up the sawdust but 

leave a bunch of two-by-fours lying around. 
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. 5. Can you assign a different address to an array tag? 

No, although in one common special case, it looks as if you can. An array tag is not something you can put 

on the left side of an assignment operator. (It's not an "lvalue," let alone a "modifiable lvalue.") An array is 

an object; the array tag is a pointer to the first element in that object. 

For an external or static array, the array tag is a constant value known at link time. You can no more change 

the value of such an array tag than you can change the value of 7. 

Assigning to an array tag would be missing the point. An array tag is not a pointer. A pointer says, "Here's 

one element; there might be others before or after it." An array tag says, "Here's the first element of an array; 

there's nothing before it, and you should use an index to find anything after it." If you want a pointer, use a 

pointer. 

In one special case, it looks as if you can change an array tag: 

void  f( char a[ 12 ] ) 

{ 

        ++a;    /* legal! */ 

} 

The trick here is that array parameters aren't really arrays. They're really pointers. The preceding example is 

equivalent to this: 

void  f( char *a ) 

{ 

        ++a;    /* certainly legal */ 

} 

You can write this function so that the array tag can't be modified. Oddly enough, you need to use pointer 

syntax: 

void  f( char * const a ) 

{ 

        ++a;    /* illegal */ 

} 

Here, the parameter is an lvalue, but the const keyword means it's not modifiable. 

6. What is the difference between array_name and &array_name? 

One is a pointer to the first element in the array; the other is a pointer to the array as a whole. 

An array is a type. It has a base type (what it's an array of ), a size (unless it's an "incomplete" array), and a 

value (the value of the whole array). You can get a pointer to this value: 

char a[ MAX ];      /* array of MAX characters */ 

char *p;            /* pointer to one character */ 

/* pa is declared below */ 

pa = & a; 

p = a;  /* = & a[ 0 ] */ 

After running that code fragment, you might find that p and pa would be printed as the same value; they 

both point to the same address. They point to different types of MAX characters. 

The wrong answer is 
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char *( ap[ MAX ] ); 

which is the same as this: 

char *ap[ MAX ]; 

This code reads, "ap is an array of MAX pointers to characters." 

 

7. Why can't constant values be used to define an array's initial size? 

There are times when constant values can be used and there are times when they can't. A C program can use 

what C considers to be constant expressions, but not everything C++ would accept. 

When defining the size of an array, you need to use a constant expression. A constant expression will always 

have the same value, no matter what happens at runtime, and it's easy for the compiler to figure out what that 

value is. It might be a simple numeric literal: 

char a[ 512 ]; 

Or it might be a "manifest constant" defined by the preprocessor: 

#define MAX     512 

/* ... */ 

char    a[ MAX ]; 

Or it might be a sizeof: 

char a[ sizeof( struct cacheObject ) ]; 

Or it might be an expression built up of constant expressions: 

char buf[ sizeof( struct cacheObject ) * MAX ]; 

Enumerations are allowed too. 

An initialized const int variable is not a constant expression in C: 

int max = 512; /* not a constant expression in C */ 

char buffer[ max ]; /* not valid C */ 

Using const ints as array sizes is perfectly legal in C++; it's even recommended. That puts a burden on C++ 

compilers (to keep track of the values of const int variables) that C compilers don't need to worry about. On 

the other hand, it frees C++ programs from using the C preprocessor quite so much. 

8. What is the difference between a string and an array? 

An array is an array of anything. A string is a specific kind of an array with a well-known convention to 

determine its length. 

There are two kinds of programming languages: those in which a string is just an array of characters, and 

those in which it's a special type. In C, a string is just an array of characters (type char), with one wrinkle: a 
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C string always ends with a NUL character. The "value" of an array is the same as the address of (or a 

pointer to) the first element; so, frequently, a C string and a pointer to char are used to mean the same thing. 

An array can be any length. If it's passed to a function, there's no way the function can tell how long the 

array is supposed to be, unless some convention is used. The convention for strings is NUL termination; the 

last character is an ASCII NUL ('\0') character. 

In C, you can have a literal for an integer, such as the value of 42; for a character, such as the value of '*'; or 

for a floating-point number, such as the value of 4.2e1 for a float or double. 

There's no such thing as a literal for an array of integers, or an arbitrary array of characters. It would be very 

hard to write a program without string literals, though, so C provides them. Remember, C strings 

conventionally end with a NUL character, so C string literals do as well. "six times nine" is 15 characters 

long (including the NUL terminator), not just the 14 characters you can see. 

There's a little-known, but very useful, rule about string literals. If you have two or more string literals, one 

after the other, the compiler treats them as if they were one big string literal. There's only one terminating 

NUL character. That means that "Hello, " "world" is the same as "Hello, world", and that 

char    message[] = 

  "This is an extremely long prompt\n" 

  "How long is it?\n" 

  "It's so long,\n" 

  "It wouldn't fit on one line\n"; 

When defining a string variable, you need to have either an array that's long enough or a pointer to some 

area that's long enough. Make sure that you leave room for the NUL terminator. The following example 

code has a problem:  

char greeting[ 12 ]; 

strcpy( greeting, "Hello, world" );    /* trouble */ 

There's a problem because greeting has room for only 12 characters, and "Hello, world" is 13 characters 

long (including the terminating NUL character). The NUL character will be copied to someplace beyond the 

greeting array, probably trashing something else nearby in memory. On the other hand, 

char greeting[ 12 ] = "Hello, world"; /* not a string */ 

is OK if you treat greeting as a char array, not a string. Because there wasn't room for the NUL terminator, 

the NUL is not part of greeting. A better way to do this is to write 

char greeting[] = "Hello, world"; 

to make the compiler figure out how much room is needed for everything, including the terminating NUL 

character. 

String literals are arrays of characters (type char), not arrays of constant characters (type const char). The 

ANSI C committee could have redefined them to be arrays of const char, but millions of lines of code would 

have screamed in terror and suddenly not compiled. The compiler won't stop you from trying to modify the 

contents of a string literal. You shouldn't do it, though. A compiler can choose to put string literals in some 

part of memory that can't be modified—in ROM, or somewhere the memory mapping registers will forbid 

writes. Even if string literals are someplace where they could be modified, the compiler can make them 

shared. 

For example, if you write 
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char    *p = "message"; 

char    *q = "message"; 

p[ 4 ] = '\0';  /* p now points to "mess" */ 

(and the literals are modifiable), the compiler can take one of two actions. It can create two separate string 

constants, or it can create just one (that both p and q point to). Depending on what the compiler did, q might 

still be a message, or it might just be a mess. 

 

Data Files 

1. If errno contains a nonzero number, is there an error? 

The global variable errno is used by many standard C library functions to pass back to your program an 

error code that denotes specifically which error occurred. However, your program should not check the 

value of errno to determine whether an error occurred. 

Usually, the standard C library function you are calling returns with a return code which denotes that an 

error has occurred and that the value of errno has been set to a specific error number. If no error has 

occurred or if you are using a library function that does not reference errno, there is a good chance that 

errno will contain an erroneous value. For performance enhancement, the errno variable is sometimes not 

cleared by the functions that use it. 

You should never rely on the value of errno alone; always check the return code from the function you are 

calling to see whether errno should be referenced. Refer to your compiler's library documentation for 

references to functions that utilize the errno global variable and for a list of valid values for errno. 

2. What is a stream? 

A stream is a continuous series of bytes that flow into or out of your program. Input and output from devices 

such as the mouse, keyboard, disk, screen, modem, and printer are all handled with streams. In C, all streams 

appear as files - not physical disk files necessarily, but rather logical files that refer to an input/output 

source. The C language provides five "standard" streams that are always available to your program. These 

streams do not have to be opened or closed. These are the five standard streams: 

Name   Description   Example 

stdin - Standard Input - Keyboard 

stdout - Standard Output - Screen 

stderr - Standard Error - Screen 

stdprn - Standard Printer - LPT1: port 

stdaux - Standard Auxiliary - COM1: port 

Note that the stdprn and stdaux streams are not always defined. This is because LPT1: and COM1: have no 

meaning under certain operating systems. However, stdin, stdout, and stderr are always defined. Also, note 

that the stdin stream does not have to come from the keyboard; it can come from a disk file or some other 

device through what is called redirection. In the same manner, the stdout stream does not have to appear on-

screen; it too can be redirected to a disk file or some other device. See the next FAQ for an explanation of 

redirection. 

 

3. How do you redirect a standard stream? 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/data-files/
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Most operating systems, including DOS, provide a means to redirect program input and output to and from 

different devices. This means that rather than your program output (stdout) going to the screen, it can be 

redirected to a file or printer port. Similarly, your program's input (stdin) can come from a file rather than 

the keyboard. In DOS, this task is accomplished using the redirection characters, < and >. For example, if 

you wanted a program named PRINTIT.EXE to receive its input (stdin) from a file named STRINGS.TXT, 

you would enter the following command at the DOS prompt: 

C:>PRINTIT < STRINGS.TXT 

Notice that the name of the executable file always comes first. The less-than sign (<) tells DOS to take the 

strings contained in STRINGS.TXT and use them as input for the PRINTIT program. 

Redirection of standard streams does not always have to occur at the operating system. You can redirect a 

standard stream from within your program by using the standard C library function named freopen(). For 

example, if you wanted to redirect the stdout standard stream within your program to a file named 

OUTPUT.TXT, you would implement the freopen() function as shown here: 

... 

freopen("output.txt", "w", stdout); 

... 

Now, every output statement (printf(), puts(), putch(), and so on) in your program will appear in the file 

OUTPUT.TXT. 

4. How can you restore a redirected standard stream? 

The preceding example showed how you can redirect a standard stream from within your program. But what 

if later in your program you wanted to restore the standard stream to its original state? By using the standard 

C library functions named dup() and fdopen(), you can restore a standard stream such as stdout to its original 

state. 

The dup() function duplicates a file handle. You can use the dup() function to save the file handle 

corresponding to the stdout standard stream. The fdopen() function opens a stream that has been duplicated 

with the dup() function. Thus, as shown in the following example, you can redirect standard streams and 

restore them: 

#include <stdio.h> 

void main(void); 

 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int orig_stdout; 

     /* Duplicate the stdout file handle and store it in orig_stdout. */ 

     orig_stdout = dup(fileno(stdout)); 

     /* This text appears on-screen. */ 

     printf("Writing to original stdout...\n"); 

     /* Reopen stdout and redirect it to the "redir.txt" file. */ 

     freopen("redir.txt", "w", stdout); 

     /* This text appears in the "redir.txt" file. */ 

     printf("Writing to redirected stdout...\n"); 

     /* Close the redirected stdout. */ 

     fclose(stdout); 

     /* Restore the original stdout and print to the screen again. */ 

     fdopen(orig_stdout, "w"); 

     printf("I'm back writing to the original stdout.\n"); 

} 
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5. Can stdout be forced to print somewhere other than the screen? 

Although the stdout standard stream defaults to the screen, you can force it to print to another device using 

something called redirection. For instance, consider the following program: 

/* redir.c */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     printf("Let's get redirected!\n"); 

} 

At the DOS prompt, instead of entering just the executable name, follow it with the redirection character >, 

and thus redirect what normally would appear on-screen to some other device. The following example 

would redirect the program's output to the prn device, usually the printer attached on LPT1: 

C:>REDIR > PRN 

Alternatively, you might want to redirect the program's output to a file, as the following example shows: 

C:>REDIR > REDIR.OUT 

In this example, all output that would have normally appeared on-screen will be written to the file 

REDIR.OUT. 

6. What is the difference between text and binary modes? 

Streams can be classified into two types: text streams and binary streams. Text streams are interpreted, with 

a maximum length of 255 characters. With text streams, carriage return/line feed combinations are translated 

to the newline \n character and vice versa. Binary streams are uninterpreted and are treated one byte at a 

time with no translation of characters. Typically, a text stream would be used for reading and writing 

standard text files, printing output to the screen or printer, or receiving input from the keyboard. 

A binary text stream would typically be used for reading and writing binary files such as graphics or word 

processing documents, reading mouse input, or reading and writing to the modem. 

 

7. How do you determine whether to use a stream function or a low-level function? 

Stream functions such as fread() and fwrite() are buffered and are more efficient when reading and writing 

text or binary data to files. You generally gain better performance by using stream functions rather than their 

unbuffered low-level counterparts such as read() and write(). 

In multiuser environments, however, when files are typically shared and portions of files are continuously 

being locked, read from, written to, and unlocked, the stream functions do not perform as well as the low- 

level functions. This is because it is hard to buffer a shared file whose contents are constantly changing. 

Generally, you should always use buffered stream functions when accessing nonshared files, and you should 

always use the low-level functions when accessing shared files. 

8. How do you list files in a directory? 
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Unfortunately, there is no built-in function provided in the C language such as dir_list() that would easily 

provide you with a list of all files in a particular directory. By utilizing some of C's built-in directory 

functions, however, you can write your own dir_list() function. 

First of all, the include file dos.h defines a structure named find_t, which represents the structure of the DOS 

file entry block. This structure holds the name, time, date, size, and attributes of a file. Second, your C 

compiler library contains the functions _dos_findfirst() and _dos_findnext(), which can be used to find the 

first or next file in a directory. 

The _dos_findfirst() function requires three arguments. The first argument is the file mask for the directory 

list. A mask of *.* would be used to list all files in the directory. The second argument is an attribute mask, 

defining which file attributes to search for. For instance, you might want to list only files with the Hidden or 

Directory attributes. The last argument of the _dos_findfirst() function is a pointer to the variable that is to 

hold the directory information (the find_t structure variable). 

The second function you will use is the _dos_findnext() function. Its only argument is a pointer to the find_t 

structure variable that you used in the _dos_findfirst() function. Using these two functions and the find_t 

structure, you can iterate through the directory on a disk and list each file in the directory. Here is the code 

to perform this task: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <direct.h> 

#include <dos.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <memory.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct find_t FILE_BLOCK; 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     FILE_BLOCK f_block;      /* Define the find_t structure variable */ 

     int ret_code;     /* Define a variable to store the return codes */ 

     printf("\nDirectory listing of all files in this directory:\n\n"); 

     /* Use the "*.*" file mask and the 0xFF attribute mask to list 

        all files in the directory, including system files, hidden 

        files, and subdirectory names. */ 

     ret_code = _dos_findfirst("*.*", 0xFF, &f_block); 

     /* The _dos_findfirst() function returns a 0 when it is successful 

        and has found a valid filename in the directory. */ 

     while (ret_code == 0) 

     { 

          /* Print the file's name */ 

          printf("%-12s\n", f_block.name); 

          /* Use the _dos_findnext() function to look 

             for the next file in the directory. */ 

          ret_code = _dos_findnext(&f_block); 

     } 

     printf("\nEnd of directory listing.\n"); 

} 

 

9. How do you list a file's date and time? 

A file's date and time are stored in the find_t structure returned from the _dos_findfirst() and _dos_findnext() 

functions. 

The date and time stamp of the file is stored in the find_t.wr_date and find_t.wr_time structure members. 

The file date is stored in a two-byte unsigned integer as shown here: 

Element   Offset   Range 
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Seconds - 5 bits - 0-9 (multiply by 2 to get the seconds value) 

Minutes - 6 bits - 0-59 

Hours - 5 bits - 0-23 

Similarly, the file time is stored in a two-byte unsigned integer, as shown here: 

Element   Offset   Range 

Day - 5 bits - 1-31 

Month - 4 bits - 1-12 

Year - 7 bits - 0-127 (add the value "1980" to get the year value) 

Because DOS stores a file's seconds in two-second intervals, only the values 0 to 29 are needed. You simply 

multiply the value by 2 to get the file's true seconds value. Also, because DOS came into existence in 1980, 

no files can have a time stamp prior to that year. Therefore, you must add the value "1980" to get the file's 

true year value. 

The following example program shows how you can get a directory listing along with each file's date and 

time stamp: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <direct.h> 

#include <dos.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <memory.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct find_t FILE_BLOCK; 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     FILE_BLOCK f_block;   /* Define the find_t structure variable */ 

     int ret_code;         /* Define a variable to store return codes */ 

     int hour;             /* We're going to use a 12-hour clock! */ 

     char* am_pm;          /* Used to print "am" or "pm" */ 

     printf("\nDirectory listing of all files in this directory:\n\n"); 

     /* Use the "*.*" file mask and the 0xFF attribute mask to list 

        all files in the directory, including system files, hidden 

        files, and subdirectory names. */ 

     ret_code = _dos_findfirst("*.*", 0xFF, &f_block); 

     /* The _dos_findfirst() function returns a 0 when it is successful 

        and has found a valid filename in the directory. */ 

     while (ret_code == 0) 

     { 

          /* Convert from a 24-hour format to a 12-hour format. */ 

          hour = (f_block.wr_time >> 11); 

          if (hour > 12) 

          { 

               hour  = hour - 12; 

               am_pm = "pm"; 

          } 

          else 

               am_pm = "am"; 

          /* Print the file's name, date stamp, and time stamp. */ 

          printf("%-12s  %02d/%02d/%4d  %02d:%02d:%02d %s\n", 

                    f_block.name,                      /* name  */ 

                    (f_block.wr_date >> 5) & 0x0F,     /* month */ 

                    (f_block.wr_date) & 0x1F,          /* day   */ 

                    (f_block.wr_date >> 9) + 1980,     /* year  */ 

                    hour,                              /* hour  */ 

                    (f_block.wr_time >> 5) & 0x3F,     /* minute  */ 

                    (f_block.wr_time & 0x1F) * 2,      /* seconds */ 

                    am_pm); 

          /* Use the _dos_findnext() function to look 
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             for the next file in the directory. */ 

          ret_code = _dos_findnext(&f_block); 

     } 

     printf("\nEnd of directory listing.\n"); 

} 

Notice that a lot of bit-shifting and bit-manipulating had to be done to get the elements of the time variable 

and the elements of the date variable. If you happen to suffer from bitshiftophobia (fear of shifting bits), you 

can optionally code the preceding example by forming a union between the find_t structure and your own 

user-defined structure, such as this: 

/* This is the find_t structure as defined by ANSI C. */ 

struct find_t 

{ 

     char reserved[21]; 

     char attrib; 

     unsigned wr_time; 

     unsigned wr_date; 

     long size; 

     char name[13]; 

} 

/* This is a custom find_t structure where we 

   separate out the bits used for date and time. */ 

struct my_find_t 

{ 

     char reserved[21]; 

     char attrib; 

     unsigned seconds:5; 

     unsigned minutes:6; 

     unsigned hours:5; 

     unsigned day:5; 

     unsigned month:4; 

     unsigned year:7; 

     long size; 

     char name[13]; 

} 

/* Now, create a union between these two structures 

   so that we can more easily access the elements of 

   wr_date and wr_time. */ 

union file_info 

{ 

     struct find_t ft; 

     struct my_find_t mft; 

} 

Using the preceding technique, instead of using bit-shifting and bit-manipulating, you can now extract date 

and time elements like this: 

... 

file_info my_file; 

... 

printf("%-12s  %02d/%02d/%4d  %02d:%02d:%02d %s\n", 

          my_file.mft.name,             /* name    */ 

          my_file.mft.month,            /* month   */ 

          my_file.mft.day,              /* day     */ 

          (my_file.mft.year + 1980),    /* year    */ 

          my_file.mft.hours,            /* hour    */ 

          my_file.mft.minutes,          /* minute  */ 

          (my_file.mft.seconds * 2),    /* seconds */ 

          am_pm); 

10. How do you sort filenames in a directory? 
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When you are sorting the filenames in a directory, the one-at-a-time approach does not work. You need 

some way to store the filenames and then sort them when all filenames have been obtained. This task can be 

accomplished by creating an array of pointers to find_t structures for each filename that is found. As each 

filename is found in the directory, memory is allocated to hold the find_t entry for that file. When all 

filenames have been found, the qsort() function is used to sort the array of find_t structures by filename. 

The qsort() function can be found in your compiler's library. This function takes four parameters: a pointer 

to the array you are sorting, the number of elements to sort, the size of each element, and a pointer to a 

function that compares two elements of the array you are sorting. The comparison function is a user-defined 

function that you supply. It returns a value less than zero if the first element is less than the second element, 

greater than zero if the first element is greater than the second element, or zero if the two elements are equal. 

Consider the following example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <direct.h> 

#include <dos.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <memory.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct find_t FILE_BLOCK; 

int  sort_files(FILE_BLOCK**, FILE_BLOCK**); 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     FILE_BLOCK f_block;       /* Define the find_t structure variable */ 

     int ret_code;             /* Define a variable to store the return 

                                  codes */ 

     FILE_BLOCK** file_list;   /* Used to sort the files */ 

     int file_count;           /* Used to count the files */ 

     int x;                    /* Counter variable */ 

     file_count = -1; 

     /* Allocate room to hold up to 512 directory entries. */ 

     file_list = (FILE_BLOCK**) malloc(sizeof(FILE_BLOCK*) * 512); 

     printf("\nDirectory listing of all files in this directory:\n\n"); 

     /* Use the "*.*" file mask and the 0xFF attribute mask to list 

        all files in the directory, including system files, hidden 

        files, and subdirectory names. */ 

     ret_code = _dos_findfirst("*.*", 0xFF, &f_block); 

     /* The _dos_findfirst() function returns a 0 when it is successful 

        and has found a valid filename in the directory. */ 

     while (ret_code == 0 && file_count < 512) 

     { 

          /* Add this filename to the file list */ 

          file_list[++file_count] = 

              (FILE_BLOCK*) malloc(sizeof(FILE_BLOCK)); 

          *file_list[file_count] = f_block; 

          /* Use the _dos_findnext() function to look 

             for the next file in the directory. */ 

          ret_code = _dos_findnext(&f_block); 

     } 

     /* Sort the files */ 

     qsort(file_list, file_count, sizeof(FILE_BLOCK*), sort_files); 

     /* Now, iterate through the sorted array of filenames and 

        print each entry. */ 

     for (x=0; x<file_count; x++) 

     { 

          printf("%-12s\n", file_list[x]->name); 

     } 

     printf("\nEnd of directory listing.\n"); 

} 

int sort_files(FILE_BLOCK** a, FILE_BLOCK** b) 

{ 

     return (strcmp((*a)->name, (*b)->name)); 

} 
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This example uses the user-defined function named sort_files() to compare two filenames and return the 

appropriate value based on the return value from the standard C library function strcmp(). Using this same 

technique, you can easily modify the program to sort by date, time, extension, or size by changing the 

element on which the sort_files() function operates. 

 

11. How do you determine a file's attributes? 

The file attributes are stored in the find_t.attrib structure member. This structure member is a single 

character, and each file attribute is represented by a single bit. Here is a list of the valid DOS file attributes: 

Value   Description   Constant 

0x00 - Normal - (none) 

0x01 - Read Only - FA_RDONLY 

0x02 - Hidden File - FA_HIDDEN 

0x04 - System File - FA_SYSTEM 

0x08 - Volume Label - FA_LABEL 

0x10 - Subdirectory - FA_DIREC 

0x20 - Archive File - FA_ARCHIVE 

To determine the file's attributes, you check which bits are turned on and map them corresponding to the 

preceding table. For example, a read-only hidden system file will have the first, second, and third bits turned 

on. A "normal" file will have none of the bits turned on. To determine whether a particular bit is turned on, 

you do a bit-wise AND with the bit's constant representation. 

The following program uses this technique to print a file's attributes: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <direct.h> 

#include <dos.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

#include <memory.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct find_t FILE_BLOCK; 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     FILE_BLOCK f_block;  /* Define the find_t structure variable */ 

     int ret_code;     /* Define a variable to store the return codes */ 

     printf("\nDirectory listing of all files in this directory:\n\n"); 

     /* Use the "*.*" file mask and the 0xFF attribute mask to list 

        all files in the directory, including system files, hidden 

        files, and subdirectory names. */ 

     ret_code = _dos_findfirst("*.*", 0xFF, &f_block); 

     /* The _dos_findfirst() function returns a 0 when 

        it is successful and has found a valid filename 

        in the directory. */ 

     while (ret_code == 0) 

     { 

          /* Print the file's name */ 

          printf("%-12s  ", f_block.name); 

          /* Print the read-only attribute */ 

          printf("%s ", (f_block.attrib & FA_RDONLY) ? "R" : "."); 

          /* Print the hidden attribute */ 

          printf("%s ", (f_block.attrib & FA_HIDDEN) ? "H" : "."); 

          /* Print the system attribute */ 

          printf("%s ", (f_block.attrib & FA_SYSTEM) ? "S" : "."); 

          /* Print the directory attribute */ 

          printf("%s ", (f_block.attrib & FA_DIREC)  ? "D" : "."); 
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          /* Print the archive attribute */ 

          printf("%s\n", (f_block.attrib & FA_ARCH)  ? "A" : "."); 

          /* Use the _dos_findnext() function to look 

             for the next file in the directory. */ 

          ret_code = _dos_findnext(&f_block); 

     } 

     printf("\nEnd of directory listing.\n"); 

} 

12. How do you view the PATH? 

Your C compiler library contains a function called getenv() that can retrieve any specified environment 

variable. It has one argument, which is a pointer to a string containing the environment variable you want to 

retrieve. It returns a pointer to the desired environment string on successful completion. If the function 

cannot find your environment variable, it returns NULL. 

The following example program shows how to obtain the PATH environment variable and print it on-

screen: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* env_string; 

     env_string = getenv("PATH"); 

     if (env_string == (char*) NULL) 

          printf("\nYou have no PATH!\n"); 

     else 

          printf("\nYour PATH is: %s\n", env_string); 

} 

 

13. How can I open a file so that other programs can update it at the same time? 

Your C compiler library contains a low-level file function called sopen() that can be used to open a file in 

shared mode. Beginning with DOS 3.0, files could be opened in shared mode by loading a special program 

named SHARE.EXE. Shared mode, as the name implies, allows a file to be shared with other programs as 

well as your own. Using this function, you can allow other programs that are running to update the same file 

you are updating. 

The sopen() function takes four parameters: a pointer to the filename you want to open, the operational 

mode you want to open the file in, the file sharing mode to use, and, if you are creating a file, the mode to 

create the file in. The second parameter of the sopen() function, usually referred to as the "operation flag" 

parameter, can have the following values assigned to it: 

Constant   Description 

O_APPEND - Appends all writes to the end of the file 

O_BINARY - Opens the file in binary (untranslated) mode 

O_CREAT - If the file does not exist, it is created 

O_EXCL - If the O_CREAT flag is used and the file exists, returns an error 

O_RDONLY - Opens the file in read-only mode 

O_RDWR - Opens the file for reading and writing 

O_TEXT - Opens the file in text (translated) mode 

O_TRUNC - Opens an existing file and writes over its contents 

O_WRONLY - Opens the file in write-only mode 
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The third parameter of the sopen() function, usually referred to as the "sharing flag," can have the following 

values assigned to it: 

Constant   Description 

SH_COMPAT - No other program can access the file 

SH_DENYRW - No other program can read from or write to the file 

SH_DENYWR - No other program can write to the file 

SH_DENYRD - No other program can read from the file 

SH_DENYNO - Any program can read from or write to the file 

If the sopen() function is successful, it returns a non-negative number that is the file's handle. If an error 

occurs, -1 is returned, and the global variable errno is set to one of the following values: 

Constant   Description 

ENOENT - File or path not found 

EMFILE - No more file handles are available 

EACCES - Permission denied to access file 

EINVACC - Invalid access code 

The following example shows how to open a file in shared mode: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sys\stat.h> 

#include <io.h> 

#include <share.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int file_handle; 

     /* Note that sopen() is not ANSI compliant */ 

     file_handle = sopen("C:\\DATA\\TEST.DAT", O_RDWR, SH_DENYNO); 

     close(file_handle); 

} 

Whenever you are sharing a file's contents with other programs, you should be sure to use the standard C 

library function named locking() to lock a portion of your file when you are updating it. 

14. How can I make sure that my program is the only one accessing a file? 

By using the sopen() function, you can open a file in shared mode and explicitly deny reading and writing 

permissions to any other program but yours. This task is accomplished by using the SH_DENYWR shared 

flag to denote that your program is going to deny any writing or reading attempts by other programs. For 

example, the following snippet of code shows a file being opened in shared mode, denying access to all 

other files: 

/* Note that the sopen() function is not ANSI compliant... */ 

fileHandle = sopen("C:\\DATA\\SETUP.DAT", O_RDWR, SH_DENYWR); 

By issuing this statement, all other programs are denied access to the SETUP.DAT file. If another program 

were to try to open SETUP.DAT for reading or writing, it would receive an EACCES error code, denoting 

that access is denied to the file. 

 

15. How can I prevent another program from modifying part of a file that I am modifying? 
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If your C compiler library comes with a function named locking() that can be used to lock and unlock 

portions of shared files. 

The locking function takes three arguments: a handle to the shared file you are going to lock or unlock, the 

operation you want to perform on the file, and the number of bytes you want to lock. The file lock is placed 

relative to the current position of the file pointer, so if you are going to lock bytes located anywhere but at 

the beginning of the file, you need to reposition the file pointer by using the lseek() function. 

The following example shows how a binary index file named SONGS.DAT can be locked and unlocked: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <io.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <process.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <share.h> 

#include <sys\locking.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int file_handle, ret_code; 

     char* song_name = "Six Months In A Leaky Boat"; 

     char rec_buffer[50]; 

     file_handle = sopen("C:\\DATA\\SONGS.DAT", O_RDWR, SH_DENYNO); 

     /* Assuming a record size of 50 bytes, position the file 

        pointer to the 10th record. */ 

     lseek(file_handle, 450, SEEK_SET); 

     /* Lock the 50-byte record. */ 

     ret_code = locking(file_handle, LK_LOCK, 50); 

     /* Write the data and close the file. */ 

     memset(rec_buffer, '\0', sizeof(rec_buffer)); 

     sprintf(rec_buffer, "%s", song_name); 

     write(file_handle, rec_buffer, sizeof(rec_buffer)); 

     lseek(file_handle, 450, SEEK_SET); 

     locking(file_handle, LK_UNLCK, 50); 

     close(file_handle); 

} 

Notice that before the record is locked, the record pointer is positioned to the 10th record (450th byte) by 

using the lseek() function. Also notice that to write the record to the file, the record pointer has to be 

repositioned to the beginning of the record before unlocking the record. 

16. How can I avoid the Abort, Retry, Fail messages? 

When DOS encounters a critical error, it issues a call to interrupt 24, the critical error handler. Your C 

compiler library contains a function named harderr() that takes over the handling of calls to interrupt 24. 

The harderr() function takes one argument, a pointer to a function that is called if there is a hardware error. 

Your user-defined hardware error-handling function is passed information regarding the specifics of the 

hardware error that occurred. In your function, you can display a user-defined message to avoid the ugly 

Abort, Retry, Fail message. This way, your program can elegantly handle such simple user errors as your not 

inserting the disk when prompted to do so. 

When a hardware error is encountered and your function is called, you can either call the C library function 

hardretn() to return control to your application or call the C library function hardresume() to return control 

to DOS. Typically, disk errors can be trapped and your program can continue by using the hardresume() 

function. Other device errors, such as a bat FAT (file allocation table) error, are somewhat fatal, and your 

application should handle them by using the hardretn() function. Consider the following example, which 

uses the harderr() function to trap for critical errors and notifies the user when such an error occurs: 
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#include <stdio.h> 

#include <dos.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

void main(void); 

void far error_handler(unsigned, unsigned, unsigned far*); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int file_handle, ret_code; 

     /* Install the custom error-handling routine. */ 

     _harderr(error_handler); 

     printf("\nEnsure that the A: drive is empty, \n"); 

     printf("then press any key.\n\n"); 

     getch(); 

     printf("Trying to write to the A: drive...\n\n"); 

     /* Attempt to access an empty A: drive... */ 

     ret_code = _dos_open("A:FILE.TMP", O_RDONLY, &file_handle); 

     /* If the A: drive was empty, the error_handler() function was 

        called. Notify the user of the result of that function. */ 

     switch (ret_code) 

     { 

          case 100: printf("Unknown device error!\n"); 

                    break; 

          case 2:   printf("FILE.TMP was not found on drive A!\n"); 

                    break; 

          case 0:   printf("FILE.TMP was found on drive A!\n"); 

                    break; 

          default:  printf("Unknown error occurred!\n"); 

                    break; 

     } 

} 

void far error_handler(unsigned device_error, unsigned error_val,  

                        unsigned far* device_header) 

{ 

     long x; 

     /* This condition will be true only if a nondisk error occurred. */ 

     if (device_error & 0x8000) 

          _hardretn(100); 

     /* Pause one second. */ 

     for (x=0; x<2000000; x++); 

         /* Retry to access the drive. */ 

         _hardresume(_HARDERR_RETRY); 

} 

In this example, a custom hardware error handler is installed named error_handler(). When the program 

attempts to access the A: drive and no disk is found there, the error_handler() function is called. The 

error_handler() function first checks to ensure that the problem is a disk error. If the problem is not a disk 

error, it returns 100 by using the hardretn() function. Next, the program pauses for one second and issues a 

hardresume() call to retry accessing the A: drive. 

 

17. How can I read and write comma-delimited text? 

Many of today's popular programs use comma-delimited text as a means of transferring data from one 

program to another, such as the exported data from a spreadsheet program that is to be imported by a 

database program. Comma-delimited means that all data (with the exception of numeric data) is surrounded 

by double quotation marks ("") followed by a comma. Numeric data appears as-is, with no surrounding 

double quotation marks. At the end of each line of text, the comma is omitted and a newline is used. 

To read and write the text to a file, you would use the fprintf() and fscanf() standard C library functions. The 

following example shows how a program can write out comma-delimited text and then read it back in. 
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#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct name_str 

{ 

     char       first_name[15]; 

     char       nick_name[30]; 

     unsigned years_known; 

} NICKNAME; 

NICKNAME nick_names[5]; 

void main(void); 

void set_name(unsigned, char*, char*, unsigned); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     FILE*     name_file; 

     int       x; 

     NICKNAME tmp_name; 

     printf("\nWriting data to NICKNAME.DAT, one moment please...\n"); 

     /* Initialize the data with some values... */ 

     set_name(0,    "Sheryl",      "Basset",      26); 

     set_name(1,    "Joel",        "Elkinator",    1); 

     set_name(2,    "Cliff",       "Shayface",    12); 

     set_name(3,    "Lloyd",       "Lloydage",    28); 

     set_name(4,    "Scott",       "Pie",          9); 

     /* Open the NICKNAME.DAT file for output in text mode. */ 

     name_file = fopen("NICKNAME.DAT", "wt"); 

     /* Iterate through all the data and use the fprintf() function 

        to write the data to a file. */ 

     for (x=0; x<5; x++) 

     { 

          fprintf(name_file, "\"%s\", \"%s\", %u\n", 

                      nick_names[x].first_name, 

                      nick_names[x].nick_name, 

                      nick_names[x].years_known); 

     } 

     /* Close the file and reopen it for input. */ 

     fclose(name_file); 

     printf("\nClosed NICKNAME.DAT, reopening for input...\n"); 

     name_file = fopen("NICKNAME.DAT", "rt"); 

     printf("\nContents of the file NICKNAME.DAT:\n\n"); 

     /* Read each line in the file using the scanf() function 

        and print the file's contents. */ 

     while (1) 

     { 

          fscanf(name_file, "%s %s %u", 

                     tmp_name.first_name, 

                     tmp_name.nick_name, 

                     &tmp_name.years_known); 

          if (feof(name_file)) 

               break; 

          printf("%-15s %-30s %u\n", 

                     tmp_name.first_name, 

                     tmp_name.nick_name, 

                     tmp_name.years_known); 

     } 

     fclose(name_file); 

} 

void set_name(unsigned name_num, char* f_name, char* n_name, unsigned years) 

{ 

     strcpy(nick_names[name_num].first_name, f_name); 

     strcpy(nick_names[name_num].nick_name,  n_name); 

     nick_names[name_num].years_known = years; 

} 

 

Variables and Data Storage 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/variables-and-data-storage/
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1. Where in memory are my variables stored? 

Variables can be stored in several places in memory, depending on their lifetime. Variables that are defined 

outside any function (whether of global or file static scope), and variables that are defined inside a function 

as static variables, exist for the lifetime of the program's execution. These variables are stored in the "data 

segment." The data segment is a fixed-size area in memory set aside for these variables. The data segment is 

subdivided into two parts, one for initialized variables and another for uninitialized variables. 

Variables that are defined inside a function as auto variables (that are not defined with the keyword static) 

come into existence when the program begins executing the block of code (delimited by curly braces {}) 

containing them, and they cease to exist when the program leaves that block of code.  

Variables that are the arguments to functions exist only during the call to that function. These variables are 

stored on the "stack". The stack is an area of memory that starts out small and grows automatically up to 

some predefined limit. In DOS and other systems without virtual memory, the limit is set either when the 

program is compiled or when it begins executing. In UNIX and other systems with virtual memory, the limit 

is set by the system, and it is usually so large that it can be ignored by the programmer. 

The third and final area doesn't actually store variables but can be used to store data pointed to by variables. 

Pointer variables that are assigned to the result of a call to the malloc() function contain the address of a 

dynamically allocated area of memory. This memory is in an area called the "heap." The heap is another 

area that starts out small and grows, but it grows only when the programmer explicitly calls malloc() or 

other memory allocation functions, such as calloc(). The heap can share a memory segment with either the 

data segment or the stack, or it can have its own segment. It all depends on the compiler options and 

operating system. The heap, like the stack, has a limit on how much it can grow, and the same rules apply as 

to how that limit is determined. 

2. Do variables need to be initialized? 

No. All variables should be given a value before they are used, and a good compiler will help you find 

variables that are used before they are set to a value. Variables need not be initialized, however. Variables 

defined outside a function or defined inside a function with the static keyword are already initialized to 0 for 

you if you do not explicitly initialize them. 

Automatic variables are variables defined inside a function or block of code without the static keyword. 

These variables have undefined values if you don't explicitly initialize them. If you don't initialize an 

automatic variable, you must make sure you assign to it before using the value. 

Space on the heap allocated by calling malloc() contains undefined data as well and must be set to a known 

value before being used. Space allocated by calling calloc() is set to 0 for you when it is allocated. 

3. What is page thrashing? 

Some operating systems (such as UNIX or Windows in enhanced mode) use virtual memory. Virtual 

memory is a technique for making a machine behave as if it had more memory than it really has, by using 

disk space to simulate RAM (random-access memory). In the 80386 and higher Intel CPU chips, and in 

most other modern microprocessors (such as the Motorola 68030, Sparc, and Power PC), exists a piece of 

hardware called the Memory Management Unit, or MMU. 

The MMU treats memory as if it were composed of a series of "pages." A page of memory is a block of 

contiguous bytes of a certain size, usually 4096 or 8192 bytes. The operating system sets up and maintains a 

table for each running program called the Process Memory Map, or PMM. This is a table of all the pages of 

memory that program can access and where each is really located. 
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Every time your program accesses any portion of memory, the address (called a "virtual address") is 

processed by the MMU. The MMU looks in the PMM to find out where the memory is really located (called 

the "physical address"). The physical address can be any location in memory or on disk that the operating 

system has assigned for it. If the location the program wants to access is on disk, the page containing it must 

be read from disk into memory, and the PMM must be updated to reflect this action (this is called a "page 

fault"). Hope you're still with me, because here's the tricky part. Because accessing the disk is so much 

slower than accessing RAM, the operating system tries to keep as much of the virtual memory as possible in 

RAM. If you're running a large enough program (or several small programs at once), there might not be 

enough RAM to hold all the memory used by the programs, so some of it must be moved out of RAM and 

onto disk (this action is called "paging out"). 

The operating system tries to guess which areas of memory aren't likely to be used for a while (usually based 

on how the memory has been used in the past). If it guesses wrong, or if your programs are accessing lots of 

memory in lots of places, many page faults will occur in order to read in the pages that were paged out. 

Because all of RAM is being used, for each page read in to be accessed, another page must be paged out. 

This can lead to more page faults, because now a different page of memory has been moved to disk. The 

problem of many page faults occurring in a short time, called "page thrashing," can drastically cut the 

performance of a system. 

Programs that frequently access many widely separated locations in memory are more likely to cause page 

thrashing on a system. So is running many small programs that all continue to run even when you are not 

actively using them. To reduce page thrashing, you can run fewer programs simultaneously. Or you can try 

changing the way a large program works to maximize the capability of the operating system to guess which 

pages won't be needed. You can achieve this effect by caching values or changing lookup algorithms in large 

data structures, or sometimes by changing to a memory allocation library which provides an implementation 

of malloc() that allocates memory more efficiently. Finally, you might consider adding more RAM to the 

system to reduce the need to page out. 

4. What is a const pointer? 

The access modifier keyword const is a promise the programmer makes to the compiler that the value of a 

variable will not be changed after it is initialized. The compiler will enforce that promise as best it can by 

not enabling the programmer to write code which modifies a variable that has been declared const. 

A "const pointer," or more correctly, a "pointer to const," is a pointer which points to data that is const 

(constant, or unchanging). A pointer to const is declared by putting the word const at the beginning of the 

pointer declaration. This declares a pointer which points to data that can't be modified. The pointer itself can 

be modified. The following example illustrates some legal and illegal uses of a const pointer: 

const char  *str = "hello"; 

char  c = *str    /* legal */ 

str++;            /* legal */ 

*str = 'a';       /* illegal */ 

str[1] = 'b';     /* illegal */ 

The first two statements here are legal because they do not modify the data that str points to. The next two 

statements are illegal because they modify the data pointed to by str. 

Pointers to const are most often used in declaring function parameters. For instance, a function that counted 

the number of characters in a string would not need to change the contents of the string, and it might be 

written this way: 

my_strlen(const char *str) 

{ 

        int count = 0; 

        while (*str++) 
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        { 

            count++; 

        } 

        return count; 

} 

Note that non-const pointers are implicitly converted to const pointers when needed, but const pointers are 

not converted to non-const pointers. This means that my_strlen() could be called with either a const or a 

non-const character pointer. 

 

5. When should the register modifier be used? Does it really help? 

The register modifier hints to the compiler that the variable will be heavily used and should be kept in the 

CPU's registers, if possible, so that it can be accessed faster. There are several restrictions on the use of the 

register modifier. 

First, the variable must be of a type that can be held in the CPU's register. This usually means a single value 

of a size less than or equal to the size of an integer. Some machines have registers that can hold floating-

point numbers as well. 

Second, because the variable might not be stored in memory, its address cannot be taken with the unary and 

operator. An attempt to do so is flagged as an error by the compiler. Some additional rules affect how useful 

the register modifier is. Because the number of registers is limited, and because some registers can hold only 

certain types of data (such as pointers or floating-point numbers), the number and types of register modifiers 

that will actually have any effect are dependent on what machine the program will run on. Any additional 

register modifiers are silently ignored by the compiler. 

Also, in some cases, it might actually be slower to keep a variable in a register because that register then 

becomes unavailable for other purposes or because the variable isn't used enough to justify the overhead of 

loading and storing it. 

So when should the register modifier be used? The answer is never, with most modern compilers. Early C 

compilers did not keep any variables in registers unless directed to do so, and the register modifier was a 

valuable addition to the language. C compiler design has advanced to the point, however, where the 

compiler will usually make better decisions than the programmer about which variables should be stored in 

registers. In fact, many compilers actually ignore the register modifier, which is perfectly legal, because it is 

only a hint and not a directive. 

In the rare event that a program is too slow, and you know that the problem is due to a variable being stored 

in memory, you might try adding the register modifier as a last resort, but don't be surprised if this action 

doesn't change the speed of the program. 

6. When should the volatile modifier be used? 

The volatile modifier is a directive to the compiler's optimizer that operations involving this variable should 

not be optimized in certain ways. There are two special cases in which use of the volatile modifier is 

desirable. The first case involves memory-mapped hardware (a device such as a graphics adaptor that 

appears to the computer's hardware as if it were part of the computer's memory), and the second involves 

shared memory (memory used by two or more programs running simultaneously). 

Most computers have a set of registers that can be accessed faster than the computer's main memory. A good 

compiler will perform a kind of optimization called "redundant load and store removal." The compiler looks 

for places in the code where it can either remove an instruction to load data from memory because the value 
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is already in a register, or remove an instruction to store data to memory because the value can stay in a 

register until it is changed again anyway. 

If a variable is a pointer to something other than normal memory, such as memory-mapped ports on a 

peripheral, redundant load and store optimizations might be detrimental. For instance, here's a piece of code 

that might be used to time some operation: 

time_t time_addition(volatile const struct timer *t, int a) 

{ 

        int     n; 

        int     x; 

        time_t  then; 

        x = 0; 

        then = t->value; 

        for (n = 0; n < 1000; n++) 

        { 

                x = x + a; 

        } 

       return t->value - then; 

} 

In this code, the variable t->value is actually a hardware counter that is being incremented as time passes. 

The function adds the value of a to x 1000 times, and it returns the amount the timer was incremented by 

while the 1000 additions were being performed. 

Without the volatile modifier, a clever optimizer might assume that the value of t does not change during the 

execution of the function, because there is no statement that explicitly changes it. In that case, there's no 

need to read it from memory a second time and subtract it, because the answer will always be 0. The 

compiler might therefore "optimize" the function by making it always return 0. 

If a variable points to data in shared memory, you also don't want the compiler to perform redundant load 

and store optimizations. Shared memory is normally used to enable two programs to communicate with each 

other by having one program store data in the shared portion of memory and the other program read the 

same portion of memory. If the compiler optimizes away a load or store of shared memory, communication 

between the two programs will be affected. 

7. Can a variable be both const and volatile? 

Yes. The const modifier means that this code cannot change the value of the variable, but that does not mean 

that the value cannot be changed by means outside this code. For instance, the timer structure was accessed 

through a volatile const pointer. The function itself did not change the value of the timer, so it was declared 

const. However, the value was changed by hardware on the computer, so it was declared volatile. If a 

variable is both const and volatile, the two modifiers can appear in either order. 

8. When should the const modifier be used? 

There are several reasons to use const pointers. First, it allows the compiler to catch errors in which code 

accidentally changes the value of a variable, as in 

while (*str = 0) /* programmer meant to write *str != 0 */ 

{ 

    /* some code here */ 

    str++; 

} 

in which the = sign is a typographical error. Without the const in the declaration of str, the program would 

compile but not run properly. 
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Another reason is efficiency. The compiler might be able to make certain optimizations to the code 

generated if it knows that a variable will not be changed. 

Any function parameter which points to data that is not modified by the function or by any function it calls 

should declare the pointer a pointer to const. Function parameters that are passed by value (rather than 

through a pointer) can be declared const if neither the function nor any function it calls modifies the data. 

In practice, however, such parameters are usually declared const only if it might be more efficient for the 

compiler to access the data through a pointer than by copying it. 

 

9. How reliable are floating-point comparisons? 

Floating-point numbers are the "black art" of computer programming. One reason why this is so is that there 

is no optimal way to represent an arbitrary number. The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

(IEEE) has developed a standard for the representation of floating-point numbers, but you cannot guarantee 

that every machine you use will conform to the standard. 

Even if your machine does conform to the standard, there are deeper issues. It can be shown mathematically 

that there are an infinite number of "real" numbers between any two numbers. For the computer to 

distinguish between two numbers, the bits that represent them must differ. To represent an infinite number 

of different bit patterns would take an infinite number of bits. Because the computer must represent a large 

range of numbers in a small number of bits (usually 32 to 64 bits), it has to make approximate 

representations of most numbers. 

Because floating-point numbers are so tricky to deal with, it's generally bad practice to compare a floating- 

point number for equality with anything. Inequalities are much safer. If, for instance, you want to step 

through a range of numbers in small increments, you might write this: 

#include <stdio.h> 

const float first = 0.0; 

const float last = 70.0; 

const float small = 0.007; 

main() 

{ 

        float   f; 

        for (f = first; f != last && f < last + 1.0; f += small) 

                ; 

        printf("f is now %g\n", f); 

} 

However, rounding errors and small differences in the representation of the variable small might cause f to 

never be equal to last (it might go from being just under it to being just over it). Thus, the loop would go 

past the value last. The inequality f < last + 1.0 has been added to prevent the program from running on for a 

very long time if this happens. If you run this program and the value printed for f is 71 or more, this is what 

has happened. 

A safer way to write this loop is to use the inequality f < last to test for the loop ending, as in this example: 

float   f; 

for (f = first; f < last; f += small) 

        ; 

You could even precompute the number of times the loop should be executed and use an integer to count 

iterations of the loop, as in this example: 
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float   f; 

int     count = (last - first) / small; 

for (f = first; count-- > 0; f += small) 

10. How can you determine the maximum value that a numeric variable can hold? 

The easiest way to find out how large or small a number that a particular type can hold is to use the values 

defined in the ANSI standard header file limits.h. This file contains many useful constants defining the 

values that can be held by various types, including these: 

Value   Description 

CHAR_BIT - Number of bits in a char 

CHAR_MAX - Maximum decimal integer value of a char 

CHAR_MIN - Minimum decimal integer value of a char 

MB_LEN_MAX - Maximum number of bytes in a multibyte character 

INT_MAX - Maximum decimal value of an int 

INT_MIN - Minimum decimal value of an int 

LONG_MAX - Maximum decimal value of a long 

LONG_MIN - Minimum decimal value of a long 

SCHAR_MAX - Maximum decimal integer value of a signed char 

SCHAR_MIN - Minimum decimal integer value of a signed char 

SHRT_MAX - Maximum decimal value of a short 

SHRT_MIN - Minimum decimal value of a short 

UCHAR_MAX - Maximum decimal integer value of unsigned char 

UINT_MAX - Maximum decimal value of an unsigned integer 

ULONG_MAX - Maximum decimal value of an unsigned long int 

USHRT_MAX - Maximum decimal value of an unsigned short int 

For integral types, on a machine that uses two's complement arithmetic (which is just about any machine 

you're likely to use), a signed type can hold numbers from -2
(number of bits - 1)

 to +2
(number of bits - 1) - 1.

  

An unsigned type can hold values from 0 to +2
(number of bits)- 1

. For instance, a 16-bit signed integer can hold 

numbers from -2
15(-32768)

 to +2
15 - 1 (32767)

. 

11. Are there any problems with performing mathematical operations on different variable types? 

C has three categories of built-in data types: pointer types, integral types, and floating-point types. Pointer 

types are the most restrictive in terms of the operations that can be performed on them. They are limited to 

- subtraction of two pointers, valid only when both pointers point to elements in the same array. The result is 

the same as subtracting the integer subscripts corresponding to the two pointers. 

+ addition of a pointer and an integral type. The result is a pointer that points to the element which would be 

selected by that integer. 

Floating-point types consist of the built-in types float, double, and long double. Integral types consist of 

char, unsigned char, short, unsigned short, int, unsigned int, long, and unsigned long. All of these types can 

have the following arithmetic operations performed on them: 

+ Addition 

- Subtraction 

* Multiplication 
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/ Division 

Integral types also can have those four operations performed on them, as well as the following operations: % 

Modulo or remainder of division 

<< Shift left 

>> Shift right 

& Bitwise AND operation 

| Bitwise OR operation 

^ Bitwise exclusive OR operation 

! Logical negative operation 

~ Bitwise "one's complement" operation 

Although C permits "mixed mode" expressions (an arithmetic expression involving different types), it 

actually converts the types to be the same type before performing the operations (except for the case of 

pointer arithmetic described previously). The process of automatic type conversion is called "operator 

promotion." 

12. What is operator promotion? 

If an operation is specified with operands of two different types, they are converted to the smallest type that 

can hold both values. The result has the same type as the two operands wind up having. To interpret the 

rules, read the following table from the top down, and stop at the first rule that applies. 

If Either Operand Is   And the Other Is   Change Them To 

long double - any other type - long double 

double - any smaller type - double 

float - any smaller type - float 

unsigned long - any integral type - unsigned long 

long - unsigned > LONG_MAX - long 

long - any smaller type - long 

unsigned - any signed type - unsigned 

The following example code illustrates some cases of operator promotion. The variable f1 is set to 3/4. 

Because both 3 and 4 are integers, integer division is performed, and the result is the integer 0. The variable 

f2 is set to 3/4.0. Because 4.0 is a float, the number 3 is converted to a float as well, and the result is the float 

0.75. 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

    float f1 = 3 / 4; 

    float f2 = 3 / 4.0; 

    printf("3 / 4 == %g or %g depending on the type used.\n", f1, f2); 

} 

 

13. When should a type cast be used? 
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There are two situations in which to use a type cast. The first use is to change the type of an operand to an 

arithmetic operation so that the operation will be performed properly. The variable f1 is set to the result of 

dividing the integer i by the integer j. The result is 0, because integer division is used. The variable f2 is set 

to the result of dividing i by j as well. However, the (float) type cast causes i to be converted to a float. That 

in turn causes floating-point division to be used and gives the result 0.75. 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

    int i = 3; 

    int j = 4; 

    float f1 = i / j; 

    float f2 = (float) i / j; 

    printf("3 / 4 == %g or %g depending on the type used.\n", f1, f2); 

} 

The second case is to cast pointer types to and from void * in order to interface with functions that expect or 

return void pointers. For example, the following line type casts the return value of the call to malloc() to be a 

pointer to a foo structure. 

struct foo *p = (struct foo *) malloc(sizeof(struct foo)); 

14. When should a type cast not be used? 

A type cast should not be used to override a const or volatile declaration. Overriding these type modifiers 

can cause the program to fail to run correctly. 

A type cast should not be used to turn a pointer to one type of structure or data type into another. In the rare 

events in which this action is beneficial, using a union to hold the values makes the programmer's intentions 

clearer. 

15. Is it acceptable to declare/define a variable in a C header? 

A global variable that must be accessed from more than one file can and should be declared in a header file. 

In addition, such a variable must be defined in one source file. Variables should not be defined in header 

files, because the header file can be included in multiple source files, which would cause multiple definitions 

of the variable. 

The ANSI C standard will allow multiple external definitions, provided that there is only one initialization. 

But because there's really no advantage to using this feature, it's probably best to avoid it and maintain a 

higher level of portability. 

"Global" variables that do not have to be accessed from more than one file should be declared static and 

should not appear in a header file. 

16. What is the difference between declaring a variable and defining a variable? 

Declaring a variable means describing its type to the compiler but not allocating any space for it. Defining a 

variable means declaring it and also allocating space to hold the variable. You can also initialize a variable 

at the time it is defined. Here is a declaration of a variable and a structure, and two variable definitions, one 

with initialization: 

extern int decl1;  /* this is a declaration */ 

struct decl2  

{ 

    int member; 

}; /* this just declares the type--no variable mentioned */ 
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int     def1 = 8;      /* this is a definition */ 

int     def2;          /* this is a definition */ 

To put it another way, a declaration says to the compiler, "Somewhere in my program will be a variable with 

this name, and this is what type it is." A definition says, "Right here is this variable with this name and this 

type." 

A variable can be declared many times, but it must be defined exactly once. For this reason, definitions do 

not belong in header files, where they might get #included into more than one place in your program. 

 

17. Can static variables be declared in a header file? 

You can't declare a static variable without defining it as well (this is because the storage class modifiers 

static and extern are mutually exclusive). A static variable can be defined in a header file, but this would 

cause each source file that included the header file to have its own private copy of the variable, which is 

probably not what was intended. 

18. What is the benefit of using const for declaring constants? 

The benefit of using the const keyword is that the compiler might be able to make optimizations based on 

the knowledge that the value of the variable will not change. In addition, the compiler will try to ensure that 

the values won't be changed inadvertently. 

Of course, the same benefits apply to #defined constants. The reason to use const rather than #define to 

define a constant is that a const variable can be of any type (such as a struct, which can't be represented by a 

#defined constant). Also, because a const variable is a real variable, it has an address that can be used, if 

needed, and it resides in only one place in memory. 

Functions 

1. When should I declare a function? 

Functions that are used only in the current source file should be declared as static, and the function's 

declaration should appear in the current source file along with the definition of the function. Functions used 

outside of the current source file should have their declarations put in a header file, which can be included in 

whatever source file is going to use that function. For instance, if a function named stat_func() is used only 

in the source file stat.c, it should be declared as shown here: 

/* stat.c */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

static int stat_func(int, int);  /* static declaration of stat_func() */ 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     ... 

     rc = stat_func(1, 2); 

     ... 

} 

/* definition (body) of stat_func() */ 

static int stat_func(int arg1, int arg2) 

{ 

     ... 

     return rc; 

} 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/functions/
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In this example, the function named stat_func() is never used outside of the source file stat.c. There is 

therefore no reason for the prototype (or declaration) of the function to be visible outside of the stat.c source 

file. Thus, to avoid any confusion with other functions that might have the same name, the declaration of 

stat_func() should be put in the same source file as the declaration of stat_func(). 

In the following example, the function glob_func() is declared and used in the source file global.c and is 

used in the source file extern.c. Because glob_func() is used outside of the source file in which it's declared, 

the declaration of glob_func() should be put in a header file (in this example, named proto.h) to be included 

in both the global.c and the extern.c source files. This is how it's done: 

/* proto.h */ 

int glob_func(int, int);  /* declaration of the glob_func() function */ 

/* global.c */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "proto.h"    

/* include this proto.h file for the declaration of glob_func() */ 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     ... 

     rc = glob_func(1, 2); 

     ... 

} 

/* definition (body) of the glob_func() function */ 

int glob_func(int arg1, int arg2) 

{ 

     ... 

     return rc; 

} 

/* extern.c */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "proto.h"    

/* include this proto.h file for the declaration of glob_func() */ 

void ext_func(void); 

void ext_func(void) 

{ 

     ... 

     /* call glob_func(), which is defined in the global.c source file */ 

     rc = glob_func(10, 20); 

     ... 

} 

In the preceding example, the declaration of glob_func() is put in the header file named proto.h because 

glob_func() is used in both the global.c and the extern.c source files. Now, whenever glob_func() is going to 

be used, you simply need to include the proto.h header file, and you will automatically have the function's 

declaration. This will help your compiler when it is checking parameters and return values from global 

functions you are using in your programs. Notice that your function declarations should always appear 

before the first function declaration in your source file. 

In general, if you think your function might be of some use outside of the current source file, you should put 

its declaration in a header file so that other modules can access it. Otherwise, if you are sure your function 

will never be used outside of the current source file, you should declare the function as static and include the 

declaration only in the current source file. 

2. Why should I prototype a function? 

A function prototype tells the compiler what kind of arguments a function is looking to receive and what 

kind of return value a function is going to give back. This approach helps the compiler ensure that calls to a 

function are made correctly and that no erroneous type conversions are taking place. For instance, consider 

the following prototype: 
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int some_func(int, char*, long); 

Looking at this prototype, the compiler can check all references (including the definition of some_func()) to 

ensure that three parameters are used (an integer, a character pointer, and then a long integer) and that a 

return value of type integer is received. If the compiler finds differences between the prototype and calls to 

the function or the definition of the function, an error or a warning can be generated to avoid errors in your 

source code. For instance, the following examples would be flagged as incorrect, given the preceding 

prototype of some_func(): 

x = some_func(1);                    /* not enough arguments passed */ 

x = some_func("HELLO!", 1, "DUDE!"); /* wrong type of arguments used */ 

x = some_func(1, str, 2879, "T");    /* too many arguments passed */ 

 

/* In the following example, the return value expected  

   from some_func() is not an integer: */ 

 

long* lValue; 

lValue = some_func(1, str, 2879);    /* some_func() returns an int, 

                                        not a long* */ 

Using prototypes, the compiler can also ensure that the function definition, or body, is correct and correlates 

with the prototype. For instance, the following definition of some_func() is not the same as its prototype, and 

it therefore would be flagged by the compiler: 

int some_func(char* string, long lValue, int iValue)  /* wrong order of 

                                                         parameters */ 

{ 

    ... 

} 

The bottom line on prototypes is that you should always include them in your source code because they 

provide a good error-checking mechanism to ensure that your functions are being used correctly. Besides, 

many of today's popular compilers give you warnings when compiling if they can't find a prototype for a 

function that is being referenced. 

3. How many parameters should a function have? 

There is no set number or "guideline" limit to the number of parameters your functions can have. However, 

it is considered bad programming style for your functions to contain an inordinately high (eight or more) 

number of parameters. The number of parameters a function has also directly affects the speed at which it is 

called—the more parameters, the slower the function call. Therefore, if possible, you should minimize the 

number of parameters you use in a function. If you are using more than four parameters, you might want to 

rethink your function design and calling conventions. 

One technique that can be helpful if you find yourself with a large number of function parameters is to put 

your function parameters in a structure. Consider the following program, which contains a function named 

print_report() that uses 10 parameters. Instead of making an enormous function declaration and proto- type, 

the print_report() function uses a structure to get its parameters: 

#include <stdio.h> 

typedef struct 

{ 

     int       orientation; 

     char      rpt_name[25]; 

     char      rpt_path[40]; 

     int       destination; 

     char      output_file[25]; 

     int       starting_page; 
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     int       ending_page; 

     char      db_name[25]; 

     char      db_path[40]; 

     int       draft_quality; 

} RPT_PARMS; 

void main(void); 

int print_report(RPT_PARMS*); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     RPT_PARMS rpt_parm; /* define the report parameter 

                            structure variable */ 

     ... 

     /* set up the report parameter structure variable to pass to the 

       print_report() function */ 

       rpt_parm.orientation = ORIENT_LANDSCAPE; 

     rpt_parm.rpt_name = "QSALES.RPT"; 

     rpt_parm.rpt_path = "C:\REPORTS"; 

     rpt_parm.destination = DEST_FILE; 

     rpt_parm.output_file = "QSALES.TXT"; 

     rpt_parm.starting_page = 1; 

     rpt_parm.ending_page = RPT_END; 

     rpt_parm.db_name = "SALES.DB"; 

     rpt_parm.db_path = "C:\DATA"; 

     rpt_parm.draft_quality = TRUE; 

     /* Call the print_report() function, passing it a pointer to the 

     parameters instead of passing it a long list of 10 separate 

        parameters. */ 

     ret_code = print_report(&rpt_parm); 

     ... 

} 

int print_report(RPT_PARMS* p) 

{ 

     int rc; 

     ... 

     /* access the report parameters passed to the print_report() 

        function */ 

     orient_printer(p->orientation); 

     set_printer_quality((p->draft_quality == TRUE) ? DRAFT : NORMAL); 

     ... 

     return rc; 

} 

The preceding example avoided a large, messy function prototype and definition by setting up a predefined 

structure of type RPT_PARMS to hold the 10 parameters that were needed by the print_report() function. 

The only possible disadvantage to this approach is that by removing the parameters from the function 

definition, you are bypassing the compiler's capability to type-check each of the parameters for validity 

during the compile stage. 

Generally, you should keep your functions small and focused, with as few parameters as possible to help 

with execution speed. If you find yourself writing lengthy functions with many parameters, maybe you 

should rethink your function design or consider using the structure-passing technique presented here. 

Additionally, keeping your functions small and focused will help when you are trying to isolate and fix bugs 

in your programs. 

4. What is a static function? 

A static function is a function whose scope is limited to the current source file. Scope refers to the visibility 

of a function or variable. If the function or variable is visible outside of the current source file, it is said to 

have global, or external, scope. If the function or variable is not visible outside of the current source file, it 

is said to have local, or static, scope. 
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A static function therefore can be seen and used only by other functions within the current source file. When 

you have a function that you know will not be used outside of the current source file or if you have a 

function that you do not want being used outside of the current source file, you should declare it as static. 

Declaring local functions as static is considered good programming practice. You should use static functions 

often to avoid possible conflicts with external functions that might have the same name. 

For instance, consider the following example program, which contains two functions. The first function, 

open_customer_table(), is a global function that can be called by any module. The second function, 

open_customer_indexes(), is a local function that will never be called by another module. This is because 

you can't have the customer's index files open without first having the customer table open. Here is the code: 

#include <stdio.h> 

int open_customer_table(void);       /* global function, callable from 

                                        any module */ 

static int open_customer_indexes(void); /* local function, used only in 

                                           this module */ 

int open_customer_table(void) 

{ 

     int ret_code; 

     /* open the customer table */ 

     ... 

     if (ret_code == OK) 

     { 

          ret_code = open_customer_indexes(); 

     } 

     return ret_code; 

} 

static int open_customer_indexes(void) 

{ 

     int ret_code; 

     /* open the index files used for this table */ 

     ... 

     return ret_code; 

} 

Generally, if the function you are writing will not be used outside of the current source file, you should 

declare it as static. 

5. Should a function contain a return statement if it does not return a value? 

In C, void functions (those that do not return a value to the calling function) are not required to include a 

return statement. Therefore, it is not necessary to include a return statement in your functions declared as 

being void. 

In some cases, your function might trigger some critical error, and an immediate exit from the function 

might be necessary. In this case, it is perfectly acceptable to use a return statement to bypass the rest of the 

function's code. However, keep in mind that it is not considered good programming practice to litter your 

functions with return statements-generally, you should keep your function's exit point as focused and clean 

as possible. 

6. How can you pass an array to a function by value? 

An array can be passed to a function by value by declaring in the called function the array name with square 

brackets ([ and ]) attached to the end. When calling the function, simply pass the address of the array (that is, 

the array's name) to the called function. For instance, the following program passes the array x[] to the 

function named byval_func() by value: 

#include <stdio.h> 

void byval_func(int[]);       /* the byval_func() function is passed an 
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                                 integer array by value */ 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x[10]; 

     int y; 

     /* Set up the integer array. */ 

     for (y=0; y<10; y++) 

          x[y] = y; 

     /* Call byval_func(), passing the x array by value. */ 

     byval_func(x); 

} 

/* The byval_function receives an integer array by value. */ 

void byval_func(int i[]) 

{ 

     int y; 

     /* Print the contents of the integer array. */ 

     for (y=0; y<10; y++) 

          printf("%d\n", i[y]); 

} 

In this example program, an integer array named x is defined and initialized with 10 values. The function 

byval_func() is declared as follows: 

int byval_func(int[]); 

The int[] parameter tells the compiler that the byval_func() function will take one argument—an array of 

integers. When the byval_func() function is called, you pass the address of the array to byval_func(): 

byval_func(x); 

Because the array is being passed by value, an exact copy of the array is made and placed on the stack. The 

called function then receives this copy of the array and can print it. Because the array passed to byval_func() 

is a copy of the original array, modifying the array within the byval_func() function has no effect on the 

original array. 

Passing arrays of any kind to functions can be very costly in several ways. First, this approach is very 

inefficient because an entire copy of the array must be made and placed on the stack. This takes up valuable 

program time, and your program execution time is degraded. Second, because a copy of the array is made, 

more memory (stack) space is required. Third, copying the array requires more code generated by the 

compiler, so your program is larger. 

Instead of passing arrays to functions by value, you should consider passing arrays to functions by reference: 

this means including a pointer to the original array. When you use this method, no copy of the array is made. 

Your programs are therefore smaller and more efficient, and they take up less stack space. To pass an array 

by reference, you simply declare in the called function prototype a pointer to the data type you are holding in 

the array. 

Consider the following program, which passes the same array (x) to a function: 

#include <stdio.h> 

void const_func(const int*); 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x[10]; 

     int y; 

     /* Set up the integer array. */ 

     for (y=0; y<10; y++) 

          x[y] = y; 

     /* Call const_func(), passing the x array by reference. */ 
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     const_func(x); 

} 

/* The const_function receives an integer array by reference. 

   Notice that the pointer is declared as const, which renders 

   it unmodifiable by the const_func() function. */ 

void const_func(const int* i) 

{ 

     int y; 

     /* Print the contents of the integer array. */ 

     for (y=0; y<10; y++) 

          printf("%d\n", *(i+y)); 

} 

In the preceding example program, an integer array named x is defined and initialized with 10 values. The 

function const_func() is declared as follows: 

int const_func(const int*); 

The const int* parameter tells the compiler that the const_func() function will take one argument—a 

constant pointer to an integer. When the const_func() function is called, you pass the address of the array to 

const_func(): 

const_func(x); 

Because the array is being passed by reference, no copy of the array is made and placed on the stack. The 

called function receives simply a constant pointer to an integer. The called function must be coded to be 

smart enough to know that what it is really receiving is a constant pointer to an array of integers. The const 

modifier is used to prevent the const_func() from accidentally modifying any elements of the original array. 

The only possible drawback to this alternative method of passing arrays is that the called function must be 

coded correctly to access the array—it is not readily apparent by the const_func() function prototype or 

definition that it is being passed a reference to an array of integers. You will find, however, that this method 

is much quicker and more efficient, and it is recommended when speed is of utmost importance. 

7. Is it possible to execute code even after the program exits the main() function? 

The standard C library provides a function named atexit() that can be used to perform "cleanup" operations 

when your program terminates. You can set up a set of functions you want to perform automatically when 

your program exits by passing function pointers to the atexit() function. Here's an example of a program that 

uses the atexit() function: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void close_files(void); 

void print_registration_message(void); 

int main(int, char**); 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

     ... 

     atexit(print_registration_message); 

     atexit(close_files); 

     while (rec_count < max_records) 

     { 

          process_one_record(); 

     } 

     exit(0); 

} 
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This example program uses the atexit() function to signify that the close_files() function and the 

print_registration_message() function need to be called automatically when the program exits. When the 

main() function ends, these two functions will be called to close the files and print the registration message. 

There are two things that should be noted regarding the atexit() function. First, the functions you specify to 

execute at program termination must be declared as void functions that take no parameters. Second, the 

functions you designate with the atexit() function are stacked in the order in which they are called with 

atexit(), and therefore they are executed in a last-in, first-out (LIFO) method. Keep this information in mind 

when using the atexit() function. In the preceding example, the atexit() function is stacked as shown here: 

atexit(print_registration_message); 

atexit(close_files); 

Because the LIFO method is used, the close_files() function will be called first, and then the 

print_registration_message() function will be called. 

The atexit() function can come in handy when you want to ensure that certain functions (such as closing 

your program's data files) are performed before your program terminates. 

8. What does a function declared as PASCAL do differently? 

A C function declared as PASCAL uses a different calling convention than a "regular" C function. 

Normally, C function parameters are passed right to left; with the PASCAL calling convention, the 

parameters are passed left to right. 

Consider the following function, which is declared normally in a C program: 

int regular_func(int, char*, long); 

Using the standard C calling convention, the parameters are pushed on the stack from right to left. This 

means that when the regular_func() function is called in C, the stack will contain the following parameters: 

long 

char* 

int 

The function calling regular_func() is responsible for restoring the stack when regular_func() returns. 

When the PASCAL calling convention is being used, the parameters are pushed on the stack from left to 

right. 

Consider the following function, which is declared as using the PASCAL calling convention: 

int PASCAL pascal_func(int, char*, long); 

When the function pascal_func() is called in C, the stack will contain the following parameters: 

int 

char* 

long 
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The function being called is responsible for restoring the stack pointer. Why does this matter? Is there any 

benefit to using PASCAL functions? 

Functions that use the PASCAL calling convention are more efficient than regular C functions—the function 

calls tend to be slightly faster. Microsoft Windows is an example of an operating environment that uses the 

PASCAL calling convention. The Windows SDK (Software Development Kit) contains hundreds of 

functions declared as PASCAL. 

When Windows was first designed and written in the late 1980s, using the PASCAL modifier tended to 

make a noticeable difference in program execution speed. In today's world of fast machinery, the PASCAL 

modifier is much less of a catalyst when it comes to the speed of your programs. In fact, Microsoft has 

abandoned the PASCAL calling convention style for the Windows NT operating system. 

In your world of programming, if milliseconds make a big difference in your programs, you might want to 

use the PASCAL modifier when declaring your functions. Most of the time, however, the difference in 

speed is hardly noticeable, and you would do just fine to use C's regular calling convention. 

 

9. Is using exit() the same as using return? 

No. The exit() function is used to exit your program and return control to the operating system. The return 

statement is used to return from a function and return control to the calling function. If you issue a return 

from the main() function, you are essentially returning control to the calling function, which is the operating 

system. In this case, the return statement and exit() function are similar. Here is an example of a program 

that uses the exit() function and return statement: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

int main(int, char**); 

int do_processing(void); 

int do_something_daring(); 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

     int ret_code; 

     if (argc < 3) 

     { 

          printf("Wrong number of arguments used!\n"); 

          /* return 1 to the operating system */ 

          exit(1); 

     } 

     ret_code = do_processing(); 

     ... 

     /* return 0 to the operating system */ 

     exit(0); 

} 

int do_processing(void) 

{ 

     int rc; 

     rc = do_something_daring(); 

     if (rc == ERROR) 

     { 

          printf("Something fishy is going on around here..."\n); 

          /* return rc to the operating system */ 

          exit(rc); 

     } 

     /* return 0 to the calling function */ 

     return 0; 

} 
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In the main() function, the program is exited if the argument count (argc) is less than 3. The statement 

exit(1); tells the program to exit and return the number 1 to the operating system. The operating system can 

then decide what to do based on the return value of the program. For instance, many DOS batch files check 

the environment variable named ERRORLEVEL for the return value of executable programs. 

Strings 

1. What is the difference between a string copy (strcpy) and a memory copy (memcpy)? When should each 

be used? 

The strcpy() function is designed to work exclusively with strings. It copies each byte of the source string to 

the destination string and stops when the terminating null character (\0) has been moved. On the other hand, 

the memcpy() function is designed to work with any type of data. 

Because not all data ends with a null character, you must provide the memcpy() function with the number of 

bytes you want to copy from the source to the destination. The following program shows examples of both 

the strcpy() and the memcpy() functions: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

typedef struct cust_str { 

     int  id; 

     char last_name[20]; 

     char first_name[15]; 

} CUSTREC; 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char*   src_string = "This is the source string"; 

     char    dest_string[50]; 

     CUSTREC src_cust; 

     CUSTREC dest_cust; 

     printf("Hello!  I'm going to copy src_string into dest_string!\n"); 

     /* Copy src_string into dest_string. Notice that the destination 

        string is the first argument. Notice also that the strcpy() 

        function returns a pointer to the destination string. */ 

     printf("Done! dest_string is: %s\n", 

            strcpy(dest_string, src_string)); 

     printf("Encore! Let's copy one CUSTREC to another.\n"); 

     printf("I'll copy src_cust into dest_cust.\n"); 

     /* First, initialize the src_cust data members. */ 

     src_cust.id = 1; 

     strcpy(src_cust.last_name, "Strahan"); 

     strcpy(src_cust.first_name, "Troy"); 

     /* Now, use the memcpy() function to copy the src_cust structure to 

        the dest_cust structure. Notice that, just as with strcpy(), the 

        destination comes first. */ 

     memcpy(&dest_cust, &src_cust, sizeof(CUSTREC)); 

     printf("Done! I just copied customer number #%d (%s %s).", 

               dest_cust.id, dest_cust.first_name, dest_cust.last_name); 

} 

When dealing with strings, you generally should use the strcpy() function, because it is easier to use with 

strings. When dealing with abstract data other than strings (such as structures), you should use the memcpy() 

function. 

2. How can I remove the trailing spaces from a string? 

The C language does not provide a standard function that removes trailing spaces from a string. It is easy, 

however, to build your own function to do just this. The following program uses a custom function named 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/strings/
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rtrim() to remove the trailing spaces from a string. It carries out this action by iterating through the string 

backward, starting at the character before the terminating null character (\0) and ending when it finds the 

first nonspace character. When the program finds a nonspace character, it sets the next character in the string 

to the terminating null character (\0), thereby effectively eliminating all the trailing blanks. Here is how this 

task is performed: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void main(void); 

char* rtrim(char*); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* trail_str = "This string has trailing spaces in it.               "; 

     /* Show the status of the string before calling the rtrim() 

        function. */ 

     printf("Before calling rtrim(), trail_str is '%s'\n", trail_str); 

     printf("and has a length of %d.\n", strlen(trail_str)); 

     /* Call the rtrim() function to remove the trailing blanks. */ 

     rtrim(trail_str); 

     /* Show the status of the string 

        after calling the rtrim() function. */ 

     printf("After calling rtrim(), trail_str is '%s'\n", trail_str); 

     printf("and has a length of %d.\n", strlen(trail_str)); 

} 

/* The rtrim() function removes trailing spaces from a string. */ 

char* rtrim(char* str) 

{ 

int n = strlen(str) - 1;     /* Start at the character BEFORE 

                                     the null character (\0). */ 

     while (n>0)            /* Make sure we don't go out of bounds... */ 

     { 

          if (*(str+n) != ' ')    /*  If we find a nonspace character: */ 

          { 

               *(str+n+1) = '\0'; /* Put the null character at one 

                                     character past our current 

                                     position. */ 

               break;             /* Break out of the loop. */ 

          } 

          else      /* Otherwise, keep moving backward in the string. */ 

               n--; 

     } 

     return str;                  /* Return a pointer to the string. */ 

} 

Notice that the rtrim() function works because in C, strings are terminated by the null character. With the 

insertion of a null character after the last nonspace character, the string is considered terminated at that 

point, and all characters beyond the null character are ignored. 

 

3. How can I remove the leading spaces from a string? 

The C language does not provide a standard function that removes leading spaces from a string. It is easy, 

however, to build your own function to do just this. you can easily construct a custom function that uses the 

rtrim() function in conjunction with the standard C library function strrev() to remove the leading spaces 

from a string. Look at how this task is performed: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void main(void); 

char* ltrim(char*); 

char* rtrim(char*); 
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void main(void) 

{ 

     char* lead_str = "          This string has leading spaces in it."; 

     /* Show the status of the string before calling the ltrim() 

        function. */ 

     printf("Before calling ltrim(), lead_str is '%s'\n", lead_str); 

     printf("and has a length of %d.\n", strlen(lead_str)); 

     /* Call the ltrim() function to remove the leading blanks. */ 

     ltrim(lead_str); 

     /* Show the status of the string 

        after calling the ltrim() function. */ 

     printf("After calling ltrim(), lead_str is '%s'\n", lead_str); 

     printf("and has a length of %d.\n", strlen(lead_str)); 

} 

/* The ltrim() function removes leading spaces from a string. */ 

char* ltrim(char* str) 

{ 

     strrev(str);    /* Call strrev() to reverse the string. */ 

     rtrim(str);     /* Call rtrim() to remove the "trailing" spaces. */ 

     strrev(str);    /* Restore the string's original order. */ 

     return str;     /* Return a pointer to the string. */ 

} 

/* The rtrim() function removes trailing spaces from a string. */ 

char* rtrim(char* str) 

{ 

     int n = strlen(str) - 1;     /* Start at the character BEFORE 

                                     the null character (\0). */ 

     while (n>0)            /* Make sure we don't go out of bounds... */ 

     { 

          if (*(str+n) != ' ')    /* If we find a nonspace character: */ 

          { 

               *(str+n+1) = '\0'; /* Put the null character at one 

                                     character past our current 

                                     position. */ 

               break;             /* Break out of the loop. */ 

          } 

          else      /* Otherwise, keep moving backward in the string. */ 

               n--; 

     } 

     return str;                  /* Return a pointer to the string. */ 

} 

Notice that the ltrim() function performs the following tasks: First, it calls the standard C library function 

strrev(), which reverses the string that is passed to it. This action puts the original string in reverse order, 

thereby creating "trailing spaces" rather than leading spaces. Now, the rtrim() function is used to remove the 

"trailing spaces" from the string. After this task is done, the strrev() function is called again to "reverse" the 

string, thereby putting it back in its original order. 

4. How can I right-justify a string? 

Even though the C language does not provide a standard function that right-justifies a string, you can easily 

build your own function to perform this action. Using the rtrim() function, you can create your own function 

to take a string and right-justify it. Here is how this task is accomplished: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

void main(void); 

char* rjust(char*); 

char* rtrim(char*); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* rjust_str = "This string is not right-justified.                  "; 

     /* Show the status of the string before calling the rjust() 
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        function. */ 

     printf("Before calling rjust(), rjust_str is '%s'\n.", rjust_str); 

     /* Call the rjust() function to right-justify this string. */ 

     rjust(rjust_str); 

     /* Show the status of the string 

        after calling the rjust() function. */ 

     printf("After calling rjust(), rjust_str is '%s'\n.", rjust_str); 

} 

/* The rjust() function right-justifies a string. */ 

char* rjust(char* str) 

{ 

     int n = strlen(str);   /* Save the original length of the string. */ 

     char* dup_str; 

     dup_str = strdup(str);  /* Make an exact duplicate of the string. */ 

     rtrim(dup_str);         /* Trim off the trailing spaces. */ 

     /* Call sprintf() to do a virtual "printf" back into the original 

        string. By passing sprintf() the length of the original string, 

        we force the output to be the same size as the original, and by 

        default the sprintf() right-justifies the output. The sprintf() 

        function fills the beginning of the string with spaces to make 

        it the same size as the original string. */ 

     sprintf(str, "%*.*s", n, n, dup_str); 

     free(dup_str);    /* Free the memory taken by 

                          the duplicated string. */ 

     return str;       /* Return a pointer to the string. */ 

} 

/* The rtrim() function removes trailing spaces from a string. */ 

char* rtrim(char* str) 

{ 

     int n = strlen(str) - 1;  /* Start at the character BEFORE the null 

                                  character (\0). */ 

     while (n>0)            /* Make sure we don't go out of bounds... */ 

     { 

          if (*(str+n) != ' ')    /* If we find a nonspace character: */ 

          { 

               *(str+n+1) = '\0'; /* Put the null character at one 

                                     character past our current 

                                     position. */ 

               break;             /* Break out of the loop. */ 

          } 

          else      /* Otherwise, keep moving backward in the string. */ 

               n--; 

     } 

     return str;                   /* Return a pointer to the string. */ 

} 

The rjust() function first saves the length of the original string in a variable named n. This step is needed 

because the output string must be the same length as the input string. Next, the rjust() function calls the 

standard C library function named strdup() to create a duplicate of the original string. A duplicate of the 

string is required because the original version of the string is going to be overwritten with a right-justified 

version. After the duplicate string is created, a call to the rtrim() function is invoked (using the duplicate 

string, not the original), which eliminates all trailing spaces from the duplicate string. 

Next, the standard C library function sprintf() is called to rewrite the new string to its original place in 

memory. The sprintf() function is passed the original length of the string (stored in n), thereby forcing the 

output string to be the same length as the original. Because sprintf() by default right-justifies string output, 

the output string is filled with leading spaces to make it the same size as the original string. This has the 

effect of right-justifying the input string. Finally, because the strdup() function dynamically allocates 

memory, the free() function is called to free up the memory taken by the duplicate string. 
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5. How can I pad a string to a known length? 

Padding strings to a fixed length can be handy when you are printing fixed-length data such as tables or 

spreadsheets. You can easily perform this task using the printf() function. The following example program 

shows how to accomplish this task: 

#include <stdio.h> 

char *data[25] = { 

     "REGION", "--Q1--",    "--Q2--",   "--Q3--", "  --Q4--", 

     "North", "10090.50", "12200.10", "26653.12", "62634.32", 

     "South", "21662.37", "95843.23", "23788.23", "48279.28", 

     "East", "23889.38", "23789.05", "89432.84", "29874.48", 

     "West", "85933.82", "74373.23", "78457.23", "28799.84" }; 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int x; 

     for (x=0; x<25; x++) 

     { 

          if ((x % 5) == 0 && (x != 0)) 

               printf("\n"); 

          printf("%-10.10s", data[x]); 

     } 

} 

In this example, a character array (char* data[]) is filled with this year's sales data for four regions. Of 

course, you would want to print this data in an orderly fashion, not just print one figure after the other with 

no formatting. This being the case, the following statement is used to print the data: 

printf("%-10.10s", data[x]); 

The "%-10.10s" argument tells the printf() function that you are printing a string and you want to force it to 

be 10 characters long. By default, the string is right-justified, but by including the minus sign (-) before the 

first 10, you tell the printf() function to left-justify your string. This action forces the printf() function to pad 

the string with spaces to make it 10 characters long. The result is a clean, formatted spreadsheet-like 

output: 

REGION      --Q1--   --Q2--     --Q3--    --Q4-- 

North      10090.50  12200.10  26653.12  62634.32 

South      21662.37  95843.23  23788.23  48279.28 

East       23889.38  23789.05  89432.84  29874.48 

West       85933.82  74373.23  78457.23  28799.84 

6. How can I copy just a portion of a string? 

You can use the standard C library function strncpy() to copy one portion of a string into another string. The 

strncpy() function takes three arguments: the first argument is the destination string, the second argument is 

the source string, and the third argument is an integer representing the number of characters you want to 

copy from the source string to the destination string. For example, consider the following program, which 

uses the strncpy() function to copy portions of one string to another: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* source_str = "THIS IS THE SOURCE STRING"; 

     char dest_str1[40] = {0}, dest_str2[40] = {0}; 

     /* Use strncpy() to copy only the first 11 characters. */ 
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     strncpy(dest_str1, source_str, 11); 

     printf("How about that! dest_str1 is now: '%s'!!!\n", dest_str1); 

     /* Now, use strncpy() to copy only the last 13 characters. */ 

     strncpy(dest_str2, source_str + (strlen(source_str) - 13), 13); 

     printf("Whoa! dest_str2 is now: '%s'!!!\n", dest_str2); 

} 

The first call to strncpy() in this example program copies the first 11 characters of the source string into 

dest_str1. This example is fairly straightforward, one you might use often. The second call is a bit more 

complicated and deserves some explanation. In the second argument to the strncpy() function call, the total 

length of the source_str string is calculated (using the strlen() function). Then, 13 (the number of characters 

you want to print) is subtracted from the total length of source_str. This gives the number of remaining 

characters in source_str. This number is then added to the address of source_str to give a pointer to an 

address in the source string that is 13 characters from the end of source_str.  

Then, for the last argument, the number 13 is specified to denote that 13 characters are to be copied out of 

the string. The combination of these three arguments in the second call to strncpy() sets dest_str2 equal to 

the last 13 characters of source_str. 

The example program prints the following output: 

How about that! dest_str1 is now: 'THIS IS THE'!!! 

Whoa! dest_str2 is now: 'SOURCE STRING'!!! 

Notice that before source_str was copied to dest_str1 and dest_st2, dest_str1 and dest_str2 had to be 

initialized to null characters (\0). This is because the strncpy() function does not automatically append a null 

character to the string you are copying to. Therefore, you must ensure that you have put the null character 

after the string you have copied, or else you might wind up with garbage being printed. 

 

7. How can I convert a number to a string? 

The standard C library provides several functions for converting numbers of all formats (integers, longs, 

floats, and so on) to strings and vice versa. One of these functions, itoa(), is used here to illustrate how an 

integer is converted to a string: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int num = 100; 

     char str[25]; 

     itoa(num, str, 10); 

     printf("The number 'num' is %d and the string 'str' is %s.\n", 

                 num, str); 

} 

Notice that the itoa() function takes three arguments: the first argument is the number you want to convert to 

the string, the second is the destination string to put the converted number into, and the third is the base, or 

radix, to be used when converting the number. The preceding example uses the common base 10 to convert 

the number to the string. 

The following functions can be used to convert integers to strings: 

Function Name   Purpose 

itoa() - Converts an integer value to a string. 
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ltoa() - Converts a long integer value to a string. 

ultoa() - Converts an unsigned long integer value to a string. 

Note that the itoa(), ltoa(), and ultoa() functions are not ANSI compatible. An alternative way to convert an 

integer to a string (that is ANSI compatible) is to use the sprintf() function, as in the following example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     int num = 100; 

     char str[25]; 

     sprintf(str, "%d", num); 

     printf("The number 'num' is %d and the string 'str' is %s.\n", 

                 num, str); 

} 

When floating-point numbers are being converted, a different set of functions must be used. Here is an 

example of a program that uses the standard C library function fcvt() to convert a floating-point value to a 

string: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     double num = 12345.678; 

     char* str; 

     int dec_pl, sign, ndigits = 3;    /* Keep 3 digits of precision. */ 

     str = fcvt(num, ndigits, &dec_pl, &sign);  /* Convert the float 

                                                           to a string. */ 

     printf("Original number:  %f\n", num);     /* Print the original 

                                                   floating-point 

                                                   value. */ 

     printf("Converted string: %s\n", str);     /* Print the converted 

                                                   string's value */ 

     printf("Decimal place:    %d\n", dec_pl);  /* Print the location of 

                                                   the decimal point. */ 

     printf("Sign:             %d\n", sign);    /* Print the sign. 

                                                   0 = positive, 

                                                   1 = negative. */ 

} 

Notice that the fcvt() function is quite different from the itoa() function used previously. The fcvt() function 

takes four arguments. The first argument is the floating-point value you want to convert. The second 

argument is the number of digits to be stored to the right of the decimal point. The third argument is a 

pointer to an integer that is used to return the position of the decimal point in the converted string. The 

fourth argument is a pointer to an integer that is used to return the sign of the converted number (0 is 

positive, 1 is negative). 

Note that the converted string does not contain the actual decimal point. Instead, the fcvt() returns the 

position of the decimal point as it would have been if it were in the string. In the preceding example, the 

dec_pl integer variable contains the number 5 because the decimal point is located after the fifth digit in the 

resulting string. If you wanted the resulting string to include the decimal point, you could use the gcvt() 

function (described in the following table). 

The following functions can be used to convert floating-point values to strings: 

Function   Purpose 
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ecvt() - Converts a double-precision floating-point value to a string without an embedded decimal point. 

fcvt() - Same as ecvt(), but forces the precision to a specified number of digits. 

gcvt() - Converts a double-precision floating-point value to a string with an embedded decimal point. 

8. How can I convert a string to a number? 

The standard C library provides several functions for converting strings to numbers of all formats (integers, 

longs, floats, and so on) and vice versa. One of these functions, atoi(), is used here to illustrate how a string 

is converted to an integer: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

void main(void); 

{ 

     int num; 

     char* str = "100"; 

     num = atoi(str); 

     printf("The string 'str' is %s and the number 'num' is %d.\n", 

                 str, num); 

} 

To use the atoi() function, you simply pass it the string containing the number you want to convert. The 

return value from the atoi() function is the converted integer value. 

The following functions can be used to convert strings to numbers: 

Function 

Name 
  Purpose 

atof() - Converts a string to a double-precision floating-point value. 

atoi() - Converts a string to an integer. 

atol() - Converts a string to a long integer. 

strtod() - 
Converts a string to a double-precision floating-point value and reports any "leftover" 

numbers that could not be converted. 

strtol() - 
Converts a string to a long integer and reports any "leftover" numbers that could not be 

converted. 

strtoul() - 
Converts a string to an unsigned long integer and reports any "leftover" numbers that could 

not be converted. 

Sometimes, you might want to trap overflow errors that can occur when converting a string to a number that 

results in an overflow condition. The following program shows an example of the strtoul() function, which 

traps this overflow condition: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <limits.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* str  = "1234567891011121314151617181920"; 

     unsigned long num; 

     char* leftover; 

     num = strtoul(str, &leftover, 10); 

     printf("Original string:      %s\n", str); 

     printf("Converted number:     %lu\n", num); 

     printf("Leftover characters:  %s\n", leftover); 

} 

In this example, the string to be converted is much too large to fit into an unsigned long integer variable. The 

strtoul() function therefore returns ULONG_MAX (4294967295) and sets the char* leftover to point to the 
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character in the string that caused it to overflow. It also sets the global variable errno to ERANGE to notify 

the caller of the function that an overflow condition has occurred. The strtod() and strtol() functions work 

exactly the same way as the strtoul() function shown above. Refer to your C compiler documentation for 

more information regarding the syntax of these functions. 

 

9. How can you tell whether two strings are the same? 

The standard C library provides several functions to compare two strings to see whether they are the same. 

One of these functions, strcmp(), is used here to show how this task is accomplished: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* str_1 = "abc"; 

     char* str_2 = "abc"; 

     char* str_3 = "ABC"; 

     if (strcmp(str_1, str_2) == 0) 

          printf("str_1 is equal to str_2.\n"); 

     else 

          printf("str_1 is not equal to str_2.\n"); 

     if (strcmp(str_1, str_3) == 0) 

          printf("str_1 is equal to str_3.\n"); 

     else 

          printf("str_1 is not equal to str_3.\n"); 

} 

This program produces the following output: 

str_1 is equal to str_2. 

str_1 is not equal to str_3. 

Notice that the strcmp() function is passed two arguments that correspond to the two strings you want to 

compare. It performs a case-sensitive lexicographic comparison of the two strings and returns one of the 

following values: 

Return Value   Meaning 

<0 - The first string is less than the second string. 

0 - The two strings are equal. 

>0 - The first string is greater than the second string. 

In the preceding example code, strcmp() returns 0 when comparing str_1 (which is "abc") and str_2 (which 

is "abc"). However, when comparing str_1 (which is "abc") with str_3 (which is "ABC"), strcmp() returns a 

value greater than 0, because the string "ABC" is greater than (in ASCII order) the string "abc". 

Many variations of the strcmp() function perform the same basic function (comparing two strings), but with 

slight differences. The following table lists some of the functions available that are similar to strcmp(): 

Function Name   Description 

strcmp() - Case-sensitive comparison of two strings 

strcmpi() - Case-insensitive comparison of two strings 

stricmp() - Same as strcmpi() 

strncmp() - Case-sensitive comparison of a portion of two strings 
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strnicmp() - Case-insensitive comparison of a portion of two strings 

Looking at the example provided previously, if you were to replace the call to strcmp() with a call to 

strcmpi() (a case-insensitive version of strcmp()), the two strings "abc" and "ABC" would be reported as 

being equal. 

10. How do you print only part of a string? 

The following program shows how to print only part of a string using the printf() function: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void main(void); 

void main(void) 

{ 

     char* source_str = "THIS IS THE SOURCE STRING"; 

     /* Use printf() to print the first 11 characters of source_str. */ 

     printf("First 11 characters: '%11.11s'\n", source_str); 

     /* Use printf() to print only the 

        last 13 characters of source_str. */ 

     printf("Last 13 characters: '%13.13s'\n", 

                 source_str + (strlen(source_str) - 13)); 

} 

This example program produces the following output: 

First 11 characters: 'THIS IS THE' 

Last 13 characters: 'SOURCE STRING' 

The first call to printf() uses the argument "%11.11s" to force the printf() function to make the output 

exactly 11 characters long. Because the source string is longer than 11 characters, it is truncated, and only 

the first 11 characters are printed. The second call to printf() is a bit more tricky. The total length of the 

source_str string is calculated (using the strlen() function). Then, 13 (the number of characters you want to 

print) is subtracted from the total length of source_str.  

This gives the number of remaining characters in source_str. This number is then added to the address of 

source_str to give a pointer to an address in the source string that is 13 characters from the end of 

source_str. By using the argument "%13.13s", the program forces the output to be exactly 13 characters 

long, and thus the last 13 characters of the string are printed. 

 

Pointers 

1. What is indirection? 

If you declare a variable, its name is a direct reference to its value. If you have a pointer to a variable, or any 

other object in memory, you have an indirect reference to its value. If p is a pointer, the value of p is the 

address of the object. *p means "apply the indirection operator to p"; its value is the value of the object that 

p points to. (Some people would read it as "Go indirect on p.") 

*p is an lvalue; like a variable, it can go on the left side of an assignment operator, to change the value. If p 

is a pointer to a constant, *p is not a modifiable lvalue; it can't go on the left side of an assignment.  

Consider the following program. It shows that when p points to i, *p can appear wherever i can. 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/pointers/
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#include <stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ 

        int i; 

        int *p; 

        i = 5; 

        p = & i;    /* now *p == i */ 

        printf("i=%d, p=%P, *p=%d\n", i, p, *p); 

        *p = 6;     /* same as i = 6 */ 

        printf("i=%d, p=%P, *p=%d\n", i, p, *p); 

        return 0; 

} 

After p points to i (p = &i), you can print i or *p and get the same thing. You can even assign to *p, and the 

result is the same as if you had assigned to i. 

2. How many levels of pointers can you have? 

The answer depends on what you mean by "levels of pointers." If you mean "How many levels of 

indirection can you have in a single declaration?" the answer is "At least 12." 

int i = 0; 

int *ip01 = & i; 

int **ip02 = & ip01; 

int ***ip03 = & ip02; 

int ****ip04 = & ip03; 

int *****ip05 = & ip04; 

int ******ip06 = & ip05; 

int *******ip07 = & ip06; 

int ********ip08 = & ip07; 

int *********ip09 = & ip08; 

int **********ip10 = & ip09; 

int ***********ip11 = & ip10; 

int ************ip12 = & ip11; 

************ip12 = 1; /* i = 1 */ 

If you mean "How many levels of pointer can you use before the program gets hard to read," that's a matter 

of taste, but there is a limit. Having two levels of indirection (a pointer to a pointer to something) is 

common. Any more than that gets a bit harder to think about easily; don't do it unless the alternative would 

be worse. 
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If you mean "How many levels of pointer indirection can you have at runtime," there's no limit. This point is 

particularly important for circular lists, in which each node points to the next. Your program can follow the 

pointers forever. 

Consider the following program "A circular list that uses infinite indirection". 

/* Would run forever if you didn't limit it to MAX */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

struct circ_list 

{ 

        char    value[ 3 ];     /* e.g., "st" (incl '\0') */ 

        struct circ_list        *next; 

}; 

struct circ_list    suffixes[] = { 

        "th", & suffixes[ 1 ], /* 0th */ 

        "st", & suffixes[ 2 ], /* 1st */ 

        "nd", & suffixes[ 3 ], /* 2nd */ 

        "rd", & suffixes[ 4 ], /* 3rd */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 5 ], /* 4th */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 6 ], /* 5th */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 7 ], /* 6th */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 8 ], /* 7th */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 9 ], /* 8th */ 

        "th", & suffixes[ 0 ], /* 9th */ 

        }; 

#define MAX 20 

int main() 

{ 

     int i = 0; 

     struct circ_list    *p = suffixes; 

     while (i <= MAX)  

     { 

             printf( "%d%s\n", i, p->value ); 

             ++i; 

             p = p->next; 

     } 

     return 0; 

} 

Each element in suffixes has one suffix (two characters plus the terminating NUL character) and a pointer to 

the next element. next is a pointer to something that has a pointer, to something that has a pointer, ad 

infinitum. 

The example is dumb because the number of elements in suffixes is fixed. It would be simpler to have an 

array of suffixes and to use the i%10'th element. In general, circular lists can grow and shrink. 

3. What is a null pointer? 

There are times when it's necessary to have a pointer that doesn't point to anything. The macro NULL, 

defined in <stddef.h>, has a value that's guaranteed to be different from any valid pointer. NULL is a literal 

zero, possibly cast to void* or char*. Some people, notably C++ programmers, prefer to use 0 rather than 

NULL. 

You can't use an integer when a pointer is required. The exception is that a literal zero value can be used as 

the null pointer. (It doesn't have to be a literal zero, but that's the only useful case. Any expression that can 

be evaluated at compile time, and that is zero, will do. It's not good enough to have an integer variable that 

might be zero at runtime.) 

4. When is a null pointer used? 
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The null pointer is used in three ways: 

1. To stop indirection in a recursive data structure. 

2. As an error value. 

3. As a sentinel value. 

1. Using a Null Pointer to Stop Indirection or Recursion 

Recursion is when one thing is defined in terms of itself. A recursive function calls itself. The following 

factorial function calls itself and therefore is considered recursive: 

/* Dumb implementation; should use a loop */ 

unsigned factorial( unsigned i ) 

{ 

     if ( i == 0 || i == 1 ) 

     { 

          return 1; 

     } 

     else 

     { 

          return i * factorial( i - 1 ); 

     } 

} 

A recursive data structure is defined in terms of itself. The simplest and most common case is a (singularly) 

linked list. Each element of the list has some value, and a pointer to the next element in the list: 

struct string_list 

{ 

     char    *str;   /* string (in this case) */ 

     struct string_list      *next; 

}; 

There are also doubly linked lists (which also have a pointer to the preceding element) and trees and hash 

tables and lots of other neat stuff. You'll find them described in any good book on data structures. You refer 

to a linked list with a pointer to its first element. That's where the list starts; where does it stop? This is 

where the null pointer comes in. In the last element in the list, the next field is set to NULL when there is no 

following element. To visit all the elements in a list, start at the beginning and go indirect on the next pointer 

as long as it's not null: 

while ( p != NULL ) 

{ 

     /* do something with p->str */ 

     p = p->next; 

} 

Notice that this technique works even if p starts as the null pointer. 

2. Using a Null Pointer As an Error Value 

The second way the null pointer can be used is as an error value. Many C functions return a pointer to some 

object. If so, the common convention is to return a null pointer as an error code: 

if ( setlocale( cat, loc_p ) == NULL ) 

{ 

     /* setlocale() failed; do something */ 

     /* ... */ 
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} 

This can be a little confusing. Functions that return pointers almost always return a valid pointer (one that 

doesn't compare equal to zero) on success, and a null pointer (one that compares equal to zero) pointer on 

failure. Other functions return an int to show success or failure; typically, zero is success and nonzero is 

failure. That way, a "true" return value means "do some error handling": 

if ( raise( sig ) != 0 ) { 

        /* raise() failed; do something */ 

        /* ... */ 

} 

The success and failure return values make sense one way for functions that return ints, and another for 

functions that return pointers. Other functions might return a count on success, and either zero or some 

negative value on failure. As with taking medicine, you should read the instructions first. 

Using a Null Pointer As a Sentinel Value 

The third way a null pointer can be used is as a "sentinel" value. A sentinel value is a special value that 

marks the end of something. For example, in main(), argv is an array of pointers. The last element in the 

array (argv[argc]) is always a null pointer. That's a good way to run quickly through all the elements: 

/* A simple program that prints all its arguments.  

It doesn't use argc ("argument count"); instead,  

it takes advantage of the fact that the last value  

in argv ("argument vector") is a null pointer. */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <assert.h> 

int 

main( int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

        int i; 

        printf("program name = \"%s\"\n", argv[0]); 

        for (i=1; argv[i] != NULL; ++i) 

                printf("argv[%d] = \"%s\"\n", i, argv[i]); 

        assert(i == argc);     

        return 0;  

} 

 

5. What is a void pointer? 

A void pointer is a C convention for "a raw address." The compiler has no idea what type of object a void 

pointer "really points to." If you write 

int *ip; 

ip points to an int. If you write 

void *p; 

p doesn't point to a void! 

In C and C++, any time you need a void pointer, you can use another pointer type. For example, if you have 

a char*, you can pass it to a function that expects a void*. You don't even need to cast it. In C (but not in 

C++), you can use a void* any time you need any kind of pointer, without casting. (In C++, you need to cast 

it.) 
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6. When is a void pointer used? 

A void pointer is used for working with raw memory or for passing a pointer to an unspecified type. 

Some C code operates on raw memory. When C was first invented, character pointers (char *) were used for 

that. Then people started getting confused about when a character pointer was a string, when it was a 

character array, and when it was raw memory. 

For example, strcpy() is used to copy data from one string to another, and strncpy() is used to copy at most a 

certain length string to another: 

char *strcpy( char *str1, const char *str2 ); 

char *strncpy( char *str1, const char *str2, size_t n ); 

memcpy() is used to move data from one location to another: 

void *memcpy( void *addr1, void *addr2, size_t n ); 

void pointers are used to mean that this is raw memory being copied. NUL characters (zero bytes) aren't 

significant, and just about anything can be copied. Consider the following code: 

#include "thingie.h"    /* defines struct thingie */ 

struct thingie  *p_src, *p_dest; 

/* ... */ 

memcpy( p_dest, p_src, sizeof( struct thingie) * numThingies ); 

This program is manipulating some sort of object stored in a struct thingie. p1 and p2 point to arrays, or 

parts of arrays, of struct thingies. The program wants to copy numThingies of these, starting at the one 

pointed to by p_src, to the part of the array beginning at the element pointed to by p_dest. memcpy() treats 

p_src and p_dest as pointers to raw memory; sizeof( struct thingie) * numThingies is the number of bytes to 

be copied. 

 

7. Can you subtract pointers from each other? Why would you? 

If you have two pointers into the same array, you can subtract them. The answer is the number of elements 

between the two elements. 

Consider the street address analogy presented in the introduction of this chapter. Say that I live at 118 Fifth 

Avenue and that my neighbor lives at 124 Fifth Avenue. The "size of a house" is two (on my side of the 

street, sequential even numbers are used), so my neighbor is (124-118)/2 (or 3) houses up from me. (There 

are two houses between us, 120 and 122; my neighbor is the third.) You might do this subtraction if you're 

going back and forth between indices and pointers. 

You might also do it if you're doing a binary search. If p points to an element that's before what you're 

looking for, and q points to an element that's after it, then (q-p)/2+p points to an element between p and q. If 

that element is before what you want, look between it and q. If it's after what you want, look between p and 

it. 

(If it's what you're looking for, stop looking.) 

You can't subtract arbitrary pointers and get meaningful answers. Someone might live at 110 Main Street, 

but I can't subtract 110 Main from 118 Fifth (and divide by 2) and say that he or she is four houses away! 
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If each block starts a new hundred, I can't even subtract 120 Fifth Avenue from 204 Fifth Avenue. They're 

on the same street, but in different blocks of houses (different arrays). 

C won't stop you from subtracting pointers inappropriately. It won't cut you any slack, though, if you use the 

meaningless answer in a way that might get you into trouble. 

When you subtract pointers, you get a value of some integer type. The ANSI C standard defines a typedef, 

ptrdiff_t, for this type. (It's in <stddef.h>.) Different compilers might use different types (int or long or 

whatever), but they all define ptrdiff_t appropriately. 

Below is a simple program that demonstrates this point. The program has an array of structures, each 16 

bytes long. The difference between array[0] and array[8] is 8 when you subtract struct stuff pointers, but 

128 (hex 0x80) when you cast the pointers to raw addresses and then subtract. 

If you subtract 8 from a pointer to array[8], you don't get something 8 bytes earlier; you get something 8 

elements earlier. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stddef.h> 

struct stuff { 

        char    name[16]; 

        /* other stuff could go here, too */ 

}; 

struct stuff array[] = { 

        { "The" }, 

        { "quick" }, 

        { "brown" }, 

        { "fox" }, 

        { "jumped" }, 

        { "over" }, 

        { "the" }, 

        { "lazy" }, 

        { "dog." }, 

        { "" } 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

        struct stuff    *p0 = & array[0]; 

        struct stuff    *p8 = & array[8]; 

        ptrdiff_t       diff = p8 - p0; 

        ptrdiff_t       addr_diff = (char*) p8 - (char*) p0; 

        /* cast the struct stuff pointers to void* */ 

        printf("& array[0] = p0 = %P\n", (void*) p0); 

        printf("& array[8] = p8 = %P\n", (void*) p8); 

        /* cast the ptrdiff_t's to long's 

        (which we know printf() can handle) */ 

        printf("The difference of pointers is %ld\n", 

          (long) diff); 

        printf("The difference of addresses is %ld\n", 

          (long) addr_diff); 

        printf("p8 - 8 = %P\n", (void*) (p8 - 8)); 

         

        printf("p0 + 8 = %P (same as p8)\n", (void*) (p0 + 8)); 

        return 0;   

} 

8. Is NULL always defined as 0(zero)? 

NULL is defined as either 0 or (void*)0. These values are almost identical; either a literal zero or a void 

pointer is converted automatically to any kind of pointer, as necessary, whenever a pointer is needed 

(although the compiler can't always tell when a pointer is needed). 
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9. Is NULL always equal to 0(zero)? 

The answer depends on what you mean by "equal to." If you mean "compares equal to," such as 

if ( /* ... */ ) 

{ 

     p = NULL; 

} 

else 

{ 

     p = /* something else */; 

} 

/* ... */ 

if ( p == 0 ) 

then yes, NULL is always equal to 0. That's the whole point of the definition of a null pointer. 

If you mean "is stored the same way as an integer zero," the answer is no, not necessarily. That's the most 

common way to store a null pointer. On some machines, a different representation is used. 

The only way you're likely to tell that a null pointer isn't stored the same way as zero is by displaying a 

pointer in a debugger, or printing it. (If you cast a null pointer to an integer type, that might also show a 

nonzero value.) 

10. What does it mean when a pointer is used in an if statement? 

Any time a pointer is used as a condition, it means "Is this a non-null pointer?" A pointer can be used in an 

if, while, for, or do/while statement, or in a conditional expression. It sounds a little complicated, but it's not. 

Take this simple case: 

if ( p ) 

{ 

     /* do something */ 

} 

else 

{ 

     /* do something else */ 

} 

An if statement does the "then" (first) part when its expression compares unequal to zero. That is, 

if ( /* something */ ) 

is always exactly the same as this: 

if ( /* something */ != 0 ) 

That means the previous simple example is the same thing as this: 

if ( p != 0 ) 

{ 

     /* do something (not a null pointer) */ 

} 

else 

{ 

     /* do something else (a null pointer) */ 
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} 

This style of coding is a little obscure. It's very common in existing C code; you don't have to write code that 

way, but you need to recognize such code when you see it. 

 

11. Can you add pointers together? Why would you? 

No, you can't add pointers together. If you live at 1332 Lakeview Drive, and your neighbor lives at 1364 

Lakeview, what's 1332+1364? It's a number, but it doesn't mean anything. If you try to perform this type of 

calculation with pointers in a C program, your compiler will complain. 

The only time the addition of pointers might come up is if you try to add a pointer and the difference of two 

pointers: 

p = p + p2 - p1; 

which is the same thing as this: 

p = (p + p2) - p1. 

Here's a correct way of saying this: 

p = p + ( p2 - p1 ); 

Or even better in this case would be this example: 

p += p2 - p1; 

12. How do you use a pointer to a function? 

The hardest part about using a pointer-to-function is declaring it. Consider an example. You want to create a 

pointer, pf, that points to the strcmp() function. The strcmp() function is declared in this way: 

int strcmp( const char *, const char * ) 

To set up pf to point to the strcmp() function, you want a declaration that looks just like the strcmp() 

function's declaration, but that has *pf rather than strcmp: 

int (*pf)( const char *, const char * ); 

Notice that you need to put parentheses around *pf. If you don't include parentheses, as in 

int *pf( const char *, const char * ); /* wrong */ 

you'll get the same thing as this: 

(int *) pf( const char *, const char * ); /* wrong */ 

That is, you'll have a declaration of a function that returns int*. 

After you've gotten the declaration of pf, you can #include <string.h> and assign the address of strcmp() to 

pf: 
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pf = strcmp; 

or 

pf = & strcmp; /* redundant & */ 

You don't need to go indirect on pf to call it: 

if ( pf( str1, str2 ) > 0 ) /* ... */ 

13. When would you use a pointer to a function? 

Pointers to functions are interesting when you pass them to other functions. A function that takes function 

pointers says, in effect, "Part of what I do can be customized. Give me a pointer to a function, and I'll call it 

when that part of the job needs to be done. That function can do its part for me." This is known as a 

"callback." It's used a lot in graphical user interface libraries, in which the style of a display is built into the 

library but the contents of the display are part of the application. 

As a simpler example, say you have an array of character pointers (char*s), and you want to sort it by the 

value of the strings the character pointers point to. The standard qsort() function uses function pointers to 

perform that task. qsort() takes four arguments 

1. a pointer to the beginning of the array, 

2. the number of elements in the array, 

3. the size of each array element, and 

4. a comparison function. 

and returns an int. 

The comparison function takes two arguments, each a pointer to an element. The function returns 0 if the 

pointed-to elements compare equal, some negative value if the first element is less than the second, and 

some positive value if the first element is greater than the second. A comparison function for integers might 

look like this: 

int icmp( const int *p1, const int *p2 ) 

{ 

     return *p1 - *p2; 

} 

The sorting algorithm is part of qsort(). So is the exchange algorithm; it just copies bytes, possibly by calling 

memcpy() or memmove(). qsort() doesn't know what it's sorting, so it can't know how to compare them. That 

part is provided by the function pointer. 

You can't use strcmp() as the comparison function for this example, for two reasons. The first reason is that 

strcmp()'s type is wrong; more on that a little later. The second reason is that it won't work. strcmp() takes 

two pointers to char and treats them as the first characters of two strings. The example deals with an array of 

character pointers (char*s), so the comparison function must take two pointers to character pointers 

(char*s). In this case, the following code might be an example of a good comparison function: 

int strpcmp( const void *p1, const void *p2 ) 

{ 

     char * const *sp1 = (char * const *) p1; 

     char * const *sp2 = (char * const *) p2; 
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     return strcmp( *sp1, *sp2 ); 

} 

The call to qsort() might look something like this: 

qsort( array, numElements, sizeof( char * ), pf2 ); 

qsort() will call strpcmp() every time it needs to compare two character pointers (char*s). 

Why can't strcmp() be passed to qsort(), and why were the arguments of strpcmp() what they were? 

A function pointer's type depends on the return type of the pointed-to function, as well as the number and 

types of all its arguments. qsort() expects a function that takes two constant void pointers: 

void qsort( void *base, 

            size_t numElements, 

            size_t sizeOfElement, 

            int (*compFunct)( const void *, const void *) ); 

Because qsort() doesn't really know what it's sorting, it uses a void pointer in its argument (base) and in the 

arguments to the comparison function. qsort()'s void* argument is easy; any pointer can be converted to a 

void* without even needing a cast. The function pointer is harder. 

For an array of character arrays, strcmp() would have the right algorithm but the wrong argument types. The 

simplest, safest way to handle this situation is to pass a function that takes the right argument types for 

qsort() and then casts them to the right argument types. That's what strpcmp() does. 

If you have a function that takes a char*, and you know that a char* and a void* are the same in every 

environment your program might ever work in, you might cast the function pointer, rather than the pointed- 

to function's arguments, in this way: 

char     table[ NUM_ELEMENTS ][ ELEMENT_SIZE ]; 

/* ... */ 

/* passing strcmp() to qsort for array of array of char */ 

qsort( table, NUM_ELEMENTS, ELEMENT_SIZE, 

  ( int (*)( const void *, const void * ) ) strcmp ); 

Casting the arguments and casting the function pointer both can be error prone. In practice, casting the 

function pointer is more dangerous. 

The basic problem here is using void* when you have a pointer to an unknown type. C++ programs 

sometime solve this problem with templates. 

14. Can the size of an array be declared at runtime? 

No. In an array declaration, the size must be known at compile time. You can't specify a size that's known 

only at runtime. For example, if i is a variable, you can't write code like this: 

char array[i]; /* not valid C */ 

Some languages provide this latitude. C doesn't. If it did, the stack would be more complicated, function 

calls would be more expensive, and programs would run a lot slower. 

If you know that you have an array but you won't know until runtime how big it will be, declare a pointer to 

it and use malloc() or calloc() to allocate the array from the heap. 
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If you know at compile time how big an array is, you can declare its size at compile time. Even if the size is 

some complicated expression, as long as it can be evaluated at compile time, it can be used. 

/* A program that copies the argv array and all the pointed-to 

strings. It also deallocates all the copies. */ 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

    char** new_argv; 

    int i; 

    /* Since argv[0] through argv[argc] are all valid, the 

    program needs to allocate room for argc+1 pointers. */ 

    new_argv = (char**) calloc(argc+1, sizeof (char*)); 

    /* or malloc((argc+1) * sizeof (char*)) */ 

    printf("allocated room for %d pointers starting at %P\n", argc+1, new_argv); 

    /* now copy all the strings themselves 

    (argv[0] through argv[argc-1]) */ 

    for (i = 0; i < argc; ++i) { 

        /* make room for '\0' at end, too */ 

    new_argv[i] = (char*) malloc(strlen(argv[i]) + 1); 

        strcpy(new_argv[i], argv[i]); 

        printf("allocated %d bytes for new_argv[%d] at %P, ""copied \"%s\"\n", 

                strlen(argv[i]) + 1, i, new_argv[i], new_argv[i]); 

    } 

    new_argv[argc] = NULL; 

    /* To deallocate everything, get rid of the strings (in any 

    order), then the array of pointers. If you free the array 

    of pointers first, you lose all reference to the copied 

    strings. */ 

    for (i = 0; i < argc; ++i)  

    { 

        free(new_argv[i]); 

        printf("freed new_argv[%d] at %P\n", i, new_argv[i]); 

        argv[i] = NULL; 

    } 

    free(new_argv); 

    printf("freed new_argv itself at %P\n", new_argv); 

    return 0;  

} 

 

15. Is it better to use malloc() or calloc()? 

Both the malloc() and the calloc() functions are used to allocate dynamic memory. Each operates slightly 

different from the other. malloc() takes a size and returns a pointer to a chunk of memory at least that big: 

void *malloc( size_t size ); 

calloc() takes a number of elements, and the size of each, and returns a pointer to a chunk of memory at least 

big enough to hold them all: 

void *calloc( size_t numElements, size_t sizeOfElement ); 

There's one major difference and one minor difference between the two functions. The major difference is 

that malloc() doesn't initialize the allocated memory. The first time malloc() gives you a particular chunk of 

memory, the memory might be full of zeros. If memory has been allocated, freed, and reallocated, it 

probably has whatever junk was left in it. That means, unfortunately, that a program might run in simple 

cases (when memory is never reallocated) but break when used harder (and when memory is reused). 
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calloc() fills the allocated memory with all zero bits. That means that anything there you're going to use as a 

char or an int of any length, signed or unsigned, is guaranteed to be zero. Anything you're going to use as a 

pointer is set to all zero bits. That's usually a null pointer, but it's not guaranteed. 

Anything you're going to use as a float or double is set to all zero bits; that's a floating-point zero on some 

types of machines, but not on all. 

The minor difference between the two is that calloc() returns an array of objects; malloc() returns one object. 

Some people use calloc() to make clear that they want an array. Other than initialization, most C 

programmers don't distinguish between 

calloc( numElements, sizeOfElement) 

and 

malloc( numElements * sizeOfElement) 

There's a nit, though. malloc() doesn't give you a pointer to an array. In theory (according to the ANSI C 

standard), pointer arithmetic works only within a single array. In practice, if any C compiler or interpreter 

were to enforce that theory, lots of existing C code would break. (There wouldn't be much use for realloc(), 

either, which also doesn't guarantee a pointer to an array.) 

Don't worry about the array-ness of calloc(). If you want initialization to zeros, use calloc(); if not, use 

malloc(). 

16. How do you declare an array that will hold more than 64KB of data? 

The coward's answer is, you can't, portably. The ANSI/ISO C standard requires compilers to handle only 

single objects as large as (32KB - 1) bytes long. 

Why is 64KB magic? It's the biggest number that needs more than 16 bits to represent it. 

For some environments, to get an array that big, you just declare it. It works, no trouble. For others, you 

can't declare such an array, but you can allocate one off the heap, just by calling malloc() or calloc(). 

On a PC compatible, the same limitations apply, and more. You need to use at least a large data model. You 

might also need to call "far" variants of malloc() or calloc(). For example, with Borland C and C++ 

compilers, you could write 

far char *buffer = farmalloc(70000L); 

Or with Microsoft C and C++ compilers, you could write 

far char *buffer = fmalloc(70000L); 

to allocate 70,000 bytes of memory into a buffer. (The L in 70000L forces a long constant. An int constant 

might be only 15 bits long plus a sign bit, not big enough to store the value 70,000.) 

 

17. What is the difference between far and near ? 

Compilers for PC compatibles use two types of pointers. 
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near pointers are 16 bits long and can address a 64KB range. far pointers are 32 bits long and can address a 

1MB range. 

near pointers operate within a 64KB segment. There's one segment for function addresses and one segment 

for data. 

far pointers have a 16-bit base (the segment address) and a 16-bit offset. The base is multiplied by 16, so a 

far pointer is effectively 20 bits long. For example, if a far pointer had a segment of 0x7000 and an offset of 

0x1224, the pointer would refer to address 0x71224. A far pointer with a segment of 0x7122 and an offset of 

0x0004 would refer to the same address. 

Before you compile your code, you must tell the compiler which memory model to use. If you use a small- 

code memory model, near pointers are used by default for function addresses. That means that all the 

functions need to fit in one 64KB segment. With a large-code model, the default is to use far function 

addresses. You'll get near pointers with a small data model, and far pointers with a large data model. These 

are just the defaults; you can declare variables and functions as explicitly near or far. 

far pointers are a little slower. Whenever one is used, the code or data segment register needs to be swapped 

out. far pointers also have odd semantics for arithmetic and comparison. For example, the two far pointers in 

the preceding example point to the same address, but they would compare as different! If your program fits 

in a small-data, small-code memory model, your life will be easier. If it doesn't, there's not much you can do. 

If it sounds confusing, it is. There are some additional, compiler-specific wrinkles. Check your compiler 

manuals for details. 

18. When should a far pointer be used? 

Sometimes you can get away with using a small memory model in most of a given program. There might be 

just a few things that don't fit in your small data and code segments. 

When that happens, you can use explicit far pointers and function declarations to get at the rest of memory. 

A far function can be outside the 64KB segment most functions are shoehorned into for a small-code model. 

(Often, libraries are declared explicitly far, so they'll work no matter what code model the program uses.) 

A far pointer can refer to information outside the 64KB data segment. Typically, such pointers are used with 

farmalloc() and such, to manage a heap separate from where all the rest of the data lives. 

If you use a small-data, large-code model, you should explicitly make your function pointers far. 

 

19. What is the stack? 

A "stack trace" is a list of which functions have been called, based on this information. When you start using 

a debugger, one of the first things you should learn is how to get a stack trace. 

The stack is very inflexible about allocating memory; everything must be deallocated in exactly the reverse 

order it was allocated in. For implementing function calls, that is all that's needed. Allocating memory off 

the stack is extremely efficient. One of the reasons C compilers generate such good code is their heavy use 

of a simple stack. 

There used to be a C function that any programmer could use for allocating memory off the stack. The 

memory was automatically deallocated when the calling function returned. This was a dangerous function to 

call; it's not available anymore. 
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20. What is the heap? 

The heap is where malloc(), calloc(), and realloc() get memory. 

Getting memory from the heap is much slower than getting it from the stack. On the other hand, the heap is 

much more flexible than the stack. Memory can be allocated at any time and deallocated in any order. Such 

memory isn't deallocated automatically; you have to call free(). 

Recursive data structures are almost always implemented with memory from the heap. Strings often come 

from there too, especially strings that could be very long at runtime. 

If you can keep data in a local variable (and allocate it from the stack), your code will run faster than if you 

put the data on the heap. Sometimes you can use a better algorithm if you use the heap—faster, or more 

robust, or more flexible. It's a tradeoff. 

If memory is allocated from the heap, it's available until the program ends. That's great if you remember to 

deallocate it when you're done. If you forget, it's a problem. A "memory leak" is some allocated memory 

that's no longer needed but isn't deallocated. If you have a memory leak inside a loop, you can use up all the 

memory on the heap and not be able to get any more. (When that happens, the allocation functions return a 

null pointer.) In some environments, if a program doesn't deallocate everything it allocated, memory stays 

unavailable even after the program ends. 

Some programming languages don't make you deallocate memory from the heap. Instead, such memory is 

"garbage collected" automatically. This maneuver leads to some very serious performance issues. It's also a 

lot harder to implement. That's an issue for the people who develop compilers, not the people who buy them. 

(Except that software that's harder to implement often costs more.) There are some garbage collection 

libraries for C, but they're at the bleeding edge of the state of the art. 

 

21. What happens if you free a pointer twice? 

If you free a pointer, use it to allocate memory again, and free it again, of course it's safe 

If you free a pointer, the memory you freed might be reallocated. If that happens, you might get that pointer 

back. In this case, freeing the pointer twice is OK, but only because you've been lucky. The following 

example is silly, but safe: 

#include <stdlib.h> 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

        char** new_argv1; 

        char** new_argv2; 

        new_argv1 = calloc(argc+1, sizeof(char*)); 

        free(new_argv1);    /* freed once */ 

        new_argv2 = (char**) calloc(argc+1, sizeof(char*)); 

        if (new_argv1 == new_argv2)  

        { 

                /* new_argv1 accidentally points to freeable memory */ 

                free(new_argv1);    /* freed twice */ 

        }  

        else  

        { 

                free(new_argv2); 

        } 

        new_argv1 = calloc(argc+1, sizeof(char*)); 

        free(new_argv1);    /* freed once again */ 

        return 0; 
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} 

In the preceding program, new_argv1 is pointed to a chunk of memory big enough to copy the argv array, 

which is immediately freed. Then a chunk the same size is allocated, and its address is assigned to 

new_argv2. Because the first chunk was available again, calloc might have returned it again; in that case, 

new_argv1 and new_argv2 have the same value, and it doesn't matter which variable you use. (Remember, 

it's the pointed- to memory that's freed, not the pointer variable.) new_argv1 is pointed to allocated memory 

again, which is again freed. You can free a pointer as many times as you want; it's the memory you have to 

be careful about. 

What if you free allocated memory, don't get it allocated back to you, and then free it again? Something like 

this: 

void caller( ... ) 

{ 

        void *p; 

        /* ... */ 

        callee( p ); 

        free( p ); 

} 

void callee( void* p ) 

{ 

        /* ... */ 

        free( p ); 

        return; 

} 

In this example, the caller() function is passing p to the callee() function and then freeing p. Unfortunately, 

callee() is also freeing p. Thus, the memory that p points to is being freed twice. The ANSI/ ISO C standard 

says this is undefined. Anything can happen. Usually, something very bad happens. 

The memory allocation and deallocation functions could be written to keep track of what has been used and 

what has been freed. Typically, they aren't. If you free() a pointer, the pointed-to memory is assumed to have 

been allocated by malloc() or calloc() but not deallocated since then. free() calculates how big that chunk of 

memory was and updates the data structures in the memory "arena." Even if the memory has been freed 

already, free() will assume that it wasn't, and it will blindly update the arena. This action is much faster than 

it would have been if free() had checked to see whether the pointer was OK to deallocate. 

If something doesn't work right, your program is now in trouble. When free() updates the arena, it will 

probably write some information in a wrong place. You now have the fun of dealing with a wild pointer; 

22. What is the difference between NULL and NUL? 

NULL is a macro defined in <stddef.h> for the null pointer. 

NUL is the name of the first character in the ASCII character set. It corresponds to a zero value. There's no 

standard macro NUL in C, but some people like to define it. 

NULL can be defined as ((void*)0), NUL as '\0'. Both can also be defined simply as 0. If they're defined that 

way, they can be used interchangeably. That's a bad way to write C code. One is meant to be used as a 

pointer; the other, as a character. If you write your code so that the difference is obvious, the next person 

who has to read and change your code will have an easier job. If you write obscurely, the next person might 

have problems. 

 

23. What is a "null pointer assignment" error? What are bus errors, memory faults, and core dumps? 
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These are all serious errors, symptoms of a wild pointer or subscript. 

Null pointer assignment is a message you might get when an MS-DOS program finishes executing. Some 

such programs can arrange for a small amount of memory to be available "where the NULL pointer points 

to" (so to speak). If the program tries to write to that area, it will overwrite the data put there by the 

compiler. When the program is done, code generated by the compiler examines that area. If that data has 

been changed, the compiler-generated code complains with null pointer assignment. 

This message carries only enough information to get you worried. There's no way to tell, just from a null 

pointer assignment message, what part of your program is responsible for the error. Some debuggers, and 

some compilers, can give you more help in finding the problem. 

Bus error: core dumped and Memory fault: core dumped are messages you might see from a program 

running under UNIX. They're more programmer friendly. Both mean that a pointer or an array subscript was 

wildly out of bounds. You can get these messages on a read or on a write. They aren't restricted to null 

pointer problems. 

The core dumped part of the message is telling you about a file, called core, that has just been written in 

your current directory. This is a dump of everything on the stack and in the heap at the time the program was 

running. With the help of a debugger, you can use the core dump to find where the bad pointer was used. 

That might not tell you why the pointer was bad, but it's a step in the right direction. If you don't have write 

permission in the current directory, you won't get a core file, or the core dumped message. 

The same tools that help find memory allocation bugs can help find some wild pointers and subscripts, 

sometimes. The best such tools can find almost all occurrences of this kind of problem. 

24. How can you determine the size of an allocated portion of memory? 

You can't, really. free() can, but there's no way for your program to know the trick free() uses. 

 

25. How does free() know how much memory to release? 

There's no standard way. It can vary from compiler to compiler, even from version to version of the same 

compiler. free(), malloc(), calloc(), and realloc() are functions; as long as they all work the same way, they 

can work any way that works. 

Most implementations take advantage of the same trick, though. When malloc() (or one of the other 

allocation functions) allocates a block of memory, it grabs a little more than it was asked to grab. malloc() 

doesn't return the address of the beginning of this block. Instead, it returns a pointer a little bit after that. 

At the very beginning of the block, before the address returned, malloc() stores some information, such as 

how big the block is. (If this information gets overwritten, you'll have wild pointer problems when you free 

the memory.) 

There's no guarantee free() works this way. It could use a table of allocated addresses and their lengths. It 

could store the data at the end of the block (beyond the length requested by the call to malloc()). It could 

store a pointer rather than a count. 

26. Can math operations be performed on a void pointer? 
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No. Pointer addition and subtraction are based on advancing the pointer by a number of elements. By 

definition, if you have a void pointer, you don't know what it's pointing to, so you don't know the size of 

what it's pointing to. 

If you want pointer arithmetic to work on raw addresses, use character pointers. 

 

27. How do you print an address? 

The safest way is to use printf() (or fprintf() or sprintf()) with the %P specification. That prints a void pointer 

(void*). Different compilers might print a pointer with different formats. Your compiler will pick a format 

that's right for your environment. 

If you have some other kind of pointer (not a void*) and you want to be very safe, cast the pointer to a void*: 

printf( "%P\n", (void*) buffer ); 

There's no guarantee any integer type is big enough to store a pointer. With most compilers, an unsigned 

long is big enough. The second safest way to print an address (the value of a pointer) is to cast it to an 

unsigned long, then print that. 

Standard Library Functions 

1. Why should I use standard library functions instead of writing my own? 

The standard library functions have three advantages: they work, they're efficient, and they're portable. They 

work: Your compiler vendor probably got them right. More important, the vendor is likely to have done a 

thorough test to prove they're right, more thorough than you probably have time for. (There are expensive 

test suites to make that job easier.) 

They're efficient: Good C programmers use the standard library functions a lot, and good compiler vendors 

know that. There's a competitive advantage for the vendor to provide a good implementation. When 

competing compilers are compared for efficiency, a good compiler implementation can make all the 

difference. The vendor has more motivation than you do, and probably more time, to produce a fast 

implementation. 

They're portable: In a world where software requirements change hourly, the standard library functions do 

the same thing, and mean the same thing, for every compiler, on every computer. They're one of the few 

things you, as a C programmer, can count on. 

The funny thing is, one of the most standard pieces of information about the standard library is hard to find. 

For every function, there's one header file (or, rarely, two) that guarantees to give you that function's 

prototype. (You should always include the prototype for every function you call;) What's funny? That header 

file might not be the file that actually contains the prototype. In some (sad!) cases, it's not even the header 

file recommended by the compiler manual. The same is true for macros, typedefs, and global variables. 

 

2. What header files do I need in order to define the standard library functions I use? 

The funny thing is, these are not necessarily the files that define what you're looking for. Your compiler 

guarantees that (for example) if you want the EDOM macro, you can get it by including <errno.h>. EDOM 

http://www.indiabix.com/technical/c/standard-library-functions/
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might be defined in <errno.h>, or <errno.h> might just include something that defines it. Worse, the next 

version of your compiler might define EDOM somewhere else. 

Don't look in the files for the definition and use that file. Use the file that's supposed to define the symbol 

you want. It'll work. 

A few names are defined in multiple files: NULL, size_t, and wchar_t. If you need a definition for one of 

these names, use a file you need to include anyway, or pick one arbitrarily. (<stddef.h> is a reasonable 

choice; it's small, and it defines common macros and types.) 

Standard library functions header files. 

Function/Macro   Header File 

abort - stdlib.h 

abs - stdlib.h 

acos - math.h 

asctime - time.h 

asin - math.h 

assert - assert.h 

atan - math.h 

atan2 - math.h 

atexit - stdlib.h 

atof - stdlib.h 

atoi - stdlib.h 

atol - stdlib.h 

bsearch - stdlib.h 

BUFSIZ - stdlib.h 

calloc - stdlib.h 

ceil - math.h 

clearerr - stdio.h 

clock - time.h 

CLOCKS_PER_SEC - time.h 

clock_t - time.h 

cos - math.h 

cosh - math.h 

ctime - time.h 

difftime - time.h 

div - stdlib.h 

div_t - stdlib.h 

EDOM - errno.h 

EOF - stdio.h 

ERANGE - errno.h 

errno - errno.h 

exit - stdlib.h 

EXIT_FAILURE - stdlib.h 

EXIT_SUCCESS - stdlib.h 

exp - math.h 

fabs - math.h 

fclose - stdio.h 

feof - stdio.h 

ferror - stdio.h 

fflush - stdio.h 

fgetc - stdio.h 

fgetpos - stdio.h 
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fgets - stdio.h 

FILE - stdio.h 

FILENAME_MAX - stdio.h 

floor - math.h 

fmod - math.h 

fopen - stdio.h 

FOPEN_MAX - stdio.h 

fpos_t - stdio.h 

fprintf - stdio.h 

fputc - stdio.h 

fputs - stdio.h 

fread - stdio.h 

freopen - stdio.h 

frexp - math.h 

fscanf - stdio.h 

fseek - stdio.h 

fsetpos - stdio.h 

ftell - stdio.h 

fwrite - stdio.h 

getc - stdio.h 

getchar - stdio.h 

getenv - stdlib.h 

gets - stdio.h 

gmtime - time.h 

HUGE_VAL - math.h 

_IOFBF - stdio.h 

_IOLBF - stdio.h 

_IONBF - stdio.h 

isalnum - ctype.h 

isalpha - ctype.h 

iscntrl - ctype.h 

isdigit - ctype.h 

isgraph - ctype.h 

islower - ctype.h 

isprint - ctype.h 

ispunct - ctype.h 

isspace - ctype.h 

isupper - ctype.h 

isxdigit - ctype.h 

jmp_buf - setjmp.h 

labs - stdlib.h 

LC_ALL - locale.h 

LC_COLLATE - locale.h 

LC_CTYPE - locale.h 

LC_MONETARY - locale.h 

LC_NUMERIC - locale.h 

LC_TIME - locale.h 

struct lconv - locale.h 

ldexp - math.h 

ldiv - stdlib.h 

ldiv_t - stdlib.h 

localeconv - locale.h 

localtime - time.h 

log - math.h 

log10 - math.h 
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longjmp - setjmp.h 

L_tmpnam - stdio.h 

malloc - stdlib.h 

mblen - stdlib.h 

mbstowcs - stdlib.h 

mbtowc - stdlib.h 

MB_CUR_MAX - stdlib.h 

memchr - string.h 

memcmp - string.h 

memcpy - string.h 

memmove - string.h 

memset - string.h 

mktime - time.h 

modf - math.h 

NDEBUG - assert.h 

NULL - locale.h, stddef.h, stdio.h, stdlib.h, string.h, time.h 

offsetof - stddef.h 

perror - stdio.h 

pow - math.h 

printf - stdio.h 

ptrdiff_t - stddef.h 

putc - stdio.h 

putchar - stdio.h 

puts - stdio.h 

qsort - stdlib.h 

raise - signal.h 

rand - stdlib.h 

RAND_MAX - stdlib.h 

realloc - stdlib.h 

remove - stdio.h 

rename - stdio.h 

rewind - stdio.h 

scanf - stdio.h 

SEEK_CUR - stdio.h 

SEEK_END - stdio.h 

SEEK_SET - stdio.h 

setbuf - stdio.h 

setlocale - locale.h 

setvbuf - stdio.h 

SIGABRT - signal.h 

SIGFPE - signal.h 

SIGILL - signal.h 

SIGINT - signal.h 

signal - signal.h 

SIGSEGV - signal.h 

SIGTERM - signal.h 

sig_atomic_t - signal.h 

SIG_DFL - signal.h 

SIG_ERR - signal.h 

SIG_IGN - signal.h 

sin - math.h 

sinh - math.h 

size_t - stddef.h, stdlib.h, string.h, sprintf, stdio.h 

sqrt - math.h 

srand - stdlib.h 
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sscanf - stdio.h 

stderr - stdio.h 

stdin - stdio.h 

stdout - stdio.h 

strcat - string.h 

strchr - string.h 

strcmp - string.h 

strcoll - string.h 

strcpy - string.h 

strcspn - string.h 

strerror - string.h 

strftime - time.h 

strlen - string.h 

strncat - string.h 

strncmp - string.h 

strncpy - string.h 

strpbrk - string.h 

strrchr - string.h 

strspn - string.h 

strstr - string.h 

strtod - stdlib.h 

strtok - string.h 

strtol - stdlib.h 

strtoul - stdlib.h 

strxfrm - string.h 

system - stdlib.h 

tan - math.h 

tanh - math.h 

time - time.h 

time_t - time.h 

struct tm - time.h 

tmpfile - stdio.h 

tmpnam - stdio.h 

TMP_MAX - stdio.h 

tolower - ctype.h 

toupper - ctype.h 

ungetc - stdio.h 

va_arg - stdarg.h 

va_end - stdarg.h 

va_list - stdarg.h 

va_start - stdarg.h 

vfprintf - stdio.h 

vprintf - stdio.h 

vsprintf - stdio.h 

wchar_t - stddef.h, stdlib.h 

wcstombs - stdlib.h 

wctomb - stdlib.h 
 

3. How can I write functions that take a variable number of arguments? 

Use <stdarg.h>. This defines some macros that let your program deal with variable numbers of arguments. 
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There's no portable way for a C function, with no constraints on what it might be passed, to know how many 

arguments it might have gotten or what their types are. If a C function doesn't take a fixed number of 

arguments (of fixed types), it needs some convention for what the arguments are. For example, the first 

argument to printf is a string, which indicates what the remaining arguments are: 

printf("Hello, world!\n");   /* no more arguments */ 

printf("%s\n", "Hello, world!");   /* one more string argument */ 

printf("%s, %s\n", "Hello", "world!");   /* two more string arguments */ 

printf("%s, %d\n", "Hello", 42);   /* one string, one int */ 

The below program shows a simple printf-like function. The first argument is the format; from the format 

string, the number and types of the remaining arguments can be determined. As with the real printf, if the 

format doesn't match the rest of the arguments, the result is undefined. There's no telling what your program 

will do then (but probably something bad). 

#include  <stdio.h> 

#include    <stdlib.h> 

#include    <string.h> 

#include    <stdarg.h> 

static char * int2str(int n)  

{ 

        int minus = (n < 0); 

        static char     buf[32]; 

        char    *p = &buf[31]; 

        if (minus) 

                n = -n; 

        *p = '\0'; 

        do { 

                *--p = '0' + n % 10; 

                n /= 10; 

        } while (n > 0); 

        if (minus) 

                *--p = '-'; 

        return p; 

} 

/* This is a simple printf-like function that handles only 

  the format specifiers %%, %s, and %d. */ 

void simplePrintf(const char *format, ...) 

{ 

    va_list ap; /* ap is our argument pointer. */ 

    int     i; 

    char    *s; 

    /* Initialize ap to start with the argument after "format" */ 

    va_start(ap, format); 

    for ( ; *format; format++)  

    { 

        if (*format != '%')  

        { 

                putchar(*format); 

                continue; 

        } 

        switch (*++format)  

        { 

        case 's': 

                /* Get next argument (a char*) */ 

                s = va_arg(ap, char *); 

                fputs(s, stdout); 

                break; 

        case 'd': 

                /* Get next argument (an int) */ 

                i = va_arg(ap, int); 

                s = int2str(i); 

                fputs(s, stdout); 

                break; 
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        case '\0': 

                format--; 

                break; 

        default: 

                putchar(*format); 

                break; 

        } 

    } 

        /* Clean up varying arguments before returning */ 

        va_end(ap); 

} 

void main() 

{ 

    simplePrintf("The %s tax rate is %d%%.\n", "sales", 6); 

} 

 

4. What is the difference between a free-standing and a hosted environment? 

Not all C programmers write database management systems and word processors. Some write code for 

embedded systems, such as anti-lock braking systems and intelligent toasters. Embedded systems don't 

necessarily have any sort of file system, or much of an operating system at all. The ANSI/ISO standard calls 

these "free-standing" systems, and it doesn't require them to provide anything except the language itself. The 

alternative is a program running on a PC or a mainframe or something in-between; that's a "hosted" 

environment. 

Even people developing for free-standing environments should pay attention to the standard library. For one 

thing, if a free-standing environment provides some functionality (such as a square root function), it's likely 

to provide it in a way that's compatible with the standard. (Reinventing the square root is like reinventing the 

square wheel; what's the point?) Beyond that, embedded programs are often tested on a PC before they're 

downloaded to a toaster (or whatever). Using the standard functions will increase the amount of code that 

can be identical in both the test and the real environments. 

 

5. What standard functions are available to manipulate strings? 

Short answer: the functions in <string.h>. 

C doesn't have a built-in string type. Instead, C programs use char arrays, terminated by the NUL ('\0') 

character. 

C programs (and C programmers) are responsible for ensuring that the arrays are big enough to hold all that 

will be put in them. There are three approaches: 

1. Set aside a lot of room, assume that it will be big enough, and don't worry what happens if it's not big 

enough (efficient, but this method can cause big problems if there's not enough room). 

2. Always allocate and reallocate the necessary amount of room (not too inefficient if done with realloc; this 

method can take lots of code and lots of runtime). 

3. Set aside what should be enough room, and stop before going beyond it (efficient and safe, but you might 

lose data). 

There are two sets of functions for C string programming. One set (strcpy, strcat, and so on) works with the 

first and second approaches. This set copies or uses as much as it's asked to—and there had better be room 

for it all, or the program might be buggy. Those are the functions most C programmers use. The other set 
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(strncpy, strncat, and so on) takes the third approach. This set needs to know how much room there is, and it 

never goes beyond that, ignoring everything that doesn't fit. 

The "n" (third) argument means different things to these two functions: 

To strncpy, it means there is room for only "n" characters, including any NUL character at the end. strncpy 

copies exactly "n" characters. If the second argument doesn't have that many, strncpy copies extra NUL 

characters. If the second argument has more characters than that, strncpy stops before it copies any NUL 

character. That means, when using strncpy, you should always put a NUL character at the end of the string 

yourself; don't count on strncpy to do it for you. 

To strncat, it means to copy up to "n" characters, plus a NUL character if necessary. Because what you 

really know is how many characters the destination can store, you usually need to use strlen to calculate how 

many characters you can copy. 

The difference between strncpy and strncat is "historical." (That's a technical term meaning "It made sense 

to somebody, once, and it might be the right way to do things, but it's not obvious why right now.") 

An example of the "string-n" functions. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

/* 

Normally, a constant like MAXBUF would be very large, to 

help ensure that the buffer doesn't overflow.  Here, it's very 

small, to show how the "string-n" functions prevent it from 

ever overflowing. 

*/ 

#define MAXBUF 16 

int 

main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

        char buf[MAXBUF]; 

        int i; 

        buf[MAXBUF - 1] = '\0'; 

        strncpy(buf, argv[0], MAXBUF-1); 

        for (i = 1; i < argc; ++i) { 

                strncat(buf, " ", 

                  MAXBUF - 1 - strlen(buf)); 

                strncat(buf, argv[i], 

                  MAXBUF - 1 - strlen(buf)); 

        } 

        puts(buf); 

        return 0; 

} 

strcpy and strncpy copy a string from one array to another. The value on the right is copied to the value on 

the left; think of the order as being the same as that for assignment. 

strcat and strncat "concatenate" one string onto the end of another. For example, if a1 is an array that holds 

"dog" and a2 is an array that holds "wood", after calling strcat(a1, a2), a1 would hold "dogwood". strcmp 

and strncmp compare two strings. The return value is negative if the left argument is less than the right, zero 

if they're the same, and positive if the left argument is greater than the right. There are two common idioms 

for equality and inequality: 

if (strcmp(s1, s2)) { 

    /* s1 != s2 */ 

} 
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and 

if (! strcmp(s1, s2)) { 

    /* s1 == s2 */ 

} 

This code is not incredibly readable, perhaps, but it's perfectly valid C code and quite common; learn to 

recognize it. If you need to take into account the current locale when comparing strings, use strcoll. 

A number of functions search in a string. (In all cases, it's the "left" or first argument being searched in.) 

strchr and strrchr look for (respectively) the first and last occurrence of a character in a string. (memchr and 

memrchr are the closest functions to the "n" equivalents strchr and strrchr.) strspn, strcspn (the "c" stands 

for "complement"), and strpbrk look for substrings consisting of certain characters or separated by certain 

characters: 

n = strspn("Iowa", "AEIOUaeiou"); 

/* n = 2; "Iowa" starts with 2 vowels */ 

n = strcspn("Hello world", " \t"); 

/* n = 5; white space after 5 characters */ 

p = strbrk("Hello world", " \t"); 

/* p points to blank */ 

strstr looks for one string in another: 

p = strstr("Hello world", "or"); 

/* p points to the second "o" */ 

strtok breaks a string into tokens, which are separated by characters given in the second argument. strtok is 

"destructive"; it sticks NUL characters in the original string. (If the original string should be changed, it 

should be copied, and the copy should be passed to strtok.) Also, strtok is not "reentrant"; it can't be called 

from a signal-handling function, because it "remembers" some of its arguments between calls. strtok is an 

odd function, but very useful for pulling apart data separated by commas or white space.  

The below program shows a simple program that uses strtok to break up the words in a sentence. 

/* An example of using strtok. */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

static char buf[] = "Now is the time for all good men ..."; 

int main() 

{ 

        char* p; 

        p = strtok(buf, " "); 

        while (p) { 

                printf("%s\n", p); 

                p = strtok(NULL, " "); 

        } 

        return 0; 

} 

 

6. How do I determine whether a character is numeric, alphabetic, and so on? 

The header file ctype.h defines various functions for determining what class a character belongs to. These 

consist of the following functions: 

Function   Character Class   Returns Nonzero for Characters 

isdigit() - Decimal digits - 0-9 

isxdigit() - Hexadecimal digits - 0-9, a-f, or A-F 

isalnum() - Alphanumerics - 0-9, a-z, or A-Z 

isalpha() - Alphabetics - a-z or A-Z 
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islower() - 
Lowercase 

alphabetics  
- a-z 

isupper() - 
Uppercase 

alphabetics 
- A-Z 

isspace() - Whitespace - Space, tab, vertical tab, newline, form feed, or carriage return 

isgraph() - Nonblank characters - 
Any character that appears nonblank when printed (ASCII 0x21 through 

0x7E) 

isprint() - Printable characters - All the isgraph() characters, plus space 

ispunct() - Punctuation - Any character in isgraph() that is not in isalnum() 

iscntrl() - Control characters - Any character not in isprint() (ASCII 0x00 through 0x1F plus 0x7F) 

There are three very good reasons for calling these macros instead of writing your own tests for character 

classes. They are pretty much the same reasons for using standard library functions in the first place. First, 

these macros are fast. Because they are generally implemented as a table lookup with some bit-masking 

magic, even a relatively complicated test can be performed much faster than an actual comparison of the 

value of the character. 

Second, these macros are correct. It's all too easy to make an error in logic or typing and include a wrong 

character (or exclude a right one) from a test. 

Third, these macros are portable. Believe it or not, not everyone uses the same ASCII character set with PC 

extensions. You might not care today, but when you discover that your next computer uses Unicode rather 

than ASCII, you'll be glad you wrote code that didn't assume the values of characters in the character set. 

The header file ctype.h also defines two functions to convert characters between upper- and lowercase 

alphabetics. These are toupper() and tolower(). The behavior of toupper() and tolower() is undefined if their 

arguments are not lower- and uppercase alphabetic characters, respectively, so you must remember to check 

using islower() and isupper() before calling toupper() and tolower(). 

 

7. What is a "locale"? 

A locale is a description of certain conventions your program might be expected to follow under certain 

circumstances. It's mostly helpful to internationalize your program. 

If you were going to print an amount of money, would you always use a dollar sign? Not if your program 

was going to run in the United Kingdom; there, you'd use a pound sign. In some countries, the currency 

symbol goes before the number; in some, it goes after. Where does the sign go for a negative number? How 

about the decimal point? A number that would be printed 1,234.56 in the United States should appear as 

1.234,56 in some other countries. Same value, different convention. How are times and dates displayed? The 

only short answer is, differently. These are some of the technical reasons why some programmers whose 

programs have to run all over the world have so many headaches. 

Good news: Some of the differences have been standardized. C compilers support different "locales," 

different conventions for how a program acts in different places. For example, the strcoll (string collate) 

function is like the simpler strcmp, but it reflects how different countries and languages sort and order 

(collate) string values. The setlocale and localeconv functions provide this support. 

Bad news: There's no standardized list of interesting locales. The only one your compiler is guaranteed to 

support is the "C" locale, which is a generic, American English convention that works best with ASCII 

characters between 32 and 127. Even so, if you need to get code that looks right, no matter where around the 

world it will run, thinking in terms of locales is a good first step. (Getting several locales your compiler 

supports, or getting your compiler to accept locales you define, is a good second step.) 
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8. Is there a way to jump out of a function or functions? 

The standard library functions setjmp() and longjmp() are used to provide a goto that can jump out of a 

function or functions, in the rare cases in which this action is useful. To correctly use setjmp() and 

longjmp(), you must apply several conditions. 

You must #include the header file setjmp.h. This file provides the prototypes for setjmp() and longjmp(), and 

it defines the type jmp_buf. You need a variable of type jmp_buf to pass as an argument to both setjmp() and 

longjmp(). This variable will contain the information needed to make the jump occur. 

You must call setjmp() to initialize the jmp_buf variable. If setjmp() returns 0, you have just initialized the 

jmp_buf. If setjmp() returns anything else, your program just jumped to that point via a call to longjmp(). In 

that case, the return value is whatever your program passed to longjmp(). 

Conceptually, longjmp() works as if when it is called, the currently executing function returns. Then the 

function that called it returns, and so on, until the function containing the call to setjmp() is executing. Then 

execution jumps to where setjmp() was called from, and execution continues from the return of setjmp(), but 

with the return value of setjmp() set to whatever argument was passed to longjmp(). In other words, if 

function f() calls setjmp() and later calls function g(), and function g() calls function h(), which calls 

longjmp(), the program behaves as if h() returned immediately, then g() returned immediately, then f() 

executed a goto back to the setjmp() call. 

What this means is that for a call to longjmp() to work properly, the program must already have called 

setjmp() and must not have returned from the function that called setjmp(). If these conditions are not 

fulfilled, the operation of longjmp() is undefined (meaning your program will probably crash). The program 

The below program illustrates the use of setjmp() and longjmp(). It is obviously contrived, because it would 

be simpler to write this program without using setjmp() and longjmp(). In general, when you are tempted to 

use setjmp() and longjmp(), try to find a way to write the program without them, because they are easy to 

misuse and can make a program difficult to read and maintain. 

/* An example of using setjmp() and longjmp(). */ 

#include        <setjmp.h> 

#include        <stdio.h> 

#include        <string.h> 

#include        <stdlib.h> 

#define RETRY_PROCESS 1 

#define QUIT_PROCESS  2 

jmp_buf env; 

int nitems; 

int procItem() 

{ 

    char    buf[256]; 

    if (gets(buf) && strcmp(buf, "done"))  

    { 

        if (strcmp(buf, "quit") == 0) 

                longjmp(env, QUIT_PROCESS); 

        if (strcmp(buf, "restart") == 0) 

                longjmp(env, RETRY_PROCESS); 

        nitems++; 

        return 1; 

    } 

    return 0; 

} 

void process() 

{ 

    printf("Enter items, followed by 'done'.\n"); 

    printf("At any time, you can type 'quit' to exit\n"); 
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    printf("or 'restart' to start over again\n"); 

    nitems = 0; 

    while (procItem()); 

} 

void main() 

{ 

    for ( ; ; )  

    { 

        switch (setjmp(env))  

        { 

            case 0: 

            case RETRY_PROCESS: 

                    process(); 

                    printf("You typed in %d items.\n", 

                            nitems); 

                    break; 

            case QUIT_PROCESS: 

            default: 

                    exit(0); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

9. What's a signal? What do I use signals for? 

A signal is an exceptional condition that occurs during the execution of your program. It might be the result 

of an error in your program, such as a reference to an illegal address in memory; or an error in your 

program's data, such as a floating-point divided by 0; or an outside event, such as the user's pressing Ctrl-

Break. The standard library function signal() enables you to specify what action is to be taken on one of 

these exceptional conditions (a function that performs that action is called a "signal handler"). The prototype 

for signal() is  

#include <signal.h> 

void (*signal(int num, void (*func)(int)))(int); 

which is just about the most complicated declaration you'll see in the C standard library. It is easier to 

understand if you define a typedef first. The type sigHandler_t, shown next, is a pointer to a function that 

takes an int as its argument and returns a void: 

typedef void (*sigHandler_t)(int); 

sigHandler_t signal(int num, sigHandler_t func); 

signal() is a function that takes an int and a sigHandler_t as its two arguments, and returns a sigHandler_t as 

its return value. The function passed in as the func argument will be the new signal handler for the 

exceptional condition numbered num. The return value is the previous signal handler for signal num. This 

value can be used to restore the previous behavior of a program, after temporarily setting a signal handler. 

The possible values for num are system dependent and are listed in signal.h. The possible values for func are 

any function in your program, or one of the two specially defined values SIG_DFL or SIG_IGN. The 

SIG_DFL value refers to the system's default action, which is usually to halt the program. SIG_IGN means 

that the signal is ignored. 

The following line of code, when executed, causes the program containing it to ignore Ctrl-Break keystrokes 

unless the signal is changed again. Although the signal numbers are system dependent, the signal number 

SIGINT is normally used to refer to an attempt by the user to interrupt the program's execution (Ctrl-C or 

Ctrl-Break in DOS): 
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signal(SIGINT, SIG_IGN); 

 

10. Why shouldn't I start variable names with underscores? 

Identifier names beginning with two underscores or an underscore followed by a capital letter are reserved 

for use by the compiler or standard library functions wherever they appear. In addition, all identifier names 

beginning with an underscore followed by anything are reserved when they appear in file scope (when they 

are not local to a function). 

If you use a reserved identifier for a variable name, the results are undefined (your program might not 

compile, or it might compile but crash). Even if you are lucky enough to pick an identifier that is not 

currently used by your compiler or library, remember that these identifiers are reserved for possible use 

later. Thus, it's best to avoid using an underscore at the beginning of variable and function names. 

 

11. What math functions are available for integers? For floating point? 

The operations +, -, *, and / (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) are available for both 

integer and floating-point arithmetic. The operator % (remainder) is available for integers only. 

For floating-point math, many other functions are declared in the header file math.h. Most of these functions 

operate in double-precision floating point, for increased accuracy. If these functions are passed an argument 

outside of their domain (the domain of a function is the set of legal values for which it is defined), the 

function will return some unspecified value and will set the variable errno to the value EDOM. If the return 

value of the function is too large or small to be represented by a double (causing overflow or underflow), the 

function will return HUGE_VAL (for overflow) or 0 (for underflow) and will set errno to ERANGE. The 

values EDOM, ERANGE, and HUGE_VAL are defined in math.h. 

The following list describes the functions declared in math.h: 

1. double cos(double), double sin(double), double tan(double) take a value in radians and return the cosine, 

sine, and tangent of the value, respectively. 

2. double acos(double), double asin(double), double atan(double) take a value and return the arc cosine, arc 

sine, and arc tangent of the value, respectively. The value passed to acos() and asin() must be in the range -1 

to 1, inclusive. 

3. double atan2(double x, double y) returns the arc tangent of the value represented by x/y, even if x/y is not 

representable as a double (if y is 0, for instance). 

4. double cosh(double), double sinh(double), double tanh(double) take a value in radians and return the 

hyperbolic cosine, hyperbolic sine, and hyperbolic tangent of the value, respectively. 

5. double exp(double x), double log(double x), double log10(double x) take a value and return ex, the natural 

logarithm of x, and the logarithm base 10 of x, respectively. The two logarithm functions will cause a range 

error (ERANGE) if x is 0 and a domain error (EDOM) if x is negative. 

6. double sqrt(double) returns the square root of its argument. It causes a domain error (EDOM) if the value 

passed to it is negative. 

7. double ldexp(double n, int e) returns n * 2e. This is somewhat analogous to the << operator for integers. 
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8. double pow(double b, double e) returns be. It causes a domain error (EDOM) if b is 0 and e is less than or 

equal to 0, or if b is less than 0 and e is not an integral value. 

9. double frexp(double n, int *i) returns the mantissa of n and sets the int pointed to by i to the exponent of n. 

The mantissa is in the range 0.5 to 1 (excluding 1 itself ), and the exponent is a number such that n = 

mantissa * 2exponent. 

10. double modf(double n, int *i) returns the fractional part of n and sets the int pointed to by i to the integer 

part of n. 

11. double ceil(double), double floor(double) return the smallest integer greater than or equal to and the 

largest integer less than or equal to their arguments, respectively. For instance, ceil(-1.1) returns -1.0, and 

floor(-1.1) returns -2.0. 

12. double fmod(double x, double y) returns the remainder of x/y. This is similar to the % operator for 

integers, but it does not restrict its inputs or result to be ints. It causes a domain error (EDOM) if y is 0. 

13. double fabs(double) returns the absolute value of the value passed to it (a number with the same 

magnitude, but always positive). For instance, fabs(-3.14) returns 3.14. 

 

12. What are multibyte characters? 

Multibyte characters are another way to make internationalized programs easier to write. Specifically, they 

help support languages such as Chinese and Japanese that could never fit into eight-bit characters. If your 

programs will never need to deal with any language but English, you don't need to know about multibyte 

characters. 

Inconsiderate as it might seem, in a world full of people who might want to use your software, not 

everybody reads English. The good news is that there are standards for fitting the various special characters 

of European languages into an eight-bit character set. (The bad news is that there are several such standards, 

and they don't agree.) 

Go to Asia, and the problem gets more complicated. Some languages, such as Japanese and Chinese, have 

more than 256 characters. Those will never fit into any eight-bit character set. (An eight-bit character can 

store a number between 0 and 255, so it can have only 256 different values.) 

The good news is that the standard library has the beginnings of a solution to this problem. <stddef.h> 

defines a type, wchar_t, that is guaranteed to be long enough to store any character in any language a C 

program can deal with. Based on all the agreements so far, 16 bits is enough. That's often a short, but it's 

better to trust that the compiler vendor got wchar_t right than to get in trouble if the size of a short changes. 

The mblen, mbtowc, and wctomb functions transform byte strings into multibyte characters. See your 

compiler manuals for more information on these functions. 

 

13. How can I manipulate strings of multibyte characters? 

Say your program sometimes deals with English text (which fits comfortably into 8-bit chars with a bit to 

spare) and sometimes Japanese text (which needs 16 bits to cover all the possibilities). If you use the same 

code to manipulate either country's text, will you need to set aside 16 bits for every character, even your 
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English text? Maybe not. Some (but not all) ways of encoding multibyte characters can store information 

about whether more than one byte is necessary. 

mbstowcs ("multibyte string to wide character string") and wcstombs ("wide character string to multibyte 

string") convert between arrays of wchar_t (in which every character takes 16 bits, or two bytes) and 

multibyte strings (in which individual characters are stored in one byte if possible). 

There's no guarantee your compiler can store multibyte strings compactly. (There's no single agreed-upon 

way of doing this.) If your compiler can help you with multibyte strings, mbstowcs and wcstombs are the 

functions it provides for that. 

 


